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Many structures are susceptible to progressive collapse, a chain re-
action type.of failure following damage to a relatively small portion of 
the structure. The more specialized a structure is, the more vulnerable 
it is to progressive failure largely because it is designed to resist 
fewer possible loading conditions. As efforts increase to optimize de-
signs within acceptable factors of safety, the risks of initiating pro-
gressive collapse through relatively minor localized damage also increase. 
An ability to predict analytically the response of a damaged structure 
would therefore be beneficial. 
Although progressive collapse is normally associated with high-rise 
buildings, interest in it is not limited to conventional civil engineer-
ing applications. The Department of Defense needs the capability to pre-
dict the residual strength of battle-damaged aircraft and to know the 
role of progressive collapse in that setting. Specifically, the Depart-
ment of Defense Joint Technical Coordinating Group for Munitions Effec-
tiveness is interested in the post-damaged capabilities of potentially 
hostile aircraft. 
In pursuit of its interest, the Group provided research funds and 
three F-84F aircraft wings for this study. The goal was to evaluate a 
potentially versatile method for predicting progressive collapse in air-
craft structures. The method was to be verified by experimental testing. 
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Desirable characteristics to be imparted to the method would be relative 
simplicity in preparing for its use and relative ease and economy in its 
application. 
The finite element method was the fundamental tool for determining 
stresses within the wing. In this report most discussion of the finite 
element method is of a general nature. The NASTRAN (!iational Aeronauti-
cal and Space Administration Structural Analysis) program was selected to 
apply the finite element method because of its versatility and its wide-
spread availability in both industry and the defense community. The read-
er is assumed to be familiar with the finite element method in general. 
Where reference to specific program characteristics is essential, a basic 
familiarity with NASTRAN is also assumed. 
Finally, the sponsor of this research is interested in the effective-
ness of munitions in destroying combat.aircraft. Consequently, any con-
servative assumption is one which tends to give the structure more strength 
than actually exists. This definition of conservative is used throughout 
the study. Caution must be exercised in directly extending the results of 
this study to more conventional applications. In such use the assumptions 
of this study would become unconservative. 
CHAPTER 11 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2. l General 
Many papers have addressed the topic of progressive collapse of dam-
aged structures, but only one has provided a general quantitative method 
of analysis (1). The following sections summarize the published papers 
while the last section details the one general approach. 
2.2 Qualitative Analysis 
Most studies of progressive collapse, as applied to structures con-
ventionally associated with Civil Engineering, fit into three categories. 
The first addressed a need to predict statistically the frequency and 
severity of damaging events such as vehicle impact or explosion (2 through 
8). 
Another category was the qualitative analysis of a structure's abil-
ity to resist damage or to develop alternate load paths around damage. 
Typical topics of discussion included catenary action of slabs, beam ac-
tion of adequately tied ceiling-wall-floor systems acting as wide flange 
sections, and the in-plane arching of walls over damage (4, 7, 9 through 
14). 
A third category was an effort to develop codes which mate the first 
two areas into economically and socially acceptable guidelines for design 
and construction (15 through 23). Additionally, a research workshop was 
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conducted in 1975 to evaluate present knowledge of the progressive col-
lapse phenomenon and to identify areas requiring further study (24). 
2.3 Quantitative Analysis of Building Structures 
4 
A smaller, fourth category addressed the need to evaluate quantita-
tively the behaviors occurring during a progressive collapse. Several 
studies have been completed, but most have considered only two-dimensional 
problems and most have required extensive analyst interactive involvement 
(25 through 29). 
Smith and Epstein (30) developed a three-dimensional method to ana-
lyze the progressive collapse of a space truss roof. Their approach used 
the finite element method to determine structural member stresses. As a 
member approached its buckling load, predetermined for every member· in 
the structure, the member was replaced by opposite equal forces repre-. 
senting post-buckling strength. The method did provide a three-dimension-
al analysis but was limited exclusively to buckling related failures. It 
was inappropriate for structures in which other failure modes share equal 
importance or are dominant. 
2.4 Quantitative Analysis of Aircraft Structures 
The military 1 s need to predict the behavior of damaged aircraft has 
precipitated several papers of interest. Venkayya (31) outlined an em-
pirical iterative procedure in 1978 for determining the residual strength 
of damaged structures. The displacements and decomposed stiffness matrix 
of an undamaged structure were combined with a sparse negative stiffness 
matrix representing damage. The result was an iteratively derived second-
order Taylor series approximation of the response of the damaged structure. 
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The method appeared suitable for economic evaluation of initial structure 
response to several different damage conditions. However, when the me-
thod is applied to progressive collapse analyses, problems surface as 
component failure progresses toward collapse. Solution convergence times 
become unacceptably slow and convergence criteria become increasingly 
difficult to establish. 
In 1976, Heard (1) proposed for the Air Force Armaments Testing Lab-
oratory (AFATL) a method of structural modeling and analysis for progres-
sive collapse in aircraft structures. That method, referred to in this 
study as the AFATL method, appeared to be the most promising general ap-
proach to a quantitative analysis of progressive collapse. The next sec-
tion presents this method in some detail. 
2.5 Analysis Method Background 
The structure being evaluated must be represented as a computer model 
for finite element analysis. Because the method requires many iterative 
analyses to trace the progressive collapse phenomenon, economy urges the 
use of the largest, simplest elements which still describe the basic geo-
metry of the structure and provide adequate precision to permit a stress-
based analysis. A principal feature of the AFATL method is that little 
or no refinement of the model occurs in the area of damage. This feature 
aids the economy of the method but, because the large elements mask 
stress concentrations, the method must include compensating techniques. 
Heard employed two such techniques which are described later. 
A load was applied to the model and the resulting stresses were exam-
ined in search of overstressed elements. An overstressed element was one 
whose stresses exceeded predefined limiting values. A solitary over-
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stressed element was removed from the model as having failed. If more 
than one overstressed element occurred grouped together, only the most 
severely stressed element of the group was removed. This technique 
helped represent crack propagation in a model composed of large elements 
and was supported by studies of Sih and Hartranft (28). 
Reducing the values of limiting stresses for elements bordering dam-
age was the second technique to compensate for loss of stress concentra-
tions around crack tips at the edges of damage. Thus the computed stress 
in an element bordering damage might produce element failure while a 
similarly stressed element away from damage remained intact. Using dif-
ferent values for limiting stresses complicated the process of selecting 
which element to fail in a group of overstressed elements. The most 
severely stressed element could not be determined through a direct com-
parison of the magnitudes of element stresses. 
After the failed elements were removed, the modified model was again 
analyzed and the procedure was repeated. Iterations continued until the 
model could sustain some desired maximum load, or until failure occurred. 
This latter condition was sometimes determined subjectively by evaluating 
the structure's displaced shape rather than by its residual load-carrying 
capacity. 
CHAPTER I I I 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
The method proposed by Heard appeared to be a versatile approach for 
the quantitative analysis of progressive collapse. To increase the accep-
tability of the method, however, four areas were identified as objectives 
for further study. 
Validation of the method was perhaps the most important objective. 
Due to an absence of actual aircraft wings which his model represented, 
Heard was unable to substantiate with actual test data the value of his 
work. The first phase of this study was a laboratory test program which 
provided data for evaluation of analytical results. Tests of three F-84F 
aircraft wings measured structural performance under different damage and 
load combinations. 
In the previous study, only one combination of elements was used for 
modeling the aircraft wing structure. A comparison of several element 
combinations was made in search of the best selection of model elements. 
The actual application of the method required a great amount of 
manual data analysis for each iteration. A large number of elements had 
to be checked and compared to limiting stress values. The relative loca-
tions of overstressed elements had to be determined and caution applied 
to remove the appropriate element. Finally, removal of failed elements 
required modifications of the model. In addition to removing the failed 
elements, modification included reducing limiting stresses for elements 
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bordering the newly propagated damage. Automating the application of the 
method was desirable to reduce both time and expense for a complete anal-
ysis. 
The final area to address was the appropriate values for limiting 
stresses. Heard used two levels of limiting stresses: material ultimate 
strength for elements away from damage, and material yield strength for 
elements bordering damage. A more sophisticated determination of limit-
ing stresses had the potential for returning more realistic results. 
These four areas, 
l. Comparison of analytical and test results 
2. Comparison of modeling elements 
3. Automation of the method 
4. Determination of limiting stress values, 
became the specific objectives of this study. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL TEST PROGRAM 
4.1 General 
A major objective of this study was to use actual test data as a 
standard for evaluating analytical results. Three F-84F aircraft wings 
were tested, each with a different damage and load combination. This 
chapter contains descriptions of specific damage and loads and of the 
general test procedure. Appendix A contains diagrams showing strain gage 
locations for the various tests. 
4.2 Specific Test Descriptions 
The F-84F aircraft wing is a two-spar, semi-monocoque structure. 
For general reference, Figure illustrates the upper and lower wing sur-
faces and the wing structural frame. All three wings were mounted upside 
down for testing; however, the terms 11 upper 11 and 11 lower 11 refer to the 
wing's upper and lower surfaces, not to their physical orientation for 
the tests. For all tests, the landing gear and gear doors, flaps, and 
ailerons were removed. 
Test 1 consisted of severe damage to the upper half of the front 
spar as shown in Figure 2. A load applied to the front spar produced a 
failure with bending as the predominant behavior. The damaged area was 
stressed in tension. 
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(a) Upper Surface 
(b) Lower Surface 
(c) Structural Frame 
Figure l. F-84F \Jing Structure 
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Section a -a 
~ Damage 
Figure 2. Damage for Test 1 
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Test 2, Figure 3, was to measure behavior with a significant amount 
of torsion present. The rear spar was completely severed a,nd the load 
was applied to the rear spar. The result was a combination of bending 
and torsion in the front spar. This wing could not be failed within safe 
limits of the laboratory loading apparatus. Consequently, three loading 
trials were performed on this wing and designated Tests 2A, 2B, and 2C. 
Each test had slightly modified damage to the skin adjacent to the 
severed spar. These were efforts to initiate tearing of the skin over 
the wheel well area; however, no propagation of that damage occurred. 
Test 3 was an attempt to represent more closely the damage which 
could occur from a shaped-charge missile warhead. Figure 4 shows a 5-i-
inch wide strip of material removed from the lower wing surface. All 
skin was removed from the strip, which extended from the rear spar to the 
leading edge. The lower rear spar cap was removed but the web was left 
intact. The portion of the lower front spar cap extending from the web 
toward the trailing edge was also removed. The load applied to the rear 
spar put the damaged surface into compression. 
The residual strength of this wing also exceeded the safe capacity 
of the loading equipment. A variation of this test, designated Test 3B, 
included further damage to the front spar cap. Half the width of the 
lower spar cap extending from the web toward the leading edge was remov-
ed. A ]*-inch width of spar cap remained extending from the rear face 
of the web toward the leading edge. This additional damaae led to com-
plete structural failure. 
4.3 Wing Support System 
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- Additional Damage for Test 36 
Figure 4. Damage for Test 3 
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in Figure 5. Pins secured the wings in the support structures in the 
same manner as the wings had been attached to aircraft fuselages. The 
support structures were extremely rigid compared to the wings so that no 
appreciable deformation occurred within the supports themselves. Three 
transducers supported each T-shaped support structure, permitting measure-
ments of vertical reaction forces and reaction moments about two perpendi-
cular horizontal axes. 
The wing spar roots were aligned with the support structures and 
pinned into place within small tolerance; however, some motion of the 
wing spar roots with respect to the supports was unavoidable. For Tests 
2 and 3, dial gages measured relative rotation of each wing spar root 
about horizontal axes parallel to and perpendicular to the root itself. 
These data then formed the basis for support conditions in corresponding 
finite element analyses. These support conditions provided a better ana-
lytical representation of wing deflections; however, support conditions 
assuming no relative rotation were used for stress analyses. 
4.4 Load System 
A movable overhead crane applied a single point load in each test. 
The crane was self-adjusting so the load was always applied vertically. 
A cable attaching the crane to the wing load point was equipped with an 
in-1 ine transducer to permit continuous accurate monitoring of the actual 
load applied. 
4.5 Deflection Measurements 
Vertical deflections were measured at points along the front and 
rear spars corresponding to node points in the finite element model. 
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Steel scales incremented to 0.01 inch were attached to the lower wing 
surface and measurements were read through an engineer's level. Similar-
ly, scales were mounted on the support structures above each transducer 
to detect any vertical displacements there. At the load point no scale 
could be attached to the wing surface as at other locations along the 
spars. Instead, a cloth tape hung down vertically from the upper wing 
surface to measure deflections with respect to the laboratory floor. 
4.6 Strain Measurements 
Strain gages were mounted to the wing to detect changes in load 
paths as components failed and to detect load levels at which failures 
occurred. The different designs of each test and experience from previ-
ous tests led to slightly different strain gage placement for each wing. 
Appendix A contains specific locations. 
Quarter-inch uniaxial strain gages measured outer fiber strains 
along spar and rib caps. Three-gage rectangular rosettes attached to 
selected skin panels measured panel behavior. Similar rosettes measured 
shear in rib and spar webs in Test 3. 
Wings were first loaded enough to compensate for self-weight, and 
all gages were zeroed. For Test 1, all transducers and strain gages fed 
into a single switch and balance unit to measure output. All other tests 
used a Vishay Instruments Measurements Group computer-controlled data 
acquisition and reduction system. The System 4000 included the software 
program plus a Controller 4220 and two Strain Gage Scanners 4270. A Hew-
lett-Packard 9825B, upgraded to 9825T capabilities, served as the Execu-
tive Control Unit to complete the system hardware. 
CHAPTER V 
FINITE ELEMENT MODELS 
5. 1 Background 
The fundamental modeling philosophy used by Heard (1) applied also 
to this study. Rod elements in combination with shear panels represented 
heavy structural members such as spars and ribs. Shear panel or membrane 
elements represented aircraft skin. Skin stiffeners were modeled by rod 
elements. 
The specific structure for this study, the F-84F aircraft wing, was 
also analyzed by Jordan (32, 33). In 1976, he performed a dynamic re-
sponse and small static load bending analysis of the wing. Although his 
objective differed from Heard's, he applied the same fundamental philoso-
phy to develop his model of the wing. Jordan's model was the nucleus of 
the models evaluated in this study and is illustrated in Figure 6. De-
tails of element numbering are presented in Appendix B. 
The structure's geometry determined the size of the elements. Inter-
sections of spars and ribs and of skin stiffeners and ribs were model 
node points. The node points in turn defined the elements. The proce-
dure for assigning area properties for elements, particularly for rods, 
was detailed by both Heard (1) and Jordan (33). A brief summary is pre-



















5.2 Model Variations 
The model developed by Jordan gave him good response for conditions 
where bending dominated; however, it provided no torsional stiffness for 
the heavy structural members. To evaluate damage and load combinations 
producing significant torsion, model revisions included torsional stiff-
ness for the front and rear spars. 
This stiffness was provided by including rod elements along the 
centerlines of the spars. These elements had no axial load capacity but 
did provide torsional resistance. Multipoint constraint equations deter-
mined the rotation of each end of a torsion rod by using the lateral dis-
placements of the nodes immediately above and below it. Figure 7 illus-
trates that the rotation, S, of the end of the centerline rod was 
(5. 1) 
Although modeling philosophies in the previous efforts were essen-
tially the same, Heard used membrane elements for the skin while Jordan 
used shear panels. This study compared four modeling combinations. All 
four models used rods for skin stiffeners and for caps of spars and ribs. 
All used shear panels for spar and rib webs. The differences are pre-
sented in Table I. Appendix Dis a listing of Model A and Appendix Eis 
a listing of Model C. The additions for torsional resistance to convert 
Models A and C to Models B and D, respectively, are presented in Appendix 
F. 
5.3 Modeling Initial Damage 
To the extent possible, no special modeling techniques were applied 
to initial damage. Damaged shear panels or membranes were reduced in 
z 




DESIGNATION OF FINITE ELEMENT MODELS 
Model Torsional 
Designation Skin Elements Stiffness 
A Shear Panels No 
B Shear Panels Yes 
c Membranes No 
D Membranes Yes 
21 
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thickness or were removed when damage was severe. The rods representing 
damaged spars were reduced in size to maintain an equivalent moment of 
inertia, as presented by Jordan (32, 33). One exception to this approach 
was evaluated for Test 1. Damage to the front spar extended halfway into 
the web. Figure Sa shows a side view of the damaged front spar and Fig-
ure 8b shows modeling of the undamaged spar. The simpler modeling tech-
nique is illustrated in Figure 8c. The web element thickness was reduced 
to half its undamaged size. Rods representing spar caps were unmoved but 
reduced in size to represent the residual moment of inertia. Figure 8d 
shows the more detailed approach used by Jordan (32, 33) to model such 
severe damage. The two methods were compared. The specific changes made 
to Models A and C for each test are presented in Appendix G. The addi-
tional changes for Models B and D are included as part of Appendix F. 
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l ~ I 1 
(a) Front Spar. Damaged! 
~ I -1 t IJ 
(b) Model, Undamaged 
J H 
(c) Model, Simple Damage 
(d) Model, Detailed Damage 
Figure 8. Modeling Variations for Test 1 Damage 
CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS AUTOMATION 
6. l General 
One shortcoming of the AFATL method cited in Chapter I I I was the 
need to examine voluminous computer output. A FORTRAN IV computer code, 
entitled PROSCAN for Progressive _?_tructural fol lapse Analysis, was writ-
ten to alleviate the problem. PROSCAN was written to apply the method in 
conjunction with NASTRAN (~ational ~eronautics and Space Administration 
_?_!ructural Analysis) to perform the finite element analyses. Figure 9 
illustrates the analysis procedure, and Appendix H comprises a functional 
flow chart and a listing of the PROSCAN program. 
In exchanging information between the two computer programs, disk 
storage was used exclusively. All NASTRAN output was stored in punched-
card format in disk files. All case control and bulk data decks were 
also stored on disks, and all modifications made by PROSCAN to the models 
were directed to those storage files. 
6.2 Overstressed Elements 
The first requirement in applying the AFATL method to finite element 
results was identifying overstressed elements. Because more than one 
limiting stress value was permissible, some common basis for evaluating 
severity of stress had to be established. The criterion selected was the 
margin of safety defined as 
24 
Input structure 
and initial loads 
Input loading 





























Figure 9. Iterative Analysis Procedure 
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Yes 
M.S. allowable stress actual stress - l.O 
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( 6. l ) 
Several elements within NASTRAN, rods and shear panels included, re-
turn an element margin of safety as part of the solution. For those ele-
ments which do not provide a margin of safety, PROSCAN calculated one. 
Element principal and maximum shear stresses were compared to analyst-
provided limiting stresses for tension, compression, and shear. A margin 
of safety was calculated for each type of stress and the algebraically 
smallest value was selected as the element margin of safety. PROSCAN 
then identified any element with a negative margin of safety as an over-
stressed element. 
6.3 Failed Elements 
PROSCAN applied the next step of the AFATL method, grouping of over-
stressed elements, by node matching. The node numbers of each overstress-
ed element were compared to those of every other overstressed element. 
PROSCAN designated any continuous linkage of those elements as a group, 
then selected the most severely stressed element from the group. 
The element margin of safety again was the basis for decisions. PRO-
SCAN selected the element of the group with the most negative margin of 
safety. That element became a failed element. The process of grouping 
and failing elements continued until all overstressed elements were con-
sidered. 
PROSCAN did not actually remove a failed element from the model. 
Instead, PROSCA~ assigned property values to the element which effective-
ly eliminated its contribution to the structure. The failed areas and 
moduli of elasticity and shear were orders of magnitude below nominal 
values for unfailed elements. 
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6.4 Propagation of Damage 
The failing of an element represented propagation of the damage, and 
as a consequence, the borders of the damage expanded. Additional ele-
ments had to be identified as bordering the new damage so they could be 
assigned reduced limiting stresses. Again a node matching scheme was em-
ployed. Each element which had at least one node in common with a newly 
failed element was examined. If it had not already failed itself or had 
not already bordered damage, lower limiting stresses replaced those pre-
viously used. The lowering of limiting stresses accounted for the possi-
ble presence of crack tip stress concentrations as introduced in section 
2.5. 
6.5 Adjustment of Load 
PROSCAN had the capability of applying a new load to the model with 
each iteration. That capability was used in this study as explained be-
low. 
If no element failed on a particular iteration, the load was increas-
ed for the next NASTRAN analysis. This would occur until the structure 
sustained some maximum user-specified load without further element fail-
ure. Conversely, if an element failed on a particular iteration, PROSCAN 
reduced the load for the next NASTRAN analysis. The purpose was to deter-
mine the structure's ability to carry a lesser load after further weaken-
ing by the failed element. Reducing the load every time an element fail-
ed continued until the structure could not sustain a minimum load without 
further failure. 
The analyst provided a sequence of loads to be applied, from minimum 
to maximum, as part of the PROSCAN input data. PROSCAN then made the 
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appropriate changes to the NASTRAN case control deck to reflect the 
structure 1 s performance on the previous iteration. In addition to cnang-
ing the load identification number, PROSCAN could assign new single point 
and multipoint constraint sets and identify new labels to correspond to 
each new load. 
PROSCAN automated the entire application of the AFATL method. This 
began with initial viewing of NASTRAN output and finished by establishing 
new files containing modified case control and bulk data decks. 
CHAPTER V 11 
DETERMINATION OF LIMITING STRESSES 
7, l Need for Limiting Stresses 
Repeated reference has been made to limiting stresses. It is appro-
priate to address in more detail the specifics of allowable stress levels. 
Heard (1) used two limiting stress criteria: ultimate strength for ele-
ments away from damage, and yield strength for elements bordering damage. 
This study attempted to define more precisely the levels of stress which 
should cause failure in the model. 
Ultimate strength remained the basic criterion for defining failure; 
but most elements, even those away from damage, were assigned limiting 
stresses lower than ultimate strength. Consider that a relatively large 
element returned a computed stress representative of a large structural 
region. This representative stress was unavoidably lower than the high 
stress within the region which would cause failure in the actual member. 
It was necessary then to estimate the effects of the representative 
stresses by using some value of limiting stress lower than ultimate strength. 
Appropriate limiting stresses also estimated the nonlinear behavior 
experienced through the buckling of skin panels. Since the finite element 
analyses assumed linearly elastic behavior, the ability to compensate for 
skin panel buckling was incorporated to enhance results. PROSCAN had the 
ability to incorporate both the low stresses causing buckling and the re-
duced stiffnesses subsequent to buckling. 
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7.2 Limiting Stresses for Rod Elements 
Spar and rib sections were each represented by three elements. A 
shear panel represented the web. One rod element represented the upper 
spar cap and another rod represented the lower spar cap. The rods were 
sized and spaced to maintain the moment of inertia about the section's 
neutral axis and to return outer fiber stresses. 
The stress value obtained for rod elements was the average of the 
stresses at each end of the rod. Because rod elements in the spars were 
relatively long, the average stress could be substantially less than the 
maximum stress. A procedure to obtain 1 imiting stresses for a similarly 
modeled doubly symmetric cantilevered beam served as a foundation for 
developing limiting stresses for the wing model. Figure 10 shows such a 
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Cantilevered Beam Model 
A 
Using rod 3 for illustration, the maximum stress from the applied 
load occurred at node E, but the stress obtained was the average of 
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stresses at nodes D and E. Designating L. as the length of any member j, 
J 
the average stress in rod 3 was 
P(L 1 1 + L2 + Z L3)y 
(J = 
avg I (7. 1) 
and the stress at node E was 
P(L 1 + L2 + L3)y 
(J = 
max I (7.2) 
where I was the section moment of inertia. Designating a limiting stress 




+ L2 + 2 L3 
= 
Ll + L2 + L3 
(7. 3) 
In general terms, 
1 i -1 
2 Li + I L. j=l J F. = 
I i (7. 4) 
I L. j=l J 
for the single point load shown. The appropriate limiting stress, crl., 
I 
was 
cr = F. cr l. I ult. 
I I 
where cr 1 was the ultimate strength for the member i. u t. 
I 
(7. 5) 
To extend this approach for calculating stress factors to the finite 
element model of the wing, the wing itself was idealized as a straight 
cantilevered beam. The front spar dimensions were used for section 
lengths as shown in Figure 11. Upper surface element numbers are below 
each rod and corresponding node numbers are above each node. 
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Load P 
183 163 143 115 85 65 45 25 
641 613 575 529 475 431 393 355 
Figure 11. Cantilevered Front Spar Idealization 
Factors to reduce material ultimate strength for elements inboard of 
the load were calculated as shown in the previous example. Elements be-
tween the load and the wing tip used the same factor as the elements im-
mediately inboard of the load. Table I I shows the limiting stress fac-
tors for the front spar rods on the upper wing surface. 




TABLE I I 
LIMITING STRESS FACTORS FOR ROD ELEMENTS 
613 575 









Each rod representing a skin stiffener was approximately parallel to 
the spars and was assigned the same factor as its corresponding spar ele-
ment. Each rib was approximately perpendicular to the spars. Each rod 
in a rib was assigned the factor of the spar rod immediately inboard of 
the spar-rib intersection. 
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A single concentrated load was used for analysis to correspond to 
the actual loading applied in the laboratory test program. However, an 
aerodynamic load could be represented by any approximation acceptable to 
the analyst. Although the mathematical expression for F. would be more 
I 
complex, the same approach to factoring for limiting stresses in rod ele-
ments could be applied. 
7.3 Limiting Stresses for Web Elements 
Shear panel elements represented the webs of spars and ribs. The 
limiting stress for shear was determined by comparing the average shear-
ing stress in the web to the maximum shearing stress in the web. If V 
were designated as the shearing force in the cantilevered beam discussed 
in the previous section, the web element yielded a shearing stress of 







The maximum shearing stress in the sec-
(7.7) 
The limiting stress factor, F, was the value of 'avg divided by 'max' so 
the limiting shearing stress, 'L' was 
(7.8) 
Calculations for typical spar cross sections showed F = 0.85 to be a 
representative value. This value was applied to all spar and rib web 
elements. 
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Proportions of spar and rib sections indicated web crippling was un-
likely; therefore, no reductions in limiting stresses were developed for 
buckling of undamaged web members. If initial damage to the structure 
introduced a potential for buckling, residual member proportions dictated 
the appropriate reductions. 
7.4 Limiting Stresses for Skin Elements 
Skin panels, unlike spar and rib webs, were susceptible to buckling. 
Additionally, the skin could tear along rivet lines or rivets themselves 
could fail. Whether a panel buckled in shear or in compression, or fail-
ed along a rivet line, the result was a reduction in stiffness of the 
panel. Because of the similar change in behavior, panels were divided 
into either pre-buckling or post-buckling categories even though rivet 
line failure was not a buckling phenomenon. 
Each skin panel on the wing had slightly different geometric proper-
ties which gave each slightly different pre- and post-buckling character-
istics. Panel 106, forward of the front spar on the lower wing surface, 
was typical of most skin panels and was used to determine approximate 
values for all panels. Figure 12 shows its location in the model. The 
assembly used for calculations included panel 106, a stiffener attached 
to each long side, and a rib attached to each short side. Averaging the 
lengths of the two long sides and the two short sides gave a rectangular 
shape for calculations. 
To determine pre-buckling limits, compression perpendicular to the 
long sides, compression perpendicular to the short sides, and a corner 
force producing shear were all evaluated separately. Calculations were 
determined according to Peery (34, Chapters 14 and 15). The average 
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stress causing buckling in each case was divided by the material ultimate 
strength to determine the. limiting stress factors, F. For the two com-
pression conditions, the more conservative value was used. 
Figure 12. Typical Panel for Buckling Limits 
Limits for tension were obtained by calculating rivet and skin 
strengths along a conservative rivet line. Limiting loads, determined 
according to Peery (34, Chapter 12) and Bruhn (35, Chapter Dl), were 
divided by the ultimate load, the load causing an average stress in the 
panel equal to the ultimate strength. The result was the limiting stress 
factor. Skin failure was compared to rivet failure, and the more conserv-
ative value was used. 
For oost-buckling behavior, the limiting stresses were returned to 
ultimate strength, but the elastic and shear moduli were reduced to 
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account for the reduction in stiffness following buck! ing. For compres-
sion buckling, bilinear behavior was assumed. The load versus displacement 
curve of Figure 13a assumed linear behavior prior to buckling, then linear 
behavior from buckling to an ultimate strength failure. The slope of the 
pre-buckling portion of the curve,s 1,was divided into a secant slope,S 2 , 
from the oriqin to failure. The r~sult was a reduction factor, M, for the 
elastic modulus. The same process applied to Figure l3b produced a reduc-
ti on factor for the modulus of shear. Table I I I summarizes the results 
for skin buckling. 
TABLE 111 
LIMITING FACTORS FOR SKIN ELEMENTS 
Stress Factor Modulus Factor 
Behavior F M 
Compression, 
Pre-buckling 0. 17 l. 00 
Shear, 
Pre-buckling 0.32 l. 00 
Tension, 
Pre-buckling 0.55 l.00 
Compression, 
Post-buckling l. 00 0.76 
Shear, 
Post-buckling l. 00 0.53 
Tension, 





























Figure 13. Load-Displacement Curves 
for Panel Buckling 
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Although the assumption of linear behavior from buckling to ultimate 
failure was not correct, it was a conservative representation of the 
rather brittle material behavior observed in the laboratory. The result 
economically approximated the loss in stiffness suffered by the structure 
from skin buckling and rivet line failure. 
7.5 Damage Propagation 
No attempt was made to model ragged edges around initial damage nor 
to reduce element size in areas of propagating cracks. The large ele-
ments then tended to mask the stress concentrations around cracks and pro-
duced a model significantly more resistant to progressive collapse than 
the structure being represented. 
Conventionally, the nominal stress in a cracked member would have 
been multiplied "by a stress concentration factor, K. Its value would have 
been larger than l .0 and based upon crack length and crack tip severity. 
The increased value for stress at the crack tip would then have been com-
pared to an allowable stress for the member. PROSCAN used an inverse ap-
proach. Rather than increase the nominal stress returned by an element, 
the allowable stress was decreased by a factor F, where F essentially was 
the inverse of K. This further reduction of limiting stresses compensat-
ed for the absence of increased modeling detail around damage. 
Any cracks occurring were assumed to originate at the initial damage 
or in subsequently failed elements. The further reductions in limiting 
stresses applied therefore only to unfailed elements bordering either 
initial damage or failed elements. 
Separate reduction factors were determined for tension and for shear. 
Because cracks were assumed not to propagate in compression, no further 
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reduction applied to limiting compressive stresses. This portion of the 
investigation was patterned after similar crack propagation studies by 
Sih and Hartranft (28). 
Two square plate models, one loaded in tension and the other in 
shear, provided information for reduction factors. Model detail ranged 
from two elements along a side to thirty-two elements along a side. 
A crack initiated at the center of one edge propagated through the 
plate during sequential analyses. Loads remained constant through all 
iterations. Crack propagation was represented by creating a new node be-
side the tip of the crack, thus extending the crack to the next node. 
Figure 14 illustrates the procedure, exaggerated in scale, on a model 
using four elements per side. Figure 14b shows node mat the tip of the 
crack. The creation of node z extended the crack tip to node n in Figure 
14c. 
Figure 14b shows the plate cracked one-quarter of the way through 
its width. Stresses in the four elements connected to the node at the 
crack tip, those indicated by X's, were averaged and then divided into the 
average stress in the uncracked plate. The result was the limiting stress 
factor for the plate cracked through one-quarter of its width. The same 
procedure applied to the plate in Figure 14c produced the factor for the 
plate cracked halfway through its width. Figure 15 shows variation of 
the factor as a function of model detail and crack length. FT represents 
tension loading and F5 represents shear loading. 
All curves in Figure 15 appeared to approach zero slope as element 
size reduced. The values of FT and F5 selected for this study were for 
a plate cracked one-eighth of the way through its width in a model with 









































( b) Cracked Through 
114 of Width 
(C) Cracked Through 
11 of Width 2 
Figure 14. Crack Investigation Models 
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Figure 15. Propagation Stress Factor Curves 
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represented a crack less than one inch in length in the longer side of 
t.he component. The corresponding stress concentration factor was K=2.l. 
For skin panel 106, it represented a crack 0.725 inches long with a crack 
tip radius of 0.30 inches calculated according to Seely and Smith (36, 
Chapter 12). Thus the assumed crack around damage was relatively mild 
and was therefore conservative. 
New l imitinq stresses for an element bordering damage were the pro-
duct of the appropriate factor, FT or F5 or Fe= 1.0 for compression, 
and the element 1 s previous 1 imiting stresses. Limiting stress factors 
were, in this manner, cumulative. The exception was unbuckled skin pan-
els. Their 1 imiting stresses were not reduced to reflect cracks unti 1 
after buckling stresses were exceeded. 
CHAPTER VI I I 
COMPARISON OF RESULTS 
8. 1 General 
Damage and load conditions for Tests 2C and 38 were analyzed using 
all four models for each test. Measured rotations of wing spar roots 
from laboratory data. were enforced in the analyses. Examination of those 
analyses showed the addition of torsional rod elements to the spars made 
1 ittle difference in results. The performance of Model 8 was very simi-
lar to that of Model A, and the ~esults from Model D were almost identi-
cal to those from Model C. Apparent reasons for the similarities are 
presented in the next section. 
Further examination of the analytical results revealed unexpected 
stress distributions in and near the wing spar roots. The enforced rota-
tions of wing spar roots, although developed from experimental measure-
ments, did not produce purely rigid body motions for reasons explained in 
section 8.6. Consequently, the original analytical representations did 
not match closely enough the laboratory conditions of the experimental 
test program. 
A second set of analyses was performed using zero support rotations 
for stress determination and enforced rotations for checking displace-
ments. Tests 2C and 38 were analyzed using Models A and C for each test. 
Model C described the collapse phenomenon more closely than Model A as 
explained in section 8.4. Therefore, Model C was next compared to Model 
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D, the same model with the addition of torsional rod elements. The lack 
of significant different between Models C and D confirmed the minimal in-
fluence of the torsional rod elements. Model B, therefore, was not ana-
lyzed further because it would produce essentially the same results as 
Model A. Even though torsional rod elements were not significantly af-
fecting results, Model D was selected for the comparison of initial dam-
age modeling since its torsional capability could provide greater lati-
tude for an analyst to adjust model stiffness. 
Model D was used to evaluate the two approaches to modeling damage 
for Test 1 described in section 5.3. The simpler method of modeling por-
trayed more accurately the pattern of failure as explained in section 
8.5. The simpler method of modeling the damage was then applied to Model 
A for a final analysis of Test 1. 
8.2 Comparison of Failure Loads 
A close correlation of analytically predicted failure loads with ex-
perimentally measured failure loads would be a desirable result of evalu-
ating the AFATL method. Table IV summarizes the failure load results. 
The models ranged from 5 percent to 85 percent stronger than the actual 
structure. Note that for Test 2 no experimental failure load was deter-
mined; therefore, conclusions about Test 2 are judgmental. 
Model A gave the closest approximation for Test 3 and may have given 
a close approximation for Test 2. However, for reasons discussed in sec-
tion 8.4, Model A was not considered the best model. Model D was more 
conservative than Model A in estimating wing strength. Although Model 
D's predicted strength for Test 2 was clearly less conservative than for 
Test 3, the results may have been acceptably consistent. Both approaches 
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for modeling Test 1 damage gave excessive predicted strengths; however, 
section 8.5 discusses how those figures might be improved. 
TABLE IV 
SUMMARY OF FAILURE LOADS 
Fa i 1 u re Loads ( k i ps) 
Test Laboratory Model A Model c Model D 
12.0 22 22 
2 I 5. O,~ 18 20 20 
3 12.4 I 3 19 19 
·k 
Largest load applied; no fa i 1 u re load determined. 
Models C and D showed no differences in failure loads and very lit-
tle difference in the sequences of element failure. There are two appar-
ent reasons for the similarity. The first is that the torsional capaci-
ties of the spars were probably underestimated when the torsional rod 
elements were sized. Second, bending was the dominant behavior of the 
F-84F wing even under extreme conditions such as those of Test 2. 
8.3 Load-Iteration History 
The AFATL method, as applied by PROSCAN, caused loads to vary from 
iteration to iteration. Figure 16 depicts the variation of load with re-
spect to iteration for the first 35 cycles for Models A and D. The analy-
tical data for any given load level were taken from the last cycle in which 
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(b) Test I, Model 0 (with torsional stiffness rods), Detailed 
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(d) Test 2C. Model 0 (with torsional stiffness rods) 
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(f) Test 3B, Model 0 (with torsional stiffness rods) 
Figure 16. (Continued) 
example, the analytical data for the Model A analysis of Test 2C at 16 
kips applied load came from iteration No. 8. As shown in Figure 16c, 
that was not the first application of a 16-kip load, but it was the last 
iteration before a higher load, 18 kips, was applied. 
That procedure for selecting which iterations to use for data com-
parison occasionally led to gaps of several iterations between successive 
data-producing loads. Again as an example, Figure 16f shows 13 iterations 
elapsed between the 14-kip and 16-kip loads for the Model D analysis of 
Test 3B. During those cycles, six elements failed. This characteristic 
of the procedure accounted for the occasional sharp discontinuities in 
the plots of data. 
Figure 16 also emphasizes the need for caution in setting the mini-
mum load to be investigated. PROSCAN permitted the load to drop consid-
erably during a series of element failures, then again rise to a high 
level. Figure 16a shows how the load dropped from 22 kips down to 12 
kips before again climbing back up to 22 kips. Making the minimum allow-
able load too large could result in a premature indication of structural 
failure. It could occur during such a series of element failures when, 
in fact, the structure still possessed the capacity for loads well above 
the minimum level. 
8.4 Internal Load Paths 
The most demanding test of the models was how realistically they 
transferred the loads internally through the wing structure and into the 
supports. Figure 26 (Appendix I) compares the vertical support reactions 
for experimental and analytical results. Figures 27 through 29 (also 
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Appendix I) compare variations of strain at representative points on the 
wing with respect to applied load. 
Examination of Figure 26 through 29 showed that neither Model A nor 
Model D transferred the load from the loaded spar to the uriloaded spar 
as quickly as the actual wing did. Additionally, neither model trans-
ferred as much of the load from spar to spar as the wing did. 
The most important indication for this study of how realistically 
the models transferred the loads internally came from Figures 17 through 
19. They depict the buckled and failed elements in Models A, C, and D 
at their respective failure loads. For Test 3B, Figure 19, Model A did 
not indicate the nature of the failure as observed in the experimental 
test program; however, Models C and D did match closely the laboratory 
observations. For Test 2C, Figure 18, no failure occurred in the experi-
mental program, but Models C and D predicted a plausible failure. Model 
A, however, predicted failure of the front spar at one of its strongest 
sections. For Test 1, Figure 17, Model D matched the laboratory failure 
pattern very closely using the simple modeling of initial damage. Model 
A, however, indicated failure of the undamaged rear spar. Al 1 models 
indicated more overstressing of skin elements near the wing spar roots 
than was observed on the actual wing. A complete summary of results for 
the first 35 iterations of the principal series is presented in Appendix 
J. 
8.5 Comparison of Damage Modeling 
Section 5.3 introduced two approaches for modeling Test 1 damage. 
Both approaches predicted the same failure load, but Figure 17 illus-
strates that there were significant differences in which elements failed. 
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~ Buckled Shear Panel Elements on Lower Surface and Leading Edge 
~ Buckled Shear Panel Elements on Upper Surface 
Failed Shear Panel Elements 
Failed Rod Elements 
(a) Model A (without torsional stiffness rods), Simple 
Figure 17. Wing Model Results at Test I Failure 
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~ Buckled Membrane Elements on Lower Surface and Leading Edge 
~ Buckled Mem bran• Elements on Upper Surf ece 
Failed Membrane Elements and Vertical Shear Panel Element 
---•• Failed Rod Element• 
(b) Model D (with torsional stiffness rods). Simple 
Figure 17. (Continued) 
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~ Buckled Membrane Elements on Lower Surhce and Leading Edge 
~ Buckled Membrane Elements on Upper Surhce 
Fa i 1 e d Me m bran• EI em en t 1 and Vert i ca I She a r Pan• I EI• m • n t 
Failed Rod Elements 
(c) Model 0 (with torsional stiffness rods), Detailed 
Figure 17. (Continued) 
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~ Buckled Shear Panel Elements on Lower Surface and Leading Edge 
~ Buckled Shear Panel Elements on Upper Surface 
F11iled Shear Panel Elements 
Failed Rod Elements 
(a) Model A (without torsional stiffness rods) 
Figure 18. Wing Model Results at Test 2C Failure 
'I J 
Load at Failure (kips): 
Experimental: None 
Analytical: 20 
o ....... ~ 
Load 
~ Buckled Membrane Elements on Lower Sur he• ind Leiding Edg• 
~ Buckled Membrane Element• on Upper Surface 
F11ihd Membrane Elements 
Fa.ihd Rod Element 1 
(b) Model C (without torsional stillness rods) 
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~ Buckled Membrane Elements on Lower Surface and Leading Edge 
~ Buckled Membrane Elements on Upper Surface 
Fi.iled Membrane Elements 
Failed Rod Elements 
(c) Model D (with torsional stiffness rods) 
Figure 18. (Continued) 
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~ Buc:kled Sheu Panel Elements on Lower Surface and Leading Edge 
~ Buckled Shear Panel Elements on Upper Surface 
F"iled Shear Panel Elements 
____ , Failed Rod Elements 
(a) Model A (without torsional stiffness rods) 
Figure 19. Wing Model Results at Test 3B Failure 
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~ Buckled Membrane Elements on Lower Surhce and Leading Edge 
~ Buckled Membrane Elements on Upper Surface 
F11iltd Membrane Elements 
Failed Rod Element. 
(b) Model C (without lors1onal stiffness rods) 
Figure 19. (Continued) 
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~ Buckled Membrane Elements on Lower Surface and Leading Edge 
™1 Buckled Membrane Elements on Upp•r Surlac• 
F11ihd Membrane Elements 
f,.ihd Rod Elementa 
(c) Model 0 (with torsion;il stiffness rods) 
Figure 19. (Continued) 
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Of the two approaches using Model D, the simpler approach depicted more 
accurately the failure as observed in the laboratory. The simple ap-
proach applied to Model A did not produce an accurate failure pattern; 
however, all tests indicated that Model A was less suitable for predict-
ing the pattern of failure. 
Although the Model D results suggested a preference for the simpler 
technique, caution is advised before reaching a firm conclusion. In all 
models for all tests, the webs of spars and ribs were represented by 
shear panels. Consequently, the front spar in Test 1 could not fail at 
the damage until shear 1 imits were exceeded. The experimental program 
showed the damaged front spar web in Test 1 failed in bending tension, a 
failure mode the shear panel could not predict. For cases of initial 
damage where all or most of a spar cap or rib cap would be removed, the 
web should probably be modeled by a membrane element. Although the mem-
brane element would be stiffer than the shear panel, it would be direct-
ly sensitive to 1 imiting tensile and compressive stresses as well as to 
shear 1 imits. Such a recommendation applied to this study may have ap-
preciably reduced the predicted failure load for Test 1, and it may have 
altered the apparent value of simple modeling over the more detailed 
representation. 
8.6 Rotation of Wing Spar Roots 
Specific values of displacement were of interest in this study as an 
additional means of comparing analytical results to laboratory data. To 
obtain more accurate displacement values from the analytical method, rota-
tions of ~ing spar roots were measured in the experimental test program 
and enforced in the analytical models. However, for most applications of 
6 I 
the AFATL method, rotations at structure supports would not be known. 
Additionally, the precise displacements of the structure probably would 
be unimportant. The displaced shape of the structure, which might be 
used to modify loading for each iteration, was available from the analy-
ses using zero support rotations. 
The enforced rotations were derived from experimental data. In 
translating laboratory measurements into single point constraints for 
NASTRAN, an assumption was made. It was assumed that the center of rota-
tion for each spar was the point midway between the two pins securing the 
spar in its support structure. In fact, any point between those two pins 
could have been the center of rotation, and the center could have changed 
as loading progressed. The assumption almost certainly contributed 
to the introduction of erroneous stresses into the models during the 
first set of analyses. 
Another likely contributor to those stresses was the manner in which 
some of the multipoint constraint equations for the models were written. 
A spar root was modeled by a shear panel and two rod elements, a configur-
ation that gave the desired resistance to bending but provided no lateral 
restraint. The necessary lateral restraint was provided by multipoint 
constraints to keep each root section in line with its adjacent spar sec-
tion. 
The multipoint constraint equations for the original model were for-
mulated not in a general manner, but with an implied assumption that there 
was no displacement of the wing spar root nodes. Thus any attempt to en-
force the measured rotations violated that assumption. The result was 
erroneous stresses near the base of the wing. 
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Of the two sources of error identified, the multipoint constraint 
equations could be easily corrected. The problem of precisely measuring 
wing spar root rotations cannot be solved without sophisticated measuring 
equipment. The benefits gained from precise measurements, however, would 
not begin to justify the added expense for normal applications of the 
method. 
8.7 Deflections 
Deflections were measured in the experimental test program and were 
compared to analytical results. Figures 30 through 32 (Appendix I) pre-
sent single-point deflection data for Models A, C, and D, and for the 
test program. Although Model D was selected as the best model because 
of its ability to predict the failure most realistically, Model A was 
superior for predicting displacement values. For general deflected 
shape, however, there was 1 ittle difference between Models A and D. 
Figure 20 compares Test 3B profiles of the front and rear spars for 
Models A and D, and for the actual wing at their respective failure 
loads. Both models presented essentially the same deflected shape which 
differed only slightly from measured results. 
As mentioned in the previous section, deflections are not envisioned 
as a critical factor in the routine application of the AFATL method. Even 
if deflected shape were important, Models A and D both returned approxi-
mately the same results. If specific values of displacement were to be-
come the overriding concern in a specialized application, Model A would 
appear to b~ the better model. Otherwise, Model D provided reasonable 
accuracy for deflected shape. 
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Figure 20. Failure Load Profiles for Test 38· 
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(b) Rear Spar Profile 
Figure 20. (Continued) 
CHAPTER IX 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The principal goal of this study was to evaluate the suitability of 
the AFATL method for predicting progressive collapse in complex struc-
tures. Suitability was to be investigated by determining supportable 
limiting stress values, selecting a good combination of finite elements 
for modeling, and comparing analytical to experimental results. 
Limiting stresses used in this study were a direct application of 
classical theory. Consequently, any skilled analyst could apply the con-
cepts to any structure. A conscious effort was made to found the work in 
commonly known principals of materials behavior and to avoid the structure-
dependency associated with empirical formulations. 
All models evaluated used axial rod and shear panel element combina-
tions to represent spars and ribs. Model D used membrane elements to 
model aircraft skin and rod elements to model skin stiffeners. Addition-
ally, it had torsional rod elements along the spar centerlines. Model A 
used shear panels and thickened rod elements to represent aircraft skin 
and skin stiffeners. Model A had no torsional rod elements. 
Models A and D both overestimated the residual strength of the dam-
aged structures. For the purposes of this study, those results were con-
servative. A deficiency observed in the study was the lack of consistency 
in the degree to which residual strength was overestimated. However, all 
estimates were within a factor of two of the experimental results. 
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Model A provided better deflection estimates than Model D. Using 
shear panel elements for the aircraft skin made Model A more difficult to 
prepare than the models using membrane elements. As explained in Appen-
dix C, the use of shear panel elements required additional calculations 
for modifying rod element sizes to represent the membrane capacity of the 
skin. However, once Model A was developed, it was less expensive to use 
than models with membrane skin elements. For applications where struc-
ture displacements are of primary concern, Model A would provide better 
results. 
Model D described more accurately the actual pattern of failure lead-
ing to structural collapse. Using membrane elements for the aircraft skin 
made Model D a simpler model to prepare as described in Appendix C. The 
membrane elements also gave a better qualitative representation of skin 
panel behavior. For applications where the failure pattern is of princi-
pal interest, Model D would provide better results. 
PROSCAN was developed as a convenience to automate the application 
of the AFATL method. It proved to be more of a necessity than a conven-
ience in processing the volumes of data generated by many iterative finite 
element analyses. Additionally, it provided flexibility in the selection 
of loading sequences and in the application of limiting stresses for ele-
ments. 
The combination of automation, modeling techniques, and 1 imiting 
stresses applied to the AFATL method produced a useful estimating tool 
for predicting progressive col lapse in complex structures such as the 
F-84F aircraft wing. The F-84F wing is a semi-monocoque structure with a 
heavy two-spar skeletal frame. To further evaluate the versatility of 
67 
the method, it should also be tested using other types of structures 
such as different aircraft designs and components or building structures. 
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APPENDIX A 
STRAIN GAGE LOCATIONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
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72 
Three wings were tested in the experimental portion of the study. 
Surface strains were measured using strain gages manufactured by Micro-
Measurements of Romulus, Michigan. Two types of gages were used: EA-
13-125AD-120 uniaxial gages, and EA-13-250RA-120 three-gage rectangular 







IL Rectangular Rosette 
(a) Test 1 
Figure 21. Strain Gage Locations 
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(b) Test 2 
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Test 38 only 
(C) Test 3 
Figure 21. (Continued) 
APPENDIX B 
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL NUMBERING DETAILS 
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a. Node Numbers
, Upper Surface 
Figure 22. Fini





b. Node Numbers, Lo
wer Surface 
Figure 22. (Continued) 
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c. Skin Panels, Upp
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d. Skin Panels, Lower 
Surface 




e. Spar Cap and Stiffener Rods, Upper Surface 
Figure 22. (Continued) 
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f. Spar cap and Stiffener 
Rods, Lower Surface 
Figure 22. (Continued) 
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g. Rib Cap Rods, Upper Surface 
Figure 22. (Continued) 
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VJ 
h. Rib Cap Rods, Lower Surface 
Figure .22. (Continued) 
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i. Rib Web Elements 



























SIZING OF ROD ELEMENTS 
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The rationale for sizing rod elements representing spar caps or rib 
caps was presented by Jordan (32, 33). All symbols in the following sum-
mary of his presentation refer to Figures 23 and 24 which were extracted 
from Reference (32). 
Property relationships were first determined for a structural mem-
ber 1 s cross section. The distance from the top surface of the section to 
the centroidal axis was identified as ht. Similarly, the distance from 
the centroidal axis to the bottom surface of the section was labeled hb. 




0 = ~-B I (A.lb) 
where M was the applied bending moment, and I was the section moment of 
inertia about the centroidal axis. 
In the model, the rod elements were assumed to be point areas and 
were positioned at the top and bottom surfaces of a cross section. The 
rod areas were sized to maintain the location of the centroidal axis and 
the value of I for the actual section. Such a relationship yielded 
with AT and A8 being the areas of the top and bottom rods. The bending 
moment, M, in the model then became 
(A.3) 
Next, using actual section properties and desired model properties, the 









hb (ht+ hb) (A.4b) 
which were the rod element areas. 
Skin stiffeners also were represented by rod elements. Initially, 
each of those rods had the same cross sectional area and position in the 
structure as the stiffener it represented. However, Models A and B used 
shear panel elements to represent aircraft skin, so the membrane capa-
city of the skin panels was lost because shear panel elements do not 
represent membrane behavior. The membrane capacity of the skin was re-
stored to models A and B by adding the cross sectional area of each skin 
panel to its bordering rod elements. This is illustrated for a typical 
cross section in Figure 24. Such modification of stiffener rod element 
areas was not necessary for Models C and D because they used membrane 
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MOMENT - STRESS 
CONDITION 
(BJ REPLACEMENT SYSTEM 
Figure 23. Basic Sizing of Rod Elements 
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0.064 JN. 
AREA • 0.37 IN. 2 
N.A.-----
I= 6.95 IN.2 





AREA• 0.17 IN.2 
ROO 381 




A• 1.03 IN.2 · 
(A) PARTIAL-CROSS SECTIO
N THROUGH REAR SPA
R 
SHEAR PANE,l 29 
T• 0.064 IN. 
R00384 
A'" 0.55 IN.2 
SHEAR PANEL 30 I 
T• 0.064 IN. 
SHEAR PANEL 31 
T• 0.064 IN •. 
A00383 
A. 0.75 IN. 2 
SHEAR PANEL 32 
T• 0.064 IN. 
( B) REPLACEMENT SYSTEM
 
AREA• 0.37 IN,2 
AREA• 0.17 IN.2 
R00385 
A• 0.75 IN.2 
R00386 
A•0.55 IN.2 . 
Figure 24. Rod Elemen




FINITE ELEMENT MODEL A LISTING 
92 
I, .................................................................. GRID 129 54. •30.87 -.C,15 
s . BULK DA 1 A DECK FOR . GRID 133 54 • ·23.15 ·5. 15 
' 
. f •Uf WINCI PRO~ECT • UNDAMAGED lllNG . GRID 137 54. ·15.43 ·5. I 
s MODEL A • STATIC CASE GRID UI 54. ·7. 72 .... 85 
s . SPARS ANO Alas: CAOD ANO CSHEAA . GRID 143 54 • o.o .... 7 
s . STIFFENERS: CRDD . ORIO 145 54. 1.5 ·3.55 
s . SKIN PANELS: CSHEAR . ORIO 147 54. 15.4 ·2.4 
s . NO TORSIONAL STIFFNESS IN SPARS . GUO 149 5•. 2t.S •• 5 
s .................. ··········· ........................ ········ ...... GRID ISi 43.1 •47.:Z -4. 
s GRID 153 41.43 -39.33 -4.5 
' 
THE WING ALUMINUM IS 7075•TI EXCEPT 2024·T3 IN A FEii SKIN PANELS GRID 155 39.07 -31 ... 7 -4.i5 
' 
THE lllNG SPAR ROOTS ARE 5 CA•MO•Y AIRCRAFT STEEL GRID 157 36.7 ·23.8 ·5.25 
s GRID 159 34. 33 • 15. 73 ·5. 35 
s ................... ·········· ...................... ~ .............. GRID 181 31. 97 •7 .17 ·5. I 
s . GRID POINTS • TOP Df WING . GRID 113 29.e oco •5 . 
s . . . . . . . . .. ............ ........ ....... ... ... .. .. . .. .. ... ... . .. .. . . . GRID 115 27. 3 7. 7 ·4 . 
' 
GRID 167 25. 15.3 -2.8 
GRID I 232.1 •30.4 ·2. 5 GRID IH 22. 7 23. ·.5 
GRID 3 229. -25 .33 ·2.9 GRID 171 4t. t -49. ·4. 
GRID 5 225. ·20.27 ·3. 2 GRID 173 31. 28 -•3. 27 
-·. 3 GRID 7 221. • 15.2 ·3.5 GRID 175 31. 47 ·37.53 -4.15 
GRID • 217. ·ID.13 ·3.55 GRID 177 28.65 -31. 8 .. 5.15 GRID II 213. ·5.07 ·3. 45 GRID 179 21.13 •26.07 .. 5. 4 
GRID 13 209. ·32.5 -2. 65 GRID 181 17.02 •20.33 ·5.45 
GRID 15 201. ·27 .o. .3,05 GAIO 113 12. 7 • 14 ,6 ·5.45 
GRID 17 209. ·21 .17 ·3.3 GRID 185 .5 •• 5 ·5. 
GRID 19 209. • IS.25 ·3. 55 GRID 117 • 10. 'I. 5 ·3. a 
GAID 21 209. ·10.83 .. 3,55 GRID 189 ·21.5 2• .6 • .5 
GRID 23 209. -5.47 ·3.5 GRID 191 32. 7 ·56.1 ·3.95 
GRID 25 201. D.O ·3.25 GRID 193 3.3 ·22. I ·5. 
GRlO 27 203.• 6.4 ·2 .e s 
GRID 21 191.9 11. 7 • t. es s .................................................................. 
GRID 31 196.1 15.e .. I s . GRID POlNTS • BOTTOM OF WING . 
GRID 33 184.1 ·34. 7 ·2.85 s .................................................................. 
GRID 35 t84. 1 ·21.92 ·3.25 s 
GRID 37 114. I ·23. 13 ·3.H GRID 2 232. 9 ·3D.4 2. 5 
GRID 39 114.1 - t1 .35 ·3.1 GRID • 229. ·25. 33 2. 9 
GRIO 41 114.t .. , t .51 ·3.8 GRID • 225. -20. 27 3. 2 GRID 43 114. 1 ·5. 78 ·3.S5 GRID • 221. .. \5.2 3. 5 GRID 45 tl4.1 o.o -3.5 GRID 10 217. -10. 13 3. 55 
GRID 47 tl4. t •. 7 ·2.H GRID 12 213. ·5 .D7 3.45 
GRID •• 114. I 12. I • 1.9 GRIO 14 209. ·32.5 2. '55 GRID 51 114.1 IS.0 •• 5 GRID 16 209. -21 .D• 3.05 
GRID 53 t'51.' ·3e.•5 ·3.05 GRID 18 209. •2' .67 3. 3 
GRID 55 151. I ·30. 71 •3,45 GRID 20 209. • IS.25 3.55 
GRID 57 159.1 •24. •7 -3.85 GRID 22 209. ·10.13 3. 55 
GRID 59 151.1 ·11.425 ·4.1 GRID 2• 209. •5 .42 3.5 
GRID 81 151.1 ·12.28 ·4.05 GRID 26 209. 0.0 3. 25 
GRID S3 IH.1 ·e. u ·3.9 GRID 28 204 .3 6.0 2.6 
GRID 15 1'59. 1 o.o ·3. 7 GRID 30 199.2 12.fi '.15 
GRID 67 159.1 7.0 -2.e GRID 32 196.0 15.6 .5 
GRID 69 159.1 12. 7 ·2. GRID 34 114.' ·34. 7 2 .OS 
GRlO 71 159.1 t7. 1 ·.5 GRID 36 114. t ·28.92 3. 25 
GRID 73 134.4 •39. ·3. 3 GRID 38 •••. 1 ·23. 13 3.65 
GRID 75 133.82 ·32. 5 ·3. 7 GRID 4D 114. I .. 17.3'5 3.9 
GRID 11 133.23 ·26. •4. I GRID 42 114. 1 .. I I. 57 3.1 
GRID 79 132.65 ·19.5 -4.3'5 GRID 44 11•. I ·S. 78 3.65 
GRID 81 132.07 • 13. 
·• .35 GRID 46 t84. I o.o 3.5 
GRID 83 131.48 ·6.5 -4. 2 GRID 48 tl4. t 6.2 2.65 
GRID 85 130.9 o.o ·4. GRID 50 114.1 13.D 1.9 
GRID 17 130.9 7 •• ·3.0 GRID 52 ..... ' 16.0 .5 
GRID 89 130.9 13.• ·2. I GRID 5• 159.1 -36.85 3.05 
GRID 91 130.9 U.3 •. 5 GRID 56 t59. I ·30. 7' 3. 45 
GRID 93 111. 35 ·20.43 -4.51 GRID 58 159.1 •24.61 3.85 
GRID 15 91.1 •42. 7 ·3.6 GRID eD 159. t ·18.425 4.1 
GRID 97 91.1 ·35. 58 •4. GRID •2 159. I • 12. 28 4.05 
GRID IOI .... ·21.47 •4. 35 GRID S4 159.1 -6 .•• 3.9 
GRID 105 , ... ·2t. 35 ·•.a GRID .. HUI.I o.o 3. 7 
GRID 109 .... • 14 .23 ·4. 75 GRID .. 159.1 6.6 2 .e 
GRID 113 ti.I •7. 12 '·•.5 GRID 70 159. t 13.a '2. 
GRID 115 91.1 o.o ·4.35' GRID 72 159. I 17. I .5 
GRID 117 .... 1.0 ·3. 3 GRID 74 134 ... ·JI. 3.3 
GRID 119 II.I •••• ·2. 25 GRID 7• 113.82 ·32 .5 3. 7 GRID 121 111.1 20. • .5 GRID 78 133. 23 ·28. 4. I 
GRID 123 54. -•6.3 ·4. GRID eo 132.15 • 19.5 ... 35 
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" 
3t 342 120 30 32 
' ·································································· 
CROD 343 I ti 33 t3 344 Ill 34 .. 
' 
. PRDPEllTY CARDS FOR BUCKLED SKIN PANELS AWAY FROM OAMACE . CROD 345 111 31 15 341 104 36 16 
' ·································································· 
CROD 347 111 37 17 348 104 38 18 
I.!) 
CJ" 
PSHEAR 2222103 1t 
.•06 3333t03 2 I 
.•06 $ PSHEAR 222210• t I .oes 3333t04 2 I .on PSHEAR 2222t 3 .06• 22222 3 .OBI PSHEAR 2222105 t I .050 3333105 21 .050 PSHEAR 22223 3 • t28 2222• 3 .oat PSHEAA 2222106 t I .095 3333106 2 I .095 PS HEAR 22225 3 .06a 22226 3 .05 PSHEAR 2222 107 1 I 
... 0 3333107 2 I • t•O PSHEAR 22227 3 ... 22228 3 • 212 PSHEAR 222220t t2 . 14 I 333320t 22 . t41 PSHEAR 22229 3 • t5 222210 3 .4 ti PSHEAR 2222202 t2 
.•06 3333202 22 .•06 PSHEAR 222211 3 .204 222212 3 .263 PSHEAR 2222203 12 .095 3333203 22 .095 PSHEAR 222213 3 .097 2222t• 3 . 182 PSHEAR 2222301 t3 .219 3333301 23 .219 PSHEAR 222215 3 .t 2222 UI 3 .095 PSHEAR 2222302 13 .300 3333302 23 .300 PSHEAR 222217 3 .19 2222t8 3 .3 PSHEAR 2222303 13 
.212 3333303 23 . 212 PSHEAR 222219 3 .065 222220 3 .329 PSHEAR 222230• t3 . 190 333330• 23 . 190 PSHEAR 222221 3 .•06 222222 3 . 141 PSHEAR 2222305 t3 • 182 3333305 23 .182 PSHEAR 222223 3 .219 22222• 3 .30 PSHEAR 2222401 14 
.200 3333401 24 .200 PSHEAR 222225 3 .2 222226 3 . 246 PSHEAR 2222•02 14 • 2•6 3333•02 2• 
.2•• PSHEAR 222227 3 .37t 222228 3 .. PSHEAA 2222•03 1• .150 3333•03 2• .150 PS HEAR 222229 3 .32 222230 3 .5 PSHEAR 2222•0• 1• .41 I 3333404 24 .4tt PSHEAR 222231 3 .15 PSHEAR 2222•05 •• .190 3333•05 2• .190 PSHEAR 222251 5 .oa4 222252 5 .081 PSHEAR 222250t t5 . 37 I 3333501 25 .371 $ PSHEAR 2222502 Hi .•oo 3333502 25 . •OO $ .................................................................. PSHEAA 2222503 15 .20• 3333503 25 .204 $ . PROPERTY CARDS FDA BUCKLED SKIN PANELS ADJACENT TD 0.AMAGE . PSHEAR 222250• t5 .190 333350• 25 .190 $ .................................................................. PSHEAR 2222801 IS .320 3333so1 2e .320 
• PSHEAR 2222602 t8 . 213 3333802 28 • 283 PSHEAR 3333t • .064 33332 4 .081 PS HEAR 2222&03 ta .300 3333603 20 .300 PSHEAR 33333 • • 128 33334 4 .081 PSHEAR 222270t 17 .097 333370t 27 .097 PSHEAR 33335 • .066 33336 • .05 PSHEAR 2222702 17 . oes 3333702 27 .065 PSHEAR 33337 4 • 1• 33338 • • 2t2 PSHEAR 222280t 18 .150 3333801 28 • 150 PSHEAR 33339 • • t5 333310 • .• ti PSHEAR 2222802 t8 .•OO 3333802 28 .400 PSHEAA 333311 4 .204 333312 4 . 263 PSHEAR 2222903 ta .500 3333803 28 .500 PSHEAR 333313 • .097 3333 t• 4 .182 $ PSHEAA 3333t5 4 .I 3333 t6 4 .095 $ .................................................................. PS HEAR 333317 • • t9 333318 • .3 s . PROPERTY CARDS FOR UNBUCKLED SKIN PANELS AWAY FROM OAMAGE . PSHEAR 333319 4 .065 333320 • . 329 $ .................................................................. PSHEAR 333321 4 •• 06 333322 • . 141 $ PSHEAR 333323 4 .2t9 333324 4 .30 PSHEAR t I .06• 2 I .oat PSHEAA 333325 4 • 2 333326 4 .246 PSHEAR 3 I .128 4 I .081 PSHEAR 333327 4 .371 333328 • .. PSHEAR 5 I .068 a I .05 PSHEAR 333329 • .32 333330 • .5 PSHEAR 7 I ... 8 I .212 PSHEAR 333331 4 • 15 PSHEAR 9 t .15 10 I .. 411 PS HEAR 333351 8 .064 333352 6 '.081 PSHEAR II I .20• 12 I .21!13 $ PSHEAR 13 I .097 14 t . 182 $ .................................................................. PSHEAR ts t .I ta I .095 $ . PROPERTY CARDS FOR SKIN PANELS WHICH HAVE FAILED PSHEAR 17 t .19 t8 t .3 $ .................. ····· ........................................... PSHEAA 19 t .065 20 I .329 $ PSHEAR 21 t .406 22 t .141 PSHEAR 9999 99 0.01 PSHEAR 23 I .219 2• I .30 s PSHEAA 25 t .2 28 I .246 s .................................................................. PSHEAA 27 t .37t 28 I .. $ . HORIZONTAL ROOS PSHEAR 29 I .32 30 I .5 $ .................................................................. PSHEAR 31 I .15 $ $ 
s TOP SURF ACE: BOTTOM SURFACE: s .................................................................. CROO 301 t2 I I 3 302 121 2 • $ . PROPERTY CARDS FOR UNBUCKLED SKIN PANELS ADJACENT TO DAMAGE . CROD 303 122 3 5 30• 122 • 6 
' 
.............. ··················· ................................. CROO 305 t23 5 7 306 123 6 a $ 
CROO 307 124 7 9 308 12• • 10 PSHEAR 111 tt 2 .06• 11112 2 .081 CROD 309 t2• • II 310 12• 10 12 PSHEAR t ti 13 2 .129 11114 2 .081 CROD 311 t23 It 25 312 123 12 26 PSHEAR 1tlt5 2 .068 11116 2 .OS CROO 313 117 13 
' 
314 118 •• 2 PSHEAR t t t t7 2 ... 
'' 1 ta 2 • 212 CROO 315 110 15 3 316 103 16 4 PSHEAR ti I t9 2 .15 111110 2 .•II CROD 317 110 17 5 318 103 18 6 PSHEAR I tt t 11 2 .20'4 tit t 12 2 .283 CROO 3t9 110 19 7 320 103 20 8 PSHEAR I ti tl3 2 .097 111114 2 . 182 CROO 321 110 2t 9 322 103 22 10 PSHEAA It 1115 2 .I t 11116 2 .095 CROD 323 110 23 II 32• 103 24 12 PSHEAR t 1 t tl7 2 • 19 It t 118 2 .3 CROD 325 ta• 13 15 326 127 .. 16 PSHEAA t 11119 2 .065 ttl t20 2 .329 CROO 327 135 15 17 328 t28 16 .. PSHEAR 111121 2 .•oa 111122 2 .... CRDD 329 135 17 19 330 128 19 20 PSHEAA 111123 2 .219 t 1t124 2 .30 CROD 331 138 •• 21 332 129 20 22 PSHEAR t 11 t25 2 .2 1tt126 2 . 246 CROO 333 136 2t 23 334 129 22 24 PSHEAA 1tI127 2 .371 tt 1128 2 .. CROD 335 t35 23 25 1336 128 24 26 PSHEAR I 11129 2 .32 It 1130 2 .5 CROO 337 122 25 27 338 122 26 28 PSHEAR 111131 2 .t5 CROO 339 121 :17 29 340 t2 I 28 30 s CROO 341 120 29 31 342 120 30 32 $ ................................................................... CROD 30 119 33 13 34• 118 34 t• $ . PROPERTY CARDS FOR BUCKLED SKIN PANELS AWAY FROM DAMAGE . CAOD 345 111 35 15 346 10• 36 16 $ .................................................................. CROD 347 Ut 37 17 348 10• 38 18 
\..D 
-.....J 
CROO 3•• 111 39 19 350 10• •o 20 CROO 531 •03 t•5 117 532 •o• 1•6 118 CROD 351 111 •I 21 352 10• •2 22 CROO 533 •02 1n 119 53• •O• us 120 CROD 353 111 43 23 35• 10• •• 2• CROO 535 •OI 149 121 536 •Ot 150 122 CROO 355 113 •5 25 356 115 •• 26 CROO 537 509 123 125 53a 506 12• 126 CROO 357 106 0 27 358 108 0 2a CROD 539 510 125 129 5•o 507 126 130 CROO 3511 1oa •• 29 300 1oa 50 30 CROO 5•3 512 129 133 5•• 508 130 13• CROO 311 IOI 51 31 312 IOI 52 32 CROO 5•7 515 133 137 5•a 505 13• 13S CROO 313 137 33 35 31• 125 3• 31S CROO 551 512 137 1•1 552 50a 13a U2 
CROO 315 1311 . 35 37 396 126 36 3a CROD 555 511 t• I U3 556 51• 1•2 ••• CROO 3117 140 37 39 3e& 131 3a •O CROD 557 5111 143 ••5 55a 519 1•• U6 CROO 3811 l•O 39 •1 370 131 •O •2 CROO 559 519 t•5 10 560 519 t•6 U8 
CROO 371 139 41 43 372 130 42 4• CROO 561 511 1•7 ... 562 518 1•8 150 
CROO 373 139 43 45 37• 130 •• 46 CROO 563 516 151 123 564 517 152 12• CNOO 375 133 •5 •7 376 133 •6 •a CROD 565 50• 153 125 566 503 15• 126 
CROO 377 133 0 •9 37S 133 •a 50 CROD 567 50• 155 129 56S 503 156 130 
CROO 3711 132 •11 51 380 132 50 52 CROO 569 50• 157 133 570 503 158 13• 
CROO 3a1 122 53 33 3a2 120 5• 3• CROO 571 50• 159 137 572 503 t60 138 
CROO 383 112 55 35 3 .. 105 56 36 CROO 573 SO• tl1 t• t 57• 503 112 1•2 
CROO 315 112 57 37 316 105 5S 3S CROO 575 514 113 t43 576 513 16• 1•• 
CROO 387 112 59 39 388 105 60 •O CROO 577 502 165 U5 57a 502 166 U6 
CROD 3811 112 II •1 390 105 12 •2 CROO 579 502 167 1•7 580 502 168 1•a 
CROO 391 112 13 •3 392 105 6• •• CROO 511 501 119 t•9 582 501 170 150 CROD 393 114 IS5 45 39• 116 16 •a CROD 583 607 151 153 58• 605 152 ts• 
CROO 305 107 17 47 396 109 6S 48 CROO 585 Ill 153 155 586 606 15• 156 
CROO 397 107 69 49 39S 109 70 50 CROD 587 112 155 t57 5sa 60a 156 15a 
CROO • 13 212 15 87 ... 212 06 68 CROO 589 ••• 157 1511 590 610 158 160 CROD •15 212 67 69 •16 212 6S 70 CROO 591 113 159 161 592 ao9 160 t62 
CROO 
• 17 211 69 71 •IB 211 70 72 CROO 593 612 161 163 59• 607 112 16• 
CROO 419 209 73 53 •20 20S 7• 54 CROD 595 116 163 165 596 616 16• 166 
CROD 421 205 75 55 422 202 76 56 CROO 597 ISi& 165 167 598 616 166 16S 
CROO •23 205 77 57 •2• 202 7S 5S CROO 599 115 167 119 600 615 168 170 
CROO 425 205 79 59 426 202 ao 60 CROO 601 ao5 171 151 602 806 172 152 
CROO 427 205 a1 at 429 202 a2 62 CROD 603 60• 173 153 60• 603 IH IS• 
CROO •29 205 83 63 430 202 .. 64 CROO 605 604 t75 t55 606 603 176 t56 
CROO •3t 206 as 65 •32 207 86 66 CROO 607 60• t77 157 608 603 17S t5S 
CROO •33 203 a7 67 43• 20• aa 68 CROD 609 60• 179 159 610 803 t80 160 
CROO 435 203 89 19 430 20• 90 70 CROO 611 60• 181 t•I 612 603 tS2 162 
CROO 437 20t 91 71 43a 20t 92 72 CROO 113 617 183 163 6 t4 6tS ts• 16• 
CROO 09 320 73 75 .. 0 3t6 7• 76 CAOO 8t5 102 185 185 616 602 , .. 166 
CROD ••1 321 75 77 .. 2 3t7 76 1a CROO 817 602 1a1 167 618 602 188 t6S 
CROO ••3 323 77 79 ••• 3ta 78 80 CROO 819 ao1 t•• t69 620 60t t90 170 CROD ••• 324 79 at ••6 3t9 80 82 CROO 82 t 703 171 173 622 701 172 t7• CROD •O 323 .. aJ 441 310 12 a4 CROD 123 705 t73 175 624 702 tH 176 
CROO ••9 322 83 as 450 309 a• 86 CROO 625 706 175 t77 626 703 176 178 
CAOO 451 315 85 a7 -452 315 86 as CROO 627 706 t77 179 628 70• 17S tSO 
CROO -453 315 87 a9 ••• 315 ea 90 CROO 629 706 t79 181 630 70• 180 t82 CROD 455 3 .. Ill 91 06 3 t• 90 92 CROD 131 706 1a1 1a3 632 70• tS2 1s• 
CROO •57 308 95 73 •Sa 312 98 74 CROO 833 709 1a3 ta5 63• 709 18• IS6 
CROO •59 305 97 75 •60 302 9a 76 CROO 835 1oa 1a5 187 636 7oa IS6 1SS 
CROO 461 305 tOt 77 462 302 t02 7S CROD 137 707 ta7 189 638 707 t8P. t90 
CROO •63 307 IOI 93 464 306 t02 9• CROD 139 ao3 191 t71 6•0 so• t92 t72 
CROO 465 305 93 79 466 302 9• so CROD ••I aoa 193 183 642 S07 19• IU 
CROD 467 305 105 93 CROD 399 102 71 5t •OO 102 72 52 
CROO •69 307 93 St 470 306 •• S2 CRDD •01 210 53 55 402 210 54 56 CROO 01 305 109 at CROD •OJ 2t0 55 57 40• 210 56 58 
CROO 473 305 113 83 CROO •os 210 57 59 •06 210 58 60 
CROO 475 313 115 S5 •76 311 116 .. CROO •01 2tO H 61 •oa 210 60 62 
CROO 477 303 117 a1 •78 30• Ila aa CROO •o9 210 81 63 •tO 210 62 6• 
CROD 479 303 119 S9 •so 30• 120 90 CROD ... 210 13 65 • 12 210 6• 66 
CROO 411 301 121 91 4a2 301 122 92 CROD 711 ao2 123 tfit 712 80t 124 152 
CROO 4a3 •22 95 97 48• • t3 91 9a $ 
CROO ••• 423 97 tOt 4S6 •I• ga 102 $ .................................................................. CROO 4a7 •25 101 105 4a8 •06 102 106 $ . VERTICAl RODS . 
CROD 4111 427 105 109 •9o 407 106 110 $ .................................................................. 
CROD ... •21 t09 113 492 •06 110 ... $ 
CROO •93 424 113 115 494 •15 11• Ila CROO 650 5 57 5a 
CROD 05 Hll 115 117 06 ... 116 118 CROO 1151 5 59 60 
CROO •97 419 117 119 498 419 Ila 120 CROO 652 5 6t 62 
CROD •99 •la 119 121 500 4 ta t20 122 CROO IS53 5 63 6• 
CROD 509 41& 123 95 '!110 417 124 91 CROD 1101 I t 2 1 tt02 I 3 • CROO 511 409 125 97 CROO 1103 t 5 6 1104 I 7 • CROO 5t5 4t2 129 IOI CRDO ttos I i 10 tt06 t 
" 
t2 
CROD 519 410 133 105 CRDO 1107 I 13 14 llOS I 15 16 
CROD 523 
• 11 137 109 CROO 1109 I 17 II 1110 I 19 20 
CROO 527 40S 14t 113 52a •OS U2 II• CRDD tt t t I 21 22 1112 I 23 2• 
CROO 529 •20 143 115 530 42 t t•• 116 CROO 1113 I 25 26 1114 1 27 2S 
\.D 
CX> 
CROO 1115 I 29 30 111• 42 31 32 PROO 121 II 1.04 
CROO 1117 I 33 34 1118 I 35 36 PROD 122 II 1.05 
CROO 1119 I 37 38 1120 I 39 40 PROD 123 II 1.06 
CROO 1121 
' 
41 42 1122 I 43 44 PROD 124 II 1.07 
CROO 1123 I 45 46 1124 I 47 48 PROO 125 II 1.33 
CROO 1125 I 49 50 1126 67 51 52 PROO 126 II 1. 37 
CROD 1127 I 53 54 1128 I 55 56 PROO 127 II 1.39 
CROO 1129 I 65 •& 1130 1 67 68 PROO 128 II t.-40 
CROO 1131 I 69 70 1132 73 71 72 PROD 129 II I. 41 
CROO 1133 I 73 14 1134 I 75 76 PROD 130 II t.49 
CROO 1135 I 77 78 1136 1 79 80 PROO 131 
" 
1.50 
CROO 1137 I 81 B2 1138 I 83 84 PROD 132 II 1.68 
CAOO 1139 I 85 86 tuo I 87 88 PROD 133 II 1.69 
CROD I 14 I I 89 90 1142 9 91 92 PROD 134 
" 
I. 73 
CRDO 1143 1 93 94 tU4 I 95 96 PROD 135 II t. 74 
CRDO 1145 I 97 98 PROO 136 II I. 75 
CROO tU7 I 101 102 PROO 137 II 1.89 
CRDO 1149 I 105 106 PROO 138 II 1.92 
CRDD 1151 I 109 110 PROD 139 II 1.94 
CROO llS3 I 113 I 14 1154 1 115 116 PROD 140 
" 
t.95 
CROO 1155 I 117 118 1156 1 119 120 PROD 201 12 0.29 
CROO 1157 97 121 122 llH 1 123 124 PROD 202 12 0.57 
CROO 1159 I 125 126 PROD 203 12 0.63 
CROO Ital I 129 130 PROD 204 12 0.70 
CROD 1183 I 133 134 PROO 205 12 0.77 
CROO 1165 I 137 138 PROO 206 12 0.83 
CROO t 167 I 141 142 PROD 207 12 0.85 
CROO 1169 I 145 146 I 170 1 147 141 PROO 208 12 1.07 
CROD 1 t71 91 149 150 1172 1 151 152 PROO 209 12 1.09 
CROO 1 t73 I 153 154 1174 1 155 156 PROO 210 12 I. 70 
CROO 1175 1 157 158 1176 1 159 160 PROO 211 12 1. 78 
CROO 1177 1 161 162 PROO 212 12 1. 79 
CROO 1179 1 1•5 166 ttBO I 167 168 PROO 301 13 0.26 
CROO 1181 99 169 170 1182 1 171 172 PROD 302 13 0.62 
CROO 1183 1 173 174 1184 I 175 176 PROO 303 13 0. 76 
CROD 1185 I 177 178 1116 I 179 180 PROO 304 13 0.83 
CROO 1117 I Ill 182 I 188 I 183 184 PROO 305 13 0.81 
CROD I 189 1 185 186 1190 1 187 188 PROO 306 13 1.02 
CROO 1191 98 189 190 PROO 307 13 t. tlJ 
CROO 1288 I 143 144 PROO 308 13 t. 49 
CROO 1278 1 183 184 PROO 309 13 t.65 
s PROO 310 13 t.87 
s .................................................................. PROD ·31t 13 t. 89 
s . PROPERTY CARDS FOR ROD ELEMENTS AWAY FRON DAMAGE . PROD 312 13 t.96 
$ ........................................... ·········· ............. PROD 313 13 2. 17 
$ PROD 314 13 2.57 
PROO 1 II 0.001 PROD 315 13 2.58 
PROO 5 II 0.20 PROD 316 13 3. 20 
PROO 9 II 0.33 PROO 317 13 3. 23 
PROD 42 II 1.03 PROD 318 13 3.26 
PROO 87 II 1.li8 PROD 319 13 3. 27 
PROO 73 II 1. 78 PROO 320 13 3.36 
PROO 96 II 2.157 PROO 321 13 3.38 
PROO 97 It 3. 19 PROO 322 13 3.40 
PROO 98 II 5.40 PROD 323 13 3. 41 
PROO 99 II 5.80 PROD 324 13 3. 42 
PROO 101 II o. 15 PROO 401 14 0. 28 
PROD 102 ti 0. 18 PROD 402 .. 0. 48 
PROD 103 II 0.33 PROO 403 .. o.et 
PROD 104 II 0.52 PROO 404 .. 0.88 
PROO 105 II 0.55 PROD 405 .. 0.97 
PROO 106 II 0.58 PROD 406 14 1.02 
PROD 107 II 0.61 PROD 407 14 1.30 
PROO 108 II O.H PROD 408 14 '.37 
PROD 109 II 0.69 PROD 409 .. 1.50 
PROO 110 II o. 70 PROO 410 14 1.63 
PROO 111 II o. 72 PROO 411 14 t. 70 
PROO 112 II 0. 75 PROD 412 14 1.84 
PROD 113 II 0. 79 PROD 413 14 2.00 
PROO 114 II o.80 PROD ... .. 2.02 
PROD 115 II 0.82 PROD 415 .. 2.31 
PROD 116 II 0.84 PROO 416 14 2 .. &o 
PROO 117 II 0.96 PROD 417 14 2.86 
PROO 118 II 0.97 PROO 4 ta 14 3. 19 
PROO 119 II 1.00 PROO 419 .. 3.20 
PROO 120 II 1.03 PROO 420 14 3. 23 
\..0 
\..0 
PROO 421 t• 3.42 PROO IBHIOt 21 o. 15 
PROO 422 14 4.02 PROO llllt02 21 0.11 
PROO 423 14 4.04 PROD 8881t03 21 0.33 
PROD 424 14 4.05 PROO 88Hto4 21 0.52 
PROD ·425 14 4.22 PROO 1881105 21 0.55 
PROO 426 14 4.23 PROO 1188106 21 0.58 
PROD 427 t4 4.37 PROO aaaato7 21 o.6t 
PACO Mt t5 o. t5 PROO 8811101 21 0.66 
PROO 502 15 0.38 PROO 8988109 21 0.69 
PROO 503 15 0.12 PROO 1118tt0 21 0.70 
PROO 504 15 O.H PROD 1888111 21 0. 72 
PROO 505 15 2.00 PROO aaaa tu 2 t 0.75 
PROO 508 t5 2.04 PROO aaaa113 2t o.n 
PROO 507 15 2.oa PROO llllt 14 21 o.ao 
PROO 501 15 2. 10 PROO 8811115 2t o.a2 
PROD 509 15 3.•8 PROO aaaatte 21 0.84 
PROO 5t0 15 3.82 PROD lll!ll!!ltt7 21 0.96 
PROO 5tl 15 3.83 PROO H88tt8 2t 0.97 
PROO 512 t5 3.84 PROO 8H8tt9 2t 1.00 
PROD 5t3 t5 3.10 PROO lla8t20 21 1.03 
PROD 014 ta 3.97 PROO aeaa t2 t 21 t.04 
PROO 5t5 15 4.05 PROO aaa8t22 2 t t.05 PROO 5t6 15 4. to PROO 1181t23 21 1.06 
PROO 5t7 15 4.35 PROO 8888124 21 1.07 
PROO 5tl 15 4.42 PROO llllt25 21 1.33 
PROO 5t9 15 4.43 PROO H88 t26 21 1.37 
PROD 601 ta 0.28 PROO aaaa 121 2 t 1.39 
PROO 602 16 0.71 PROO 8811128 21 1.40 
PROO 603 ta o.a2 PROO 1111129 21 I. 41 
PROO 604 16 1.02 PROO 8811130 21 t.49 
PROD 605 t6 3.05 PROD 1!1888131 21 t.50 
PROO 606 ta 3. to PROD a8llt32 2t t.68 
PROD 607 t6 3. t3 PROD 1888133 21 1.69 
PROO 608 16 3 . ... PROO 1888134 21 t. 73 
PROO 609 ta 3. 15 PROD a8al 135 21 1. 74 
PROD &to t6 3. t7 PROO aaaa 13& 21 I. 75 
PROO att ta 3. ta PROD lla8t37 2t t.a9 
PROO 6t2 16 3.21 PROO lla8t31 21 1.92 
PROO 813 ,. 3.22 PROO 8191139 2t t.94 
PROO 614 te 3.23 PROD 18a8t40 H 1.95 
PROD lt5 ta 4.00 PROO aea92ot 22 0.29 
PROD eta ta 4.02 PROD 1118202 22 0.57 PROD 617 
'" 
6.23 PROD a66a203 22 0.63 PROO &ti 
'" 
7.0t PROO 1111204 22 0.70 
PROD 701 17 t.29 PROO lla8205 22 0.77 PROO 702 17 t.3D PROD 1111206 22 0.83 PROO 703 17 1.31 PROO aaa1201 22 0.85 PROO 704 17 1.32 PROO aaa12oa 22 t.07 PROD 705 17 t.33 PROO 1188209 22 t.09 
PROO 706 17 t.34 PROO 88H2t0 22 I. 7D PROO 707 17 t. 70 PROO 81812 t t 22 1. 78 
PROO 708 17 1.86 PROD al98212 22 I. 79 
PROO 709 17 t.92 PROD 191830t 23 0.26 
PROO aot ta 0.69 PROO 881!!111302 23 0.62 
PROD 802 ti 0.73 PROD 8188303 23 0.76 
PROD 103 ti 2.84 PROO 889130.t 23 0.13 
PROO ao4 ta 3.04 PROD 8888305 23 o.aa 
PROD 805 ti 4. to PROD lla8306 23 t.02 
PROO 106 ti 4, 35 PROD 8888307 23 t.18 
PROO 107 18 4,$4 PROD Ha830a 23 t.49 
PROO 808 ti 5.02 PROO 811118309 23 1.65 
' 
PROD 88983 tO 23 t.67 
s .................................................................. PROO 88883 t f 23 1.89 
s . PROPERTY CARDS FOR ADO ELEMENTS ADJACENT TO DAMAGE . PROO 88883 t2 23 1.96 
s ........ ·················· ........................................ PROD a8663t3 23 2. 17 
s PROO 88883'4 23 2.57 
PROO aa8at tt o.oot PROO 8888315 23 2.58 
PROO 18185 It 0.20 PROO 8aS83U5 23 3.20 
PROO llaH 
" 
0.33 PROO 811Ul317 23 3.23 
PROO 898842 ti 1.03 PROD 88883 ti 23 3.26 
PROO 881!111157 It t.6a PROO 88883 tSI 23 3.27 
PROO aaa113 tt t. 71 PROO 1989320 23 :.L36 
PROO 8a81SI& ". 2.17 PROO aa8832t 23 3.38 
PROD 881997 ti 3. t9 PROD 8888322 23 3.40 
PROD aeaa99 tt 5.40 PROO 88a9323 23 3.41 
PROD 888899 ti 5.ao PROD 8888324 23 3.42 
-0 
0 
PROO 8888401 24 0.29 PROO 8888804 28 3.04 
PROO 9899402 24 0.49 PROO 9988805 28 4. 10 
PROO 9999403 24 0.81 PROD 88888015 2s 4. 35 
PROO 98984~ 24 0.88 PROD 9998807 28 4. 64 
PROO 888UOll 24 0.97 PROD 8888808 28 5.02 
PROO 8888408 24 1.02 
' PROD 9888407 24 1.30 
' 
.................................................................. 
PROO 8899409 24 I. 37 
' 
. PROPERTY CARDS FOR ROD EllMEMTS WHJCH HAVE FAILED . 
PROD H9U09 24 1.!50 
' 
.................................................................. 
PROO 9998410 24 t.63 
' PROO 998Utt 24 I. 70 PROO gggg 99 0.01 PROO 9898412 24 t.84 
' PROO 8899413 24 2.00 
' 
.................................................................. 
PROO H984t4 24 2.02 
' 
. ELASTIC SPRINGS 
PROO 999u111 24 2. 31 
' 
.................................................................. 
PROO 9889416 24 2.00 
' PROD 898U 17 24 2.8& CELAS2 9490 7 .&33+3 102 I 106 
PROD 88884 ta 24 3. 19 CELAS2 94114 t. t+4 109 I 110 
PROD 88884 t9 24 3.20 CELAS2 11498 7.633+3 ttO I 114 
PROD 8888420 2-4 3. 23 
' PROD 8191842t 24 3. 42 
' 
.................................................................. 
PROD 999u22 24 4.02 
' 
. TRIANGULAR MEMBERS . 
PROO 8888423 24 4.04 
' 
.................................................................. 
PROO 8888424 24 4.05 
' PROD 888842!5 24 4.22 CTRMEM 275 222251 23 II 25 
PROD 8888426 24 4.23 CTRMEM 276 22225 I 24 12 26 
PROO 888U27 24 4.37 CtAMEM 277 222252 93 79 81 
PROO 8888!501 2!5 0.15 CTRMEM 279 222252 94 80 82 
PROO 8888502 25 0.38 CTRMEM 279 222252 IOI 93 105 
PROD 9888503 25 0.82 PTRMEM I I 0.064 2 I 0.081 
PROD 8888504 211 0.96 PTRMEM 11111 2 0.064 11t12 2 0.081 
PROD 8888!50!5 2!5 2.00 PTRMEM 22221 3 0.06'4 22222 3 0.081 
PROO 8899508 25 2 .04 PTRMEM 33331 4 0.064 33332 4 0.081 
PROO 8888507 25 2.08 PTRMEM 222251 5 0.064 222252 5 0.081 
PROO 8888509 25 2.10 PTAMEM 333351 6 0.064 333352 6 0.081 
PROO 8888509 211 3. 58 PTRMEM 9999 99 0.01 
PROD 9888510 21 3.92 
' PROD 9998511 25 3.93 
' 
................................................................... 
PROD 9899512 25 3.6-4 
' 
. SINGLE POINT CONSTRAINTS 
PROO 8881513 25 3.80 
' 
................................................................... 
PROO 8989514 25 3. 97 s 
PROD 8888515 25 4 .05 SPC 100 191 I o.o 191 2 o.o 
PROO 8199516 25 '4.10 SPC 100 192 I o.o 192 2 0.0 
PROD 9998517 25 •. 35 SPC 100 193 I o.o 193 2 0.0 
PROO a9aast1 25 ... 42 SPC 100 194 I o.o 194 2 o.o 
PROO 8898519 25 '4.43 SPC 100 191 3 192 
PROO 8811601 26 0.28 SPC 100 193 3 194 
PROO 8888602 26 o. 71 s .................................................................. 
PROO 8888603 26 0.82 s SPC ro NUMBERS ARE THI AP'P'LIEO LOAD IN KIPS 
PROD 8888604 26 1.02 $ SPC VALUES SHOWN ARE FOR TEST 3A 
PROD 888860!5 26 3.05 SPC 2 191 I +.030 191 2 0.000 
PROO 1881606 26 .3.10 SPC 2 191 3 -.03!5 192 3 -.035 
PROO 8888607 29 3. 13 SPC 2 192 I -.030 192 2 0.000 
PROO 8888608 26 3. t4 SPC 2 193 I +.040 193 2 0.000 
PROO 8888609 26 3. 15 SPC 2 193 3 -.005 194 3 -.005 
PROO 8888610 26 3. 17 SPC 2 194 I -.040 194 2 o.ooo 
PROO 888861' 26 3. 18 SPC 4 191 I +.046 191 2 0.000 
PROO 8888612 26 3.21 SPC 4 191 3 - .070 192 3 - .070 
PROO 8888613 26 3.'22 SPC 4 192 I - .046 192 2 o.ooo 
PROO 888861'4 26 3.23 SPC 4 193 I +.060 193 2 0.000 
PROD 988Hl5 26 4.00 SPC 4 193 3 -.025 194 3 - .025 
PROO 9888818 26 4.02 SPC 4 194 I -.060 194 2 0.000 
PROO 9988917 2e 9.23 SPC 6 191 I +.058 191 2 0.000 
PROO 9998819 26 7 .01 SPC 6 191 3 -.130 192 3 - . 130 
PROO 8999701 27 I. 29 SPC 6 192 I 
- .058 192 2 0.000 
PROO 8899702 27 1.30 SPC 6 193 I +.066 193 2 0.000 
PROO 9998703 27 1.31 SPC 6 193 3 - .035 194 3 - .035 
PROD 88997~ 27 t. 32 SPC 6 194 I -.066 194 2 o.ooo 
PROO 9899705 27 t. 33 SPC 8 191 I +.067 191 2 0.000 
PROO 8988706 27 t. 34 SPC 8 191 3 -. t45 1 t92 3 - . 145 
PROO 8888707 27 t. 70 SPC 8 192 I -.067 192 2 0.000 
PROO 9998708 27 t.86 SPC 8 193 I +.071 193 2 0.000 
PROO 8888709 27 1. 92 SPC 8 193 3 .... 040 194 3 - .040 
PROO 9898801 29 0.69 SPC 8 194 1 -.071 194 2 0.000 
PROD 9988802 28 o. 73 SPC 10 191 I +.074 191 2 0.000 
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s • MATERIAL CA.ROS FOR SPARS ANO RIBS AWAY FROM DAMAGE • 
$ ............................................... ··················· 
s 
MAT1 11 t0.3+8 3.9+6 3, 1.C-3 
+Mt t 3. 7'5+4 3. 75+4 3.13+• 
MATI 12 I0.3+e 3.9+e 3.14-3 
+Mt2 5.51+4 5.5t+-t 3.13+4 
MAT1 13 t0.3+• 3.9+8 3. 14,•3 
+M13 5.9t+4 5.91+-t 3.13+4 
MATt t4 10.3+• 3.9+0 3.14-3 
+Mt• 6.41+4 e.41+4 3.83+4 
MATI 15 I0.3+e 3.9+& 3. 14-3 
+M15 8.9t+o\ 8.9t+.C 3.13+4 
MAT1 18 10.3+1 3.9+6 3. 14-3 
+MUS 7.03+4 7.03+4 3.83+4 
MATt 17 10.3+1 3.9+6 3. 14·3 
+M '1 7. 27+4 7. 27+4 3, 13+4 
MATt 18 30.0+6 tt.0+8 8.73·3 
+Mii 22.11+4 22.8+4 12.33+4 
$ MATERIALS I I THAU 17 ARE FOR ALUMIMJM t-D AND 2-D 
$ ELEMENTS AWAY FROM DAMAGE. BASIC LIMITING 
S STRESSES ARE: T&C• 7. 5+4 ANO S• ... 5+4. 
S THE BASIC LIMITING STRESSES FDR UC ARE FACTORED 
S AS FOLLOWS USING FORMAT (MID:FACTOR) 
S (I I: .5000) ( 12:. 7350) ( 13:. 7882) ( 14: .8547) 
s 1 t5: .92101 1 te: .93&9) 1 n: .96971 
s 
S MATERIAL II IS FOR STEEL t-D AND 2·0 ELEMENTS AWAY 
S WITH LIMITINO STRESSES T&C• 240+3 AND S• 145+3. 
$ THE FACTOR FOR TIC IS (te:.9500) 
$ 















































































































































MATERIALS 21 THAU 28 ARE FOR 1-D ANO 2-D ELEMENTS 
BORDERING DAMAGE ANO CORRESPOND TO MATERIALS 11 THRU 18 
RESPECTIVELY. PREVIOUS LIMITING STRESSES ARE FURTHER 
FACTORED AS FOLLOWS: (T: .410) (C: I.OD) (S:. 725) 
.................................................................. 





























MATERIALS I THAU 4 ARE FOR ALUMlNUM SKIN PANELS. 
THEY ARE FOR: I - UN8l!CKLED AWAY FROM DAMAGE 
2 - UNBUCKLED BORDERING DAMAGE 
3 - BUCKLED AWAY FROM DAMAGE 
4 - BUCKLED BORDUUNG DAMAGE 
BASIC LIMITING STRESSES ARE: TIC•7.7+4 ANO S•4.&-+4 
THE BASIC LIMITING STRESSES ARE FACTORED AS FOLLOWS 
USING FORMAT (MIO:TYPE STRESS:FACTOR) 
( t:T: .5500) (I :C:. 1&57) (I :S: .3241) 
(2:T:.5500) (2:C:.tH7) (2:S:.3241) 
(3:T: t.000) (3:C: 1.000) (3:S: t.000) 
(4:T:.4770) (4:C:t.OOO) (4:S:.7250) 
















MATERIALS 5 AND I ARE FOR ALUMINUN SKIN PANELS BORDERING SPARS. 
AWAY FROM DAMAGE ANO BOROERll'-IG DAMAGE RESPECTIVELY. NO 
BUCKLING ANO ORIGINAL STIFFNESSES ARE ASSUMED. GENERAL 
SKIN PANEL POST-BUCKLING LIMITING STRESSES ARE USED. 
SPECIAL PROPERTY AND MATUIAL CARDS FOR INITIAL DAMAGE 
.................................................................. 
99 10.0 5.0 3. 14-3 
99.!iH9 99.9+9 99.9+9 
MISCELLANEOUS CARDS 
..................................................................... 
' GROSET 458. 


















' .................................................................. . 
t, • APPLIED 'O•CES • 
' ................................................................. . 
$ 
CRAY 3 0 31 •• 4 o.o o.o 
- 1.0 
FORCE I 33 500. 0.0 o.o 1.0 
FORCE I 34 500. 0.0 o.o 1.0 
FORCE 2 45 500. o.o o.o 1.0 
FORCE 2 46 500. 0.0 0.0 1.0 
$ NET LOADING CONDITIONS 
LOAD tOt t .0 1 .0 
LOAD 102 I. 0 2 .D 
LOAD 103 1.0 3.0 
LOAD 104 1.0 4.0 
LOAD t05 I .0 5.0 
LOAD 106 1.0 6. 0 
LOAD 107 I .0 7 .0 
LOAO 108 1.0 8.0 
LOAD 109 1.0 t.O 
LOAD I 10 1.0 10.0 
LOAD ti 1 1.0 ti .0 
LOAD tt2 1.0 12.0 
LOAD U3 LO 13.0 
LOAD 114 1.0 14.0 
LOAD I 15 1.0 15 .O 
LOAD tt6 1.0 16.0 
LOAD 117 1.0 11.0 
LOAD Ill t.0 18 .O 
LOAD t 19 LO 19.0 
LOAD 120 I .0 20.0 
LOAD 121 1.0 21.0 
LOAD 122 1.0 22 .D 
LOAD 123 t .0 23 .0 
LOAD 124 1.0 24 .0 
LOAD 125 1.0 25.0 
LOAD 128 1.0 26.0 
LOAD 127 1.0 27 .0 
LOAD 129 1.0 29.0 
LOAD 131 t.0 31.0 
LOAD t32 1.0 32.0 
LOAD 133 1.0 33.0 
LOAD 13-4 1.0 3-4 .0 
LOAD 135 1.0 35 .0 
LOAD 13'5 1.0 36.0 
LOAD 137 1.0 37.0 
LOAD 138 1 .O 38 .0 
LOAD 139 1.0 39.0 
LOAD UO 1.0 40.0 
LOAD 141 1.0 -4t.0 
LOAD 142 1.0 42.0 
LOAD 143 1.0 43. 0 
LOAD 144 1.0 44.0 
LOAD 145 1.0 45 .0 
$ GROSS LOADING CONOITIONS 
LOAD 200 1.0 t.0 
LOAD 201 1.0 1.0 I 1.0 3 
LOAD 202 1.0 2.0 1 1.0 3 
LOAD 203 1.0 3.0 I t.D 3 
LOAD 204 t.O 4.0 1 t.O 3 
LOAD 205 1.0 5.0 I I .0 3 
LOAD 206 1.0 6.0 I I .0 3 
LOAD 207 1.0 7.0 1 1.0 3 
LOAD 208 1.0 8.0 I 1.0 3 
LOAD 209 t.0 9.0 1 1.0 3 
LOAD 210 1.0 10.0 t 1.0 3 
LOAD 211 1.0 11.0 I 1.0 3 
LOAD 212 1.0 12.0 1 LO 3 
LOAD 213 1.0 13.0 I t.O 3 
LOAD 214 1.0 14.0 1 1.0 3 
LOAD 215 t.O 15.0 t 1t.O 3 










GRID t29 54 • ·30. 17. ·4. 15 
s  BULK OAT A DECK FOR . GRID t33 54. ·23. t5 ·5. t5 s . f·84F WING PROJECT - UNO.I.MAGED WING . GRID t37 54. • t5.43 ·5. t s . MODEL C • STATIC CASE . GRID t4t 54. ·7. 72 ·4.85 
s . SPARS ANO RIBS: CRDD AND CSHEAR . GRID t43 54 • o.o • ... 7 
s . STIFFENERS: CROO . GRID t45 54. 1.5 ·3.55 
s . SKIN PANELS: CQDMEM . GRID t47 54. t5.4 -2 ... 
s . NO TORSIONAL STIFFNESS IN SPARS . GRID t49 54. 2 t.a ·.5 
s 
.............. ···················································· 
GRID t5t 43.8 ·47 .2 ·4. 
s GRID t53 4t ... 3 -39.33 ·4.5 s THE WING ALUMINJM IS 7075·T6 EXCEPT 2024-T3 IN A FEW SKIN PANELS GRID t55 39.07 ·31.•U -4.95 
s THE WING SPAR ROOTS ARE 5 CR·MO-V AIRCRAFT STEEL GRID t57 36. 7 ·23.& ·5.25 s GRID t59 34"_33 ·t5. 73 ·5.35 s .................................................................. GRID tat 3t.97 ·7.87 ·5. t s . GRID POINTS • TOP OF WING . GRID t83 29.8 o.o ·5. s .................................................................. GRID t85 27.3 7. 7 ·4. s GRID t87 25. t5.3 ·2.1 GRID t 232.9 -30.4 -2.s GRID t89 22. 7 23. ·.5 GRID 3 229. -2!5.33 -2.9 GRID nt 4t. I -4'9. ·4. GRID s 225. ·20.27 ·3. 2 GRID t73 38.21 ·43. 27 ·4. 3 GRID 7 22 t. -1!5.2 ·3.5 GRID n5 31.47 •37 .u ·4. 75 GRID 9 2t7. -to. t3 ·3.5S GRID t77 28.85 ·3t.8 ·5.15 GRID tt ·2t3. ·5.07 -3.4'5 GRID t79 2t.83 ·26.07 ·5.4 GRID t3 209. ·32. s ·2.65 GRID lat n.02 ·20.33 ·5.45 GRID ts 209. ·27 .08 ·3.0S GRID ta3 t2. 7 • t4.8 ·5.45 GRID t7 209. ·21.67 ·3.3 GRID t85 .5 •• 5 ·5. GRID t9 209. -16. 25 ·3.SS GRID taT ·to. t t.5 ·3.6 GRID 2t 209. -10.83 ·3.S5 GRID tH ·2t.5 24'.I ·.5 GRID 23 209. -5."47 ·3.5 GRID t91 32. 7 ·56. t ·3.95 GRID 25 209. 0.0 ·3.2S GRID t93 3.3 ·22. t ·5. GRID 27 203.9 6.4 ·2 .6 $ GRID 29 t99.9 1 t. 7 • t.85 $ .................................................................. GRID 3t 196.8 1s.e ·.5 s . GRID POINTS • BOTTOM OF WING . GRID 33 11!14. 1 -34. 7 ·2.8S s .................................... -.............................. GRID 35 18"4.1 ·28.92 ·3.25 $ GRID 37 tu. t ·23. t3 ·3.85 GRID 2 232.9 ·30.4 2.5 GRID 39 tu. t ·tT.35 ·3.9 GRID 4 229. ·25.33 2.9 GRID 4t tu. t -11.!57 ·3.8 GRID • 225. ·20. 27 3.2 GRID 43 184. t ·5. 78 ·3.85 GRID a 22 t. - 15.2 3.5 GRID 45 11!14. 1 0.0 ·3.5 GRID 10 2t7. ·tO. t3 3.55 GRID 47 11!14. t 6. 7 ·2.85 GRID t2 2t3. ·5.07 3.45 GRID 49 184.' t2. t • t.9 GRID t4 209. ·32 .5 2.15 GRID St t84. t t6.0 ·.5 GRID t• 209. -21 .oa 3.05 GRID 53 t59. t ·36.85 ·3.05 GRID II 209. ·2t.•7 3.3 GRID 5S 159.1 ·30. 7t ·3.45 GRID 20 209. ·t8.2S 3.55 GRID 57 159. I -24 .67 ·3.85 GRID 22 209. ·10.83 3.55 GRID S9 t59. t -18.425 ·4.1 GRID 24 209 • ·5.42 3.5 GRID 6t 159.' • t2. 28 -4.05 GRID 26 209. o.o 3. 25 
GRID 63 159. t -6. 14 ·3.9 GRID 21 204.3 8.0 2.6 
GRID 65 159. t 0.0 ·3. 7 GRID 30 t99.2 t2.6 t.85 
GRID 67 tS9. t 7.0 ·2 .• GRID 32 191.1 t5.8 .5 
GRID 69 159. 1 12. 7 ·2. GRID 34 tl4. t -34. 7 2.1!15 
GRID 7t t59. t 17. 1 ·.5 GRID 31 114.' ·21.92 3.25 
GRID 73 134.4 ·39. -3.3 GRID 31 tu. t ·23. t3 3.65 
GRID 75 t33.12 ·32 .s ·3. 7 GRID 40 11!14. 1 • t7.35 3.9 
GRID 77 t33. 23 ·26. ·4. t GRID 42 11!14. 1 -11.!57 3.1 
GRID 79 t32.6S ·t9.S ·4.35 GRID 44 184. 1 ·5.78 3.65 
GRID at t32.07 ·t3. ·4 .35 GRID 48 t84. t o.o 3.5 
GRID 83 t3 t. 48 ·6.5 ·4.2 GRID 41 114. 1 8.2 2.65 
GRID as t30.9 0.0 ·4. GRID 50 114. 1 t3.0 t.9 
GRID 87 t30.9 7 .4 ·3.0 GRID 52 114.' t6.0 .5 
GRID 89 t30.9 t3.4 ·2. t GRID 54 159. 1 •38.8!5 3.05 
GRID 9t 130.9 18. 3 •. 5 GRID 56 1!59. 1 ·30.7t 3.45 
GRID 93 t t t.3S -20.43 -4 .58 GRID 51 t59. t -24.67 3,85 
GRID 95 91.8 ·42. 7 ·3.6 GRID 60 tH. t -18."425 4. 1 
GRID 97 91.8 -35. 58 ·4. GRID 62 t59. t • t2. 21 4.05 
GRID tot 9t.8 ·28.47 ·4.35 GRID 64 t59. t -e. 14 3.9 
GRID t05 9t.I ·2t. 35 ·4.8 GRID 86 t59. t o.o 3. 7 
GRID t09 9t.B -t4.23 ·4. 75 GRID &a 1!59.1 6.6 2.1 
GRID t t3 91.8 ·7. t2 ·4 .5 GRID 70 159.1 t3.8 2. 
GRID t ts 91.1 o.o ·4.35 GRID 72 1!59.' n.t .5 
GRID t t7 9t.8 8.0 ·3.3 GRID 74 134.4 ·39. 3.3 
GRID t t9 9t.I 14 .4 ·2. 2S GRID 76 t33.12 •32 .5 (J. 7 
GRID t2t 9t.I 20. L.5 GRID 71 t33.23 -26. 4. t 
GRID t23 54. ·46. 3 ·4. GRID 10 t32.65 • t9.5 4. 35 0 GRID t25 54. ·38.58 ·4.35 GRID a2 t32.07 • t3. 4. 3!5 \J1 
GRID •• 131.'48 -6.5 4.2 COONE• .., 22221! 113 H 71 73 GRID 86 130.9 0.0 4. COONE• 41 I H 57 77 75 GRID 88 130.9 7.0 3.0 CQONEN 51 
' 
57 59 79 77 GRID 90 130.9 14.7 2.' CQONEN 53 
' 
59 61 at 79 GRID 92 130.9 18.3 .5 CQOMEN 55 
' 
at 93 83 It GRID 94 1 t t.35 -20 . .t3 4 .58 CQONEN 57 222251 63 65 15 a3 GRID 96 9t. 8 -42. 7 3.6 CODMEN 59 222251 H 67 97 Ill GRID 98 91.8 -35.58 4. CODMEN 91 
' 
97 •• a9 17 GRID 102 91.8 -28. 47 .C.35 CODMEN 83 
' 
.. 71 Ill 89 GRID 106 91.8 ·2 L 35 • 75 CODMEN 95 222252 73 75 97 95 GRID 110 91.8 -U.23 .70 CODMEN 97 2 75 77 IOI 97 GRID tu 91.8 -7. 12 4.5 CODNEN .. 222252 77 79 93 IOI GRID 116 91.8 0.0 .t.35 CODMEN 71 222252 93 at 1011 105 GRID 
"" 
91.8 7 .6 3.3 CODMEM 73 2 It 93 113 1011 GRID 120 91 .8 16. 2.25 CODNEN 75 222252 a3 a5 115 113 GRID 122 lilt. 8 20. .5 CODMEN 77 222252 as a7 117 'Ill GRID 12• 54. --46. 3 4. COON EM 79 2 97 •• 119 117 GRID 126 54. -38. 58 ...35 COON EM ., 2 .. 
"' 
121 119 GRID 130 54. -30.87 -4.15 CQONEM 83 222252 H 97 125 123 GRID 134 54. -23. ts 5. 15 CODMEM H 2 97 IOI 129 125 GRID 138 54. 
-15. -43 5.' COONE II .. 2 IOI 105 133 129 GRID 142 54. -7. 72 4.85 CODMEN 93 2 105 109 137 133 GRID 144 54. 0.0 4. 7 CODllEN 97 2 109 113 141 137 GRID 146 54. 1.2 3.55 CODMEll 101 222252 113 115 143 141 GRID 148 54. 17. 2 2.4 CODNEll 103 222252 115 117 145 143 GRID ISO 54. 2L6 .5 COOMEN t05 2 117 119 147 145 GRID 152 43.8 -.t7. 2 4. CODMEM 107 2 119 121 149 147 GRID IS4 41.43 -39. 33 4.5 CODMEll 109 222252 t23 125 153 151 GRID 156 39.07 -31 .-47 4:95 COD MEN Ill 2 121 129 155 t53 GRID tS8 36. 7 -23. 6 5.25 CODMEM 113 2 129 133 157 t55 GRID 160 3-t. 33 • 15. 73 5.35 CODllEM 115 2 t33 137 t59 t57 GRID 162 31.97 ·7 .87 5. t CODMEN 117 2 t37 141 tat IH GRID 164 29.6 o.o 5. CODMEM 119 222252 t41 t43 t63 tat GRID 166 27 .3 7. 7 4. CODMEM t21 222252 143 145 tas t63 GRID 161 25. 15. 3 2.8 COD MEN 123 4 145 147 187 165 GRID 170 22. 7 23. .5 CQOMEll 121 4 147 1411 IH 197 GRID t72 41.' ·-49. 4. CODMEM 127 22U52 
"' 
IU 173 171 GRID 174 39.2a -.t3. 27 4.3 CQOMEN 129 2 tB3 155 175 173 GRID 176 31 .47 -37.53 4. 75 CODMEN t3t 2 155 157 177 175 GRID 171 26.&5 -3t.a 5. 15 CODMEN 133 2 t57 119 179 177 GRID tao 21 .13 ·29.07 5.4 CODNEN 135 2 t59 tat tit 179 GRID 112 17.02 ·20. 33 5.45 CODNEN 137 222252 tat t63 ta3 tat GRID 184 12. 7 - 14.6 5. 45 CODNEN t39 222252 1a3 tn tas la3 GRID 116 • 5 - .5 5 . CODMEN 141 4 t65 167 117 195 GRID 188 
-to. 11. 5 3.6 CODMEll 143 4 ta7 169 119 ta7 GRID 190 -21.5 2-t. 6 .5 s GRID 192 32. 7 -56.1 3.95 s .................................................................. GRID 194 3.a -21. 7 5. s . ODMEM PANELS • aOTTON Of WING . s s ..... .............. ....... ...... ........ .... .. . ....... ....... ..... s ................................................................... s s . ODMEM PANELS - TOP OF WING . CODNEN 2 222251 2 4 ta .. s .................................................................. COD MEN • t 4 g II HI s COD MEN • ' a I 20 1a CODMEM 1 22225 t 
' 
3 15 13 CODMEll a 
' • 
to 22 20 CODMEM 3 I 3 5 t7 15 COD MEN 10 I tO 12 24 22 CODMEN 5 I 5 7 19 17 CODMEM 12 222211 t4 ta 31 34 CODMEN 7 
' 




23 21 CODNEN ta t ti 20 40 3a COOMEM 
" 
222251 13 15 35 33 COOMEM II 
' 
20 22 42 40 COOMEM 13 I 15 17 37 35 CODNEM 20 
' 
22 24 44 42 CODMEN 15 
' 
t7 19 39 37 COD NE II 22 222251 24 28 46 44 CODMEll 17 I 19 2t 41 39 COONE• 24 222251 2a 28 41 41 CODMEN 19 I 21 23 43 41 CODMEll 21 
' 
2a 30 50 48 CODNEN 2' 222251 23 25 45 43 CODMEN 21 t 30 32 52 50 CODNEN 23 222251 25 27 47 45 CODMEM 30 222251 34 3g 56 54 COOMEM 25 I 27 29 49 47 CQOMEN 32 
' 
36 3a 51 56 COOMEM 27 I 29 3 I 51 49 CODNEN 34 
' 
3a 40 ao 59 CQOMfM 29 222251 33 35 55 53 CODMEM 3a 
' 
40 42 a2 60 CODMEM 31 I 35 37 57 55 CODMEN 3a 
' 
42 44 a4 u CODMEN 33 
' 
37 39 59 57 CODMEM 40 222251 44 46 66 64 CODNEM 35 
' 
39 .. 6t 59 CODMEll 42 22225t 4a 48 6a 66 COOMEM 37 I 4t 43 ~3 61 COOMEM 44 
' 
4a 50 70 ea CODMEM 39 222251 43 45 65 63 COON EM 4a I 50 52 '12 70 CODNEN .. 22225' 45 47 67 65 CODMEM 4a 222251 54 56 76 74 CODMEM 43 t 47 49 69 67 CODMEM 50 
' 
56 5a 71 7a 0 CODMEM 45 I 49 St 71 69 CQOMEM 52 I H ao 10 71 ~ 
COOMEM 54 t 80 12 82 80 CSHEU 117 2222304 H 90 92 91 
COOMEM 51 t 12 14 84 82 CSHEU tll 2222403 •• H H 97 
COOMEM 58 22225 t 14 66 e6 .. CSHEAR 189 2222403 97 H 102 101 
COOMEM 60 222251 II 81 ee 88 CSHEAR 191 2222404 101 102 108 105 
COOMEM 62 I &e 10 90 II CSHEAR 193 2222404 105 108 110 109 
COOMEM 14 I 10 72 112 90 CSHUA 195 2222403 109 110 114 113 
COOMEM aa 222251 74 71 H H CS HUA 197 2222403 113 114 Ill 115 
COOMEM II 1 7e 71 102 118 CSHUA 191 2222401 115 Ill 118 117 
COOMEM 10 222251 71 80 94 t02 CSHUA 199 2222405 117 118 120 119 
COOMEM 78 222252 H ea 118 116 CSHEAA 200 2222405 119 120 122 121 
COOMEM 10 2 .. 90 120 118 CSHUA 201 2222503 123 124 126 125 
COOMEM 12 2 10 92 122 120 CSHUA 202 2222503 125 121 130 129 
COOMEM 102 222252 114 116 144 t42 CSHEAA 204 2222503 129 130 134 133 
COOMEM 104 222252 116 111 146 144 CSHEAA 208 2222503 133 134 138 137 
COOMEM 108 2 111 120 141 141 CSHEAA 201 2222503 137 138 142 141 
COOMEM 108 2 120 122 150 141 CSHEAR 2t0 2222503 141 142 144 143 
COOMEM 110 222252 t2• 126 154 152 CSHUR 211 2222504 143 144 148 145 
COOMEM 112 4 126 130 158 154 CSHEAR 212 2222504 145 141 148 147 
COOMEM 114 4 130 134 158 tS6 CSHEAA 213 2222504 147 141 1!50 149 
COOMEM 111 4 134 138 160 151 CSHUA 214 2222102 151 152 154 153 
COOMEM 111 4 131 142 t62 110 CSHEAR 215 22221102 153 154 1511 155 
COOMEM 120 222252 142 144 114 1112 CSlfEAA 21• 2222602 1S5 151 151 157 
COOMEM t22 2222!52 ... 141 111 164 CSHEAR 217 2222602 117 158 110 159 
COOMEM 124 4 146 146 161 166 CSHEAR 211 2222102 159 160 112 16t 
COOllEM 126 4 141 150 170 111 CSHEAR 2t9 2222602 .. 1 112 .. 4 t63 
COOMEM 12e 2222!52 152 154 174 172 CSHEAR 220 2222103 t63 114 111 165 
COOMEM t30 4 t54 156 176 174 CS HEAR 221 2222603 t6S 166 168 187 
COOMEM t32 • tS6 t58 171 176 CSHEAR 222 2222103 187 161 170 tit COOMEll 134 4 151 160 110 171 CSHEAR 223 2222701 171 172 174 173 
COOMEM 136 4 110 t62 112 110 CSHEAR 224 2222701 173 t74 17a 175 
CQOMEM t38 222252 t62 t64 114 112 CSHEAR 225 2222701 17S t76 11a 177 
COOllEM 140 222252 t64 t66 116 114 CSHEAR 226 2222701 177 11a tao 179 
COOMEM t42 4 t86 t6fl tll 11a C5HEU 227 2222701 1711 180 1a2 tat 
COOMEM 14• 4 188 170 190 111 CS HEAR 221 2222701 111 t82 ta4 183 
s CS HEAR 229 2222702 113 184 118 11S 
s ................................................................... CSHEAR 230 2222702 185 ti& 111 117 
' 




s CSHEAR 232 2222101 I 2 14 13 
' 
RIBS CSHUR 233 2222101 13 14 34 33 
CSHEAA 15t 2222104 1 2 4 3 CSHEAR 234 2222101 53 33 34 S4 
CSHEAR tS2 2222 t04 3 4 6 5 CSHEAR 235 2222201 73 53 S4 74 
CSHEAR tS3 2222104 s 6 a 1 CSHEAR 231 2222301 95 73 74 96 
CSHEAR t54 2222104 1 I 10 9 CSHEAR 237 2222401 123 'i15 98 124 
CSHEAR 1S5 22:i2to4 9 10 12 11 CSHEAR 231 2222502 151 123 124 152 
CSHEAR 1SI 2222t04 t 1 12 26 25 CSHEAR 239 2222102 171 151 152 172 
CSHEAR 157 222210S 13 14 t6 ts CSHEAA 240 2222103 191 171 172 192 
CSHEAR 1SI 222210S 15 16 ta 17 
' 
WHEEL WELL 
CSHEAR 159 2222 t05 17 11 20 19 CSHEAR 241 222230S 93 81 12 'il4 
CSHEAR t60 2222105 " 20 22 2t CSHEAR 242 2222305 101 93 94 102 
CSHEAR 161 2222105 21 22 24 23 COOMEM 243 1S 141 113 114 142 
CSHEAR t62 2222 105 23 24 26 25 s FRONT SPAR 
CSHEAR 163 2222106 25 26 28 27 CSHEAA 244 2222102 45 25 2a 46 
CSHEAR 164 2222106 27 28 30 29 CSHEAR 24S 2222103 65 45 48 II 
CSHEAR 165 2222 t06 29 30 32 3 t CSHEAR 240 2222202 15 65 06 H 
CSHUR 166 2222107 33 34 36 35 CSHEAR 247 2222302 llS 15 16 ,,. 
CSHEAR 167 2222107 3S 36 38 37 CSHEAR 248 2222402 143 115 11• 144 
CSHEAR Ill 2222107 37 38 40 39 CSHEAR 249 2222501 113 143 144 tu 
CSHEAR 169 2222107 39 40 42 41 CSHEAR 250 2222601 113 1a3 104 114 
CSHUR 170 2222t07 41 42 44 43 CSHUR 2SI 2222103 1113 1a3 114 t114 
CSHUR 171 2222107 43 44 40 45 
' 
LEADING EDGE 
CSHEAA 172 2222108 4S 4a 41 47 COOMEM 252 I St 31 32 S2 
CSHEAR 173 2222106 47 4a 50 49 COOMEM 2S3 1 71 51 52 72 
CSHEAR 174 2222108 49 so S2 SI COOMEM 254 t 11 71 72 92 
CSHEAR 175 2222203 13 64 60 6S COOMEM 2S5 2 121 11 92 122 
CSHEAR 176 2222203 65 66 68 07 COOMEM 251 2 ... 121 122 ISO 
CSHEAR 177 2222203 67 6a 10 69 COOMEM 207 4 t69 141 150 t70 
CSHEAR 178 2222203 69 70 72 71 CQDMEM 2SI 4 189 1811 170 1!IO 
CSHEAR 179 2222303 73 74 76 75 
' CSHUR 110 2222303 75 76 71 77 
' 
.................................................................. 
CSHEAR tit 2222303 77 78 80 79 
' 
. PROPERTY CAROS FOR WEBS OF SPARS ANO RIBS . 
CSHUR 112 2222303 79 10 82 II 
' 
.................................................................... 
CSHEAR 113 2222303 It 12 ... 13 
' CSHEAA 114 2222303 13 14 86 15 
' 
AWAY FROM DAMAGE: BORDERING DAMAGE: 
CSHUA 115 2222304 85 86 .. 17 PS HEAR 2222101 11 • t41 3333101 21 .141 0 CSHEAR 116 2222304 a7 .. 90 H PSHEAR 2222102 11 .329 3333102 21 .329 
'-I 
PSHEAA 2222103 11 .•06 3333103 21 .406 s .................................................................. 
PSHEAR 2222104 t t .066 3333104 21 .068 s 
PSHEAR 2222105 I I .050 3333105 21 .050 POOMEM 22221 3 .064 22222 3 .081 
PSHEAA 2222106 I I .095 3333106 21 .0115 POOMEM 22223 3 .121 2222• 3 .081 
PSHEAR 2222107 I I .uo 3333107 21 .140 POOMEM 222211 3 .06e 22226 3 .05 
PS HEAR 2222201 12 .141 3333201 22 .141 POOMEM 22227 3 .14 22228 3 .212 
PSHEAR 2222202 12 .•06 3333202 22 .406 POOMEN 222211 3 , Ill 222210 3 .•II 
PSHEAR 2222203 12 .0115 3333203 22 .OH POOMEN 222211 3 .204 222212 3 .2113 
PSHEAR 2222301 13 .219 3333301 23 .2111 POOMEN 222213 3 .097 222214 3 .182 
PSHEAA 2222302 13 .300 3333302 23 .300 POOMEM 222215 3 .I 222218 3 .095 
PSHEAA 2222303 13 .212 3333303 23 .212 POOMEN 222217 3 • Ill 222218 3 .3 
PSHEA.R 2222304 t3 .1110 333330• 23 .190 POONEN 2222111 3 .065 222220 3 ,329 
PSHEAR 2222305 13 .182 3333305 23 .182 POON EM 222221 3 .406 222222 3 .141 
PSHEAA 2222401 14 .200 3333•01 2• .200 POOMEN 222223 3 .2111 22222• 3 .30 
PSHEAR 2222402 1• .249 3333•02 24 .246 PODMEM 222225 3 .2 222228 3 .248 
PSHEAA 2222•03 14 .150 3333403 24 .150 PQOMEl4 222227 3 .371 222228 3 .4 
PSHEAA 2222404 t4 .4t1 3333404 24 .4 tt POOMEN 2222211 3 .32 222230 3 .a 
PSHEAA 2222•05 14 .1110 3333405 24 .1110 POOMEM 222231 3 , Ill 
PSHEAA 2222501 15 .371 3333501 211 .371 POOMEN U2251 II .06• 222252 5 .Oll1 
PSHEAA 2222502 15 
.•oo 3333502 25 .400 s 
PSHEAA 2222503 15 • 204 3333503 25 .204 
' 
.............................................................. _. ... 
PSHEAA 2222504 t5 ; 1110 3333504 2~ .190 
' 
. PROPUTY CARDS PDR BUCKLED SKIN PANELS ADJACENT TO DAMAGE . 
PSHEAA 2222601 11 .320 3333601 26 .320 
' ·································································· PSHEAA 2222602 18 .263 3333602 2& .263 s PSHEAA 2222603 I& .300 3333603 26 .300 POOMEM 33331 4 .OU 33332 4 .011 
PSHEAA 2222701 17 .0117 3333701 27 .097 POOMEM 33333 • .128 3333• 4 .081 PSHEAA 2222702 17 .065 3333702 27 .065 POOMEM 33335 • .068 33336 4 .05 PSHEAR 2222801 II .150 3333801 28 .150 PQOMEM 33337 • . 14 33338 • .212 PSHEAR 2222802 11 .•oo 3333802 21 .•oo POOMEM 333311 4 .15 333310 • .HI PSHEAR 2222803 18 .500 3333803 28 .500 POOMEN 3n311 4 .204 333312 • .213 PSHEAA gggg H 0.001 PODMEM 333313 • .0117 333314 • .182 s POOMEN 333315 • .I 333318 • .OH s 
....... ···································· ················· ...... 
PODMEM 333317 • .Ill 333311 • ,3 s  PROPERTY CARDS FOR UNBUCKLED SKIN PANELS AllAY FROM DAMAGE  POOMEM 3333111 • .065 333320 • .3211 
' 
.................................................................. PQOMEN 333321 • .406 333322 4 .141 s POOMEM 3333.23 4 . 2111 333324 4 .30 
POON EM I I .064 2 I .oat PQOMEM 3333211 • .2 333321 4 .248 POOMEN 3 I .128 4 I .081 PODMEM 333327 4 .371 333328 • .4 POOMEM !I 1 .066 • I .Oil PQOMEN 333329 4 .32 333330 4 .5 PODMEM 7 1 .u I I .212 PQOMUI 333331 4 .Ill 
POOMEN 9 I .15 10 1 .4 t1 PODMEM 333351 • .064 333392 • .Oii i POOMEM 11 I .204 t2 1 .263 s 
POOMEM 13 I .097 14 I .182 s .................................................................. 
POOMEN 15 I .I 16 I .095 s • PROPERTY CARDS FOR SKIN "NELS WHICH HAVE FAILED • 
POOMEM 17 I .19 II I .3 s 
································•································· PODMEM 19 1 .065 20 I .329 s 
POOMEM 21 I .406 22 1 . 141 POOMEN 911119 1111 0.01 
POOMEM 23 1 .219 24 I .30 s 
POOMEM 211 I .2 26 I .246 s 
·································································· PQOMEM 27 I . 371 28 I .  s . HORIZONTAL ROOS . 
PQOMEM 29 I .32 30 I .5 s ................................................................... 
POOMEM 31 I • IS s 
s s TOP SURF ACE: BOTTOM SURF ACE: 
s .................................................................. CROO 301 43 I 3 302 43 2 4 
s . PROPERTY CARDS FOR UNBUCKLED SKJN PANELS ADJACENT TO DAMAGE CRDO 303 44 3 II 304 44 • e s .................................................................. CAOO 3011 45 II 7 306 411 • 8 s CAOO 307 49 7 9 308 48 I ID 
PQOMEM 11111 2 .064 1t1t2 2 .OBI CAOO 309 49 II II 310 49 10 12 
PQDMEM " 11113 2 • t28 1t114 2 .011 CROO 311 411 II 211 312 411 12 211 
PODMEM 11115 2 ,066 11118 2 .05 CRDO 313 220 13 I 314 213 14 2 
PODMEM 11117 2 . I• 11111 2 .212 CADO 3111 200 Ill 3 311 201 II 4 
POONEM tttti 2 .15 111110 2 .. 11 CAOD 317 200 17 II 311 201 II • PQOMEM 111111 2 .204 111112 2 .263 CROO 319 200 Ill 7 320 201 20 I 
POOMEM 111113 2 .097 111114 2 .182 CAOO 321 200 21 9 322 201 22 10 
PODMEM lt1115 2 .I 1tt116 2 .095 CAOO 323 200 23 II 324 201 24 12 
POOMEM 111117 2 .19 1111 ta 2 .3 CAOO 3211 70 13 15 3241 117 14 11 
POOMEM 111 tt9 2 .065 111120 2 .3211 CAOD 327 71 Ill 17 328 58 ,. 18 
PQOMEM 1t112 t 2 .406 111122 2 • 141 CRDO 329 71 17 111 330 58 H 20 
POOMEM t t 1123 2 .219 111124 2 .30 CADO 331 72 Ill 21 332 !Ill 20 22 
POOMEN 111125 2 . 2 111121 2 .246 CRDO 333 72 21 23 334 511 22 24 
POOMEM '11127 2 .371 111121 2 . 4 CROO 3311 71 23 25 338 !II 24 26 
POOMEM 111129 2 .32 111130 2 .5 CRDD 337 44 25 27 338 44 21 28 
POOMEM 111131 2 . 15 CRDO 339 43 27 211 '340 43 28 30 
$ CROD 341 42 211 31 3•2 42 30 32 
s .................................................................. CAOO 343 221 33 13 344 214 34 14 
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CAOO 1113 I 25 26 ", .. t 27 2a f'ROO 509 14 I. 125 CADD ti 15 I 29 30 1116 42 3t 32 PROO 5t0 14 0.70 
CAOO tt t7 t 33 34 Itta t 35 36 PROO St I 14 0.47a 
CADD tt t9 t 37 38 1120 I 39 40 PROO 802 ts 0.2478 
CADD tt2 t t 41 42 1122 t 43 •• PROO 803 ts 0.3114 CROO t 123 I 45 46 1124 I 47 •• PROO 804 15 0.38& CAOD 1125 t 49 50 1126 87 5t 52 PROO 805 ts o.oot 
CAOD tt27 t S3 54 tt2a I 55 56 PROO 702 18 0.2478 
CROO tt29 t 65 65 tt30 I &7 68 PROO 703 18 0.3114 
CROO 1131 t H 70 tt32 73 7t 72 PROO 70S 18 0.001 
CROO 1133 I 73 74 1134 I 75 78 PROO 70ll ta 0.3a6 
CROD tt35 I 77 78 1136 t 79 80 PROO 7t2 18 0.3H 
CROD 1137 t at 82 1131 I 13 .. s FOR RODS IN BOTH SPUS 
CRUD tl39 I 15 86 tt40 I 87 .. PROO 2t3 tt 0.719 
CAOD tut I 89 90 tt42 9 91 92 PROO 214 It 0. 794 
CROO 1143 I 93 94 tt44 I 95 96 PROO 215 tt 0.144 
CAOD tt4S I 97 98 PROD 311 12 0.862 CROD t 147 t tot 102 PROO 417 13 I. 738 
CAOO tt49 I 105 t06 PROO 511 14 2.H CROO tt5t I 109 ttO PROD 819 15 3.Ha 
CADD t tS3 t 113 IU tt54 I tt5 tt& PROO 720 ta 3.107 CRUD 1155 I 117 tta 1156 I 119 120 PROO 220 tt 0.749 
CROD llS7 107 121 122 tt51 I t23 t24 PROO 22t ti o.a24 
CAOD 1159 I 12S 126 PROD 222 It o.a54 
CROD 116t I 129 t30 PROD 323 12 0.182 
CAOO 1163 I 133 134 PROD 424 13 1.207 
CROD 1165 I t37 131 PROO S2S 14 2.24 
CROD lt67 I 141 142 PROD 128 15 3. 776 
CROO 1169 t t45 t•6 1 no I 147 148 PROD 727 ta 3.at2 
CROD tt7 t t37 149 t50 1172 I 151 152 PROO 221 tt 0.404 
CROO I 173 I t53 t54 tt74 I 155 156 PROO 229 II 0.395 
CROO 1175 t 157 t58 tt76 t 159 160 PROD 330 t2 0.440 
CROD 1177 t 181 162 PROO 43t 13 I. 856 
CROO 1179 I 165 166 1180 I 187 t68 PROO 532 14 2.872 
CROD ttlt 138 t69 170 tt82 I 17t 172 PROO 833 t5 3. ttt 
CROil 1113 I 173 174 1184 I 175 176 PROO 734 ti 4.133 
CROO ltll I 177 171 1186 I 179 110 PROD 235 II 0.319 
CROil tl87 I tat t82 ttaa I 113 ta• PROO 23a ti 0.450 CROil ttll I 115 ... tl90 I 187 Ill PROD 337 t2 0.424 
CROO 1191 .. IH lllO PROD 431 .. 1.311 
CROO 1288 I 143 144 PROD 539 t• 3 .()112 
CROO 1278 I 183 tU PROO 840 15 2.807 
s PROD 741 •• 5. 7t6 $ ........... ·············· ......................................... PROO 801 ta 0.69 
$ . PROPERTY CARDS FOR ROD ELEMENTS AWAY FRON DANAGE . PROD 802 II 0. 73 
$ .................................................................. PROO 803 ta 2.84 
s PROO ao4 ta 3.0 .. 
$ FOR RODS BETWEEN SPARS, PANELS I ANO 7 PROO 805 ti •• 10 
PROD 200 ti 0.364 PROO aoe ti 4.35 
PROD 201 ti 0.214 PROO 107 ta "4.14 
PROD 202 ti 0. 2476 PROD 801 ti 5.02 
PROO 203 ti 0.3114 s FDA ADDS IN RIBS ANO FOR ALL VERTICAL RODS 
PROD 204 II 0.386 PROD I 15 .oot 
PROO 205 II O.OOt PROD s t5 .20 
PROD 206 ti 0.9515 PROD 9 t5 .33 
PROD 207 II 1.292 PROD •t 15 1.02 
PROO 208 II t .362 PROD 42 ts 1.03 
PROD 209 ti '. 152 PROO 43 t5 1.04 
PROD 2t0 ti o. 741 PROD 44 15 I.OS 
PROD 2 ti ti 0.478 PROO 45 15 I.Oii 
PROD 212 It 0.380 PROO 4S 15 1.07 
$ FOR RODS BETWEEN FORWARD SPAR ANO LEA.DING EDGE AND PROD 49 t5 t. II 
$ FOR ADOS BETWEEN SPARS. PANELS t THAU 5 PROD 50 t5 t.2• 
PROO 302 12 0.2476 PROO St ts 1.30 
PROO 303 12 o. 3t84 PROD S2 ts l.3t 
PROD 300 12 0.364 PROO 53 t5 t.32 
PROO 301 t2 0.214 PROO S4 IS I. 33 
PROD 402 13 0. 2476 PROD 55 15 t.34 
PROO 403 t3 0.318<111 PROO 51 15 I. 37 
PROD 404 13 0.386 PROO 57 15 I. 39 
PROO 40S t3 0.001 PROD 51 15 I. 40 
PROO 502 t• o. 2476 PROO H 15 1. 41 
PROO 503 14 0.3te• PROO II 15 t.4'9 
PROD 506 .. 0.95t5 PROD 62 15 I.SO 
PROO 507 u t .292 PROD 65 IS t.6S 
PROO 508 t4 1.362 PROD .. 15 t.87 
0 
PROO 67 t5 1.81 $ FOR ROOS BETWEEN FRONT SPAR AND LEADING EDGE AND 
PROO es t5 1. 69 $ FOR ROOS BETWEEN SPARS, PANELS I THAU 5 
PROO 69 ts t. 70 PROO 8118302 22 o. 2478 
PROO 70 t!I t. 73 PROD 1881303 22 0.3t84 
PROO 7t t5 1. 74 PROO 1111300 22 0.314 
PROO 72 t5 1. 75 PROO 881130t 22 0.214 
PROO 73 t5 1. 71 PROO 1888402 23 0.2476 
PROO 74 t5 t. 79 PROD 8118 .. 03 23 0.3114 
PROO 71 t5 1.86 PROO 1811404 23 0.3H 
PROO 79 15 1.89 PROD 8111 .. 0S 23 0.001 
PROO 80 15 t. 92 PROO 1111502 24 0.2471 
PROO 81 15 t.94 PROO 1188503 24 0.3184 
PROD 82 t5 t. 95 PROO 11181509 24 0.9515 
PROO 84 t5 2.00 PROD 1888507 24 t.292 
PROD 85 ts 2.02 PROO 1111501 24 1.382 
PROD 18 15 2.04 PROO 1111509 24 t. t25 
PROD 87 ts 2.08 PROD 1881510 24 0.748 
PROD 88 t5 2.10 PROD 181Ht1 24 0.471 
PROD 92 ts 2.3f PROO 1811102 25 0.208 
PROO 93 t5 2. 57 PROO aaaaeo3 2• 0.3184 
PROD 94 t5 2. 58 PROO 1888804 25 0.318 
PROO 96 ts 2.67 PROO 1881805 25 o.oot 
PROO too ts 3.05 PROD 1811702 21 o. 2476 
PROO tot ts 3. to PROD 1111703 21 0.3t84 
PROO t02 t5 3. t3 PROD 188170!! 21 0.001 
PROO t03 IS 3. 14 PROD 1818708 21 0.315 
PROO t04 t5 3. ts PROD 1811712 21 0.398 
PROO t05 ts 3. 17 s FOR RODS IN BDTH SPARS 
PROO t06 t5 3. 18 PROD 88812t3 21 0.7t9 
PROO t07 t5 3.19 PROD 1811214 21 0.794 
PROD 108 ts 3.20 PROO 8181215 2t 0.144 
PROD tO• ts 3. 21 PROO 8111311 22 ·0.182 
PROO tto t5 3.22 PROO 8111417 23 t. 736 
PROO t ti 15 3.23 PROO 81115t8 24 2.H 
PROO t 12 15 3.26 PROO 1111819 2S 3.191 
PROD t13 15 3.27 PROO 1111720 21 3.107 
PROD tu t5 3.38 PROO 1181220 2t 0.749 PROD 11!1 t5 3.38 PROD 8111221 21 0.124 
PROD ttl t5 3.40 PROD 1111222 2 t 0.854 
PROO tl7 t5 3.4t PROO 1181323 22 0.112 
PROO ttl ts 3.42 PROO &111424 23 t.207 
PROD tt9 15 3.58 PROO 111852!1 24 2.24 
PROO 120 ts 3.12 PROD 1118821 211 :t. 778 
PROD t2t t5 3.63 PROD 1111727 21 3.112 
PROO t22 15 3.64 PROO 1118221 2t 0.404 
PROO t23 t5 3. 97 PROO 8111229 21 0.395 
PROO 124 t5 4.0D PROD 8111330 22 0.440 
PROO 125 t5 4.02 PROO 8811843 t 23 1.151 
PROD 126 t5 4.04 PROO 1181!132 24 2.172 
PROO 127 1S 4.05 PROO 1888133 25 3.111 
PROO 129 15 ... 22 PROD 1111734 21 4.133 
PROD 130 t5 4. 23 PROD 8811235 2t 0.399 
PROD t32 15 4 .37 PROO 1818235 2' 0.450 
PROO t33 ts ... 42 PROD 1111337 22 0.424 
PROO 134 IS ..... 3 PROO 1888438 23 t.311 
PROD 137 t5 5.40 PROD 11111539 2.C 3.082 
PROO t38 t5 5.80 PROD 1118640 25 2.107 
s PROD 1111741 28 5.7111 
s ··········· ....................................................... PROO lllHOt ti O.H 
$ . PROPERTY CARDS FOR ROD ELEMENTS ADJACENT TO DAMAGE . PROD 1188802 ti o. 73 
s .................................................................. PROO 1111803 II 2.14 
s PROO 1811804 11 3.04 
s FOR ROOS BETWEEN SPARS, PANELS 6 ANO 7 PROD 1111805 ti 4.10 
PROO 1811200 21 0.3f54 PROD 1811108 ti 4.35 
PROO 88811201 2t 0.214 PROO 1188107 ti 4.14 
PROO 1188202 21 0.2476 PROO 1888101 ti 5.02 
PROD 1111203 21 0.3tl4 
' 
FOR RODS IN RIBS ANO FOR ALL VERTICAL ROOS 
PROD 8888204 21 0.386 PROD 88111 25 .001 
PROD 8888205 21 o.oot PROD 81115 25 .20 
PROO 88!!1!1206 21 0.95t5 PROD 18119 25 .33 
PROD 8888207 2t t.292 PROD 81114t 25. t.02 
PROO 8888208 2 t 1.362 PROD 118142 25 t.03 
PROO 8888209 21 t. t52 PROD 181143 25 1.04 
PROD 8888210 21 o. 748 PROD 181144 25 t.05 
PROO 8911211 21 0.478 PROD 188145 25 I.DI 
PROD 8aaa212 2 t 0.380 PROO 181141 21 1.07 
PROO 111149 25 t. ti • PROD 1188850 25 t. 29 PROO ••99 H 0.01 
PROO l8185t 25 t.30 • PROO 888852 2S 1.31 • ·································································· PROO 888853 25 t.32 • . ELASTIC $PRING$ . PROO 888854 2S 1.33 • .................................................................. PROO aaaass 2S I. 34 • PROD 88HS6 25 1.37 CELAS2 9490 7 .833+3 102 I 106 
PROD 888857 25 t.39 CELAS2 9494 t. t+-4 toe I 110 
PROD aaaasa 25 1.40 CELAS2 9491 7 .833•3 t tO t 114 
PROD 881159 25 t.-41 • PROD 881161 25 1.49 • 
.................................................................. 
PROO 888812 2S I.SO • . TRIANGULAR MEMBERS . PROO 888865 2S 1.85 • .................................................................. PROO 888888 2S 1.67 s 
PROO 888867 25 t.H CTRMEll 27S 2222SI 23 II 2S 
PROO 811868 2S 1.69 CTRMEll 2711 222251 24 12 28 
PROO 888869 25 I. 70 CTRMEM 277 2222S2 93 711 It 
PROO 888170 25 1. 73 CTRllEM 271 222252 94 80 82 
PROO ll!Ul871 2S 1. 74 CT RM EM 279 222252 IOI 93 105 
PROD 888872 25 t. 75 PTRllEM I I o.ou 2 I 0.081 
PROD 888173 2S I. 78 PTRMEM 11111 2 o.oe4 11112 2 0.011 
PROO 818874 25 I. 79 PT RM EN 22221 3 o.ou 22222 3 0.011 
PROO 888878 25 1.16 PTRMEM 33331 4 o.ou 33332 • 0.061 PROO 818179 25 1.89 PTRMEM 222251 s 0.064 2222'2 s 0.091 
PROO 188880 25 1.92 PTAMEM 3333SI • o.oe4 3333S2 • 0.091 PROO 818!81 25 1.94 PT RM EM 9999 •• O.Ot PROO 8!8882 25 , .95 s 
PROO 11!1!!4 25 2.00 s .................................................................. 
PROD 888885 25 2.02 s . SINGLE POINT CONSTRAINTS . 
PROD 888886 25 2.04 s .................................................................. 
PROD 811887 25 2.01 s 
PROO 818881 25 2. to SPC 100 191 I o.o 191 2 0.0 
PROO 888892 25 2.31 SPC 100 192 I o.o 192 2 0.0 
PROO 881193 25 2.57 SPC 100 193 I o.o 193 2 o.o 
PROO 811!94 2S 2.sa SPC 100 194 I o.o 194 2 o.o 
PROD 118896 25 2.87 SPC 100 Ill 3 192 3 
PROO 8888100 25 3.05 SPC 100 193 3 194 3 
PROO 1111101 2S 3.10 s 
·································································· PROO 8811102 25 3.13 s SPC 10 IA#eERS ARE THI: APPLUO LDAll IN KIPS 
PROO 1881103 2S 3.14 s SPC VALUES SHOWN ARE FOR TEST U 
PROO l!I! 10"' 25 3. t!S SPC 2 191 I +.031 191 2 0.009 
PROO 8898105 25 3. 17 SPC 2 191 3 -.oso 112 3 -.050 
PROD 1198106 25 3 ••• SPC 2 192 I -.031 192 2 -.009 
PROD 8818107 25 3. 19 $PC 2 193 t +.034 1!13 2 0.014 
PROO 1111101 25 3.20 SPC 2 193 3 -.oos IH 3 -.005 
PROD 8881109 2S 3.21 SPC 2 194 1 •. 034 194 2 -.014 
PROO 8811110 2S 3.22 $PC 4 191 I +.050 191 2 0.017 
PROD 8891111 25 3. 23 SPC 4 191 3 - . 135 1!12 3 - • 135 
PROD 1ee8t 12 25 3.26 SPC 4 192 I -.oso 192 2 -.017 
PROD 8881113 25 3.27 $PC • 193 I +.051 193 2 0.021 PROD 1198114 25 3.36 $PC 4 193 3 -.055 194 3 ·.OSS 
PROO 1888115 25 3. 38 $PC 4 194 I - .OSI 194 2 -.021 
PROD 118811& 2S 3.40 SPC a ... t +.oe4 191 2 0.022 
PROO 8888117 25 3.41 SPC a 191 3 - .185 192 3 - .195 
PROO 8888111 2S 3.42 SPC • 192 I ... .064 192 2 -.022 PROD 8818119 2S 3.51 SPC • 193 I +.oet 193 2 0.022 PROD 8888120 25 3.62 SPC • 193 3 -.07S 194 3 -.on PROO 8888121 25 3.63 SPC • 194 I -.081 194 2 -.022 PROO 8888122 2S 3.14 SPC • 191 I +.073 191 2 0.021 PROO 8888123 25 3.!17 SPC • 191 3 -.195 192 3 -.19S PROO 8888124 25 4.00 SPC • 192 I -.073 192 2 - .021 PROO 8888125 25 4.02 SPC • 193 I +.087 193 2 0.021 PROO !1181215 25 4.04 SPC • 193 3 •. 0!2 194 3 ·.082 PROD !1!181 t27 25 4.05 $PC • 194 I ·.067 194 2 - .021 PROO 8811129 2S 4. 22 SPC 10 191 t +.080 191 2 o.ou 
PROO 8181130 25 4. 23 SPC 10 191 3 -.210 192 3 - .210 
PROD 8891132 25 4 .37 SPC 10 192 I -.090 192 2 -.OU 
PROO 8888133 25 4.42 SPC 10 1!13 I +.071 193 2 0.019 
PROO 81!18!13 .. 25 4.43 SPC 10 193 3 -.015 194 3 - .085 
PROO 8aae 137 2!5 5.40 SPC 10 194 I -.071 ... 2 ·.019 
PROO 1!1!88 131!1 25 5.80 SPC 12 191 I +.090 191 2 0.017 
' 
$PC 12 191 3 - . 215 1192 3 - . 215 
s .................................................................. $PC 12 192 I - .090 192 2 - .017 
' 
. PROPERTY CARDS FOR ROD ELEMEMTS WHICH HAVE FAILED . SPC 12 193 I +.075 193 2 0.018 







































































12 t9• -.075 t9• -.Otl 
.................................................................. 
MULTIPOINT CONSTRAINTS 






































































































• MATERIAL CARDS FOR SPARS ANO RIBS AWAY FROM DAMAGE • 
............... ······ ............................................ . 
tt 10.3+6 3.9+6 3.14.;.3 
3. 75+4 3. 75+41 3.13+4 
12 t0.3+e 3.t+e 3.t4-3 
S.51+4 5.'5t+4 3.83+4 
t3 10.3+8 3.9+6 3. 14-3 
5.91+4 5.91+4 3.13+4 
14 10.3+9 3.9+6 3. 14-3 
8.41+ ...... 1+4 3.83+• 
15 10.3+6 3.9+6 3.U-3 
6.91+4 6.91+4 3:13+"4 
16 10.3+6 3,9+6 3. , .. -3 
7.03+4 7.03•4 3.83+4 
17 10.3•6 3.9+6 3. 14·3 
7.27+4 7.27+4 3.93+4 
11!1 30.0+6 11.0+6 B.73-3 
22.8+4 22.8+4 12.33+4 
MATERIALS t1 THAU 17 ARE FOR ALUMINUM t-0 ANO 2-0 
ELEMENTS AWAY FROM DAMAGE. BASIC LIMITING 
STRESSES ARE: T&C• 7. 5+4 ANO S• 4. 5+4. 
THE BASIC LIMITING STRESSES FOR T&C ARE FACTORED 
AS FOLLOWS USING FORMAT (MID: FACTOR) 
(tt:.5000) (12:.7350) (13:.7882) (l•:.85•7) 
(15:.92t0) (16:.9369) (17:.9697) 
MATERIAL UI IS FOR STEEL 1-D ANO 2·0 ELEMENTS AWAY 
imITH LIMITING STRESSES T&C• 240+3 ANO S• 145+3. 
THE FACTOR FOR T&C IS ( 18:. 9SOO) 
THE FACTOR FOR S FOR All MID NUMBERS IS 0.8500 
.................................................................. 
































































3.9+8 3. 14-3 +M26 
2. 77+4 
27 10.3+6 3.9 MATt +8 3, U-3 +M27 
+M27 3.49+4 7.27+4 2. 77+4 
21 30.0+8 l t.o+I 8. 73-3 MAT1 1 & +M28 
+M28 10.9•4 22. 8+4 1.94+4 
s 
S MATERIALS 2t THAU 21 ARE FOR t•D ANO 2-D ELEMENTS 
S BORDERING DAMAGE ANO CORRESPOND TO MATERIALS t I THAU 11 
S RESPECTIVELY. PREVIOUS LIMITING STRESSES ARE FURTHER 
S FACTOREO AS FOLLOWS: (T:.480) (C:t.00) (S:.725) 
s 
s •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
$ • MATERIAL CARDS FOR SKIN PANEL ELEMENTS • 


















































10.3+6 3.9+& 3. t4·3 
4 .24+4 1. 28+4 1.49+4 
z t0.3+& 3.9+& 3. 14-3 
4.24+4 1. 28+4 1 .49+4 
3 7. 79+6 2. 05+6 3. 14-3 
7. 70+4 7. 70+4 4.60+4 
• 7. 79+& 2 .05+6 ·3. 14-3 3.67+4 7. 70+4 3.34+4 • 
MATERIALS 1 THAU 4 ARE FOR ALUMINUM SKIN PANELS. 
THEY ARE FOR: t UNBUCKLED AWAY FROM DAMAGE 
2 - UNBUCKLED. BORDERING DAMAGE 
3 - BUCKLED AWAY FROM DAMAGE 
4 - BUCKLED BORDERING DAMAGE 
BASIC LIMITING STRESSES ARE: T&C•7.7+4 ANO S•4.6+4 
THE BASIC LIMITING STRESSES ARE FACTORED AS FOLLOWS 
USING FORMAT (NIO:TYPE STRESS:FACTOR) 
(l:T:.5500) (t:C:.1657) (t:S:.3241) 
(2:T: .HOO) (2:C:. t157) (2:S: .3241) 
(3:T: 1.000) l3:c: t.oool (3:5: t .ooo> 
(4:T:.4770) (4:C:t.OOO) (4:S:.7250) 
















MATERIALS 5 ANO 6 ARE FOR ALUMINUN SKIN PANELS BORDERING SPARS, 
AWAY FROM DAMAGE ANO BORDERING DAMAGE RESPECTIVELY. NO 
BUCKLING ANO ORIGINAL STIFFNESSES ARE ASSUMED. GENERAL 
SKIN PANEL POST-BUCKLING LIMITING STRESSES ARE USED. 
........ ················ ......................................... . 
SPECIAL PROPERTY ANO MATERIAL CARDS FOR INITIAL DAMAGE 
.................................................................. 
n 10.0 5.o 3. U-3 
99.9+9 99.9+9 99.9+9 
.................................................................. 















































FORCE 2 4• DOD. o.o o.o t.O 
' 
NET LOAD I HQ COHO IT I OHS 
LOAD tot 1.0 t.O 
LOAD t02 1.0 2.0 
LOAD t03 1.0 3,0 
LOAD to• 1.0 4.0 
LOAD t05 1.0 1.0 
LOAD toe 1.0 •.o 
LOAD 107 1.0 7.0 
LOAD toe 1.0 a.o 
LOAD tD!I 1.0 9.0 
LOAD 110 t.O to.o 
LOAD II I 1.0 t l.O 
LOAD 112 1.0 12.0 
LOAD 113 1.0 13.0 
LOAD 114 1.0 14.0 
LOAD 115 l.O 15.0 
LOAD 118 1.0 18.0 
LOAD 117 1.0 t7.0 
LOAD 118 t.o ta.o 
LOAD 119 1.0 ti.O 
LOAD 120 1.0 20.0 
LOAD 121 1.0 2t.O 
LOAD t22 1.0 22.0 
LOAD t23 1.0 23.0 
LOAD 124 1.0 24.0 
LOAD 125 t.O 25.0 
LOAD 128 1.0 28.0 
LOAD 127 1.0 21.0 
LOAD t28 1.0 28.0 
LOAD 129 1.0 29.0 
LOAD t30 t.o 30.0 
LOAD t3t 1.0 31.0 
LOAD t32 1.0 32.0 
LOAD t33 t.O 33.0 
LOAD 134 1.0 34.0 
LOAD 135 1.0 35.0 
LOAD 138 1.0 38.0 
LOAD 137 1.0 37.0 
LOAD 131 1.0 38.0 
LOAD t39 1.0 31.0 
LOAD 140 t.O 40.0 
LOAD ,. t t.0 41.0 
LOAD t42 t.0 42.0 
LOAD t43 1.0 43.0 
LOAD 144 1.0 ..... 0 
LOAD 145 1.0 45.0 
' 
GROSS LOADING CONDITIONS 
LOAD 200 t.o t.O 3 
LOAD 20t t.0 1.0 I 1.0 3 
LOAD 202 t.O 2.0 t 1.0 3 
LOAD 203 t.O 3.0 t 1.0 3 
LOAD 204 t.O 4.0 I t.O 3 
LOAD 205 t.O 5.0 I t.O 3 
LOAD 208 1.0 a.o I t.O 3 
LOAD 207 t.O 7.0 I t.O 3 
LOAD 208 1.0 a.o I t.O 3 
LOAD 209 1.0 9.0 I 1.0 3 
LOAD 2t0 t.O 10.0 I 1.0 3 
LOAD 2" t.O 11.0 t 1.0 J 
LOAD 2 t2 t.0 12.0 t t.O 3 
LOAD 213 t.0 13.0 t 1.0 3 
LOAD 214 1.0 t4.0 I t.o 3 
LOAD 215 1.0 15.0 I t.O 3 





FINITE ELEMENT TORSIONAL ROD LISTING 
115 
s .................................................................. s FRONT SPAR MULTJ POINT CONSTRAINT CARDS FOR TORSION 
s . THfSE CAAOS CDNYE•T WING llOOEL A TO llOOEL 8, ANO ALSO . MPC 2000 2025 4 8.50 25 2 - 1.0 +MP2001 
s . CONVERT WING MODEL C TO MODEL D BY ADDING TORSIONAL . +MP200t 28 2 +1.0 
s STIFFNESS TO THE FRONT SPAR ANO TO THE REAR SPAR. . MPC 2000 2045 4 7.00 45 2 - t.O +MP2002 
s .................................................................. +MP2002 46 2 +t.O 
s MPC 2000 2065 4 7.-40 65 2 -1.0 +MP2003 
$ COORDINATE SYSTEM DEFINITIONS FOR TORSION +MP2003 6S 2 +t.O 
CQROtR 2000 2114 t84 2184 3000 3172 t72 3152 MPC 2000 2085 4 8.00 85 2 - I. 0 +MP2004 
$ GRID POINTS FOR FRONT SPAR CENTERLINE +MP200• 86 2 + 1.0 
GRID 2025 20ll.O 0.0 0.0 12356 MPC 2000 2115 4 8.70 115 2 • t.O +MP2005 
GRID 2045 184.1 o.o o.o 12356 +MP2005 116 2 +t.O 
GRID 2065 159.t 0.0 o.o 12356 MPC 2000 21-43 4 9 ... 0 t43 2 -1.0 +MP2006 
GRID 2085 130.9 o.o o.o t2356 +MP200& t44 2 +t.o 
GRID 2t t5 91.8 o.o o.o 12356 MPC 2000 2U53 4 10.0 t63 2 -1.0 +MP2007 
GRID 2143 54.0 o.o o.o 12356 +MP2007 t64 2 + 1.0 
GRID 21&3 29.6 o.o 0.0 12356 MPC 2000 216.t 4 to.a t63 t 0.6537 +MP2008A 
GRID 216.C 29.8 0.0 o.o 2000 12356 +MP2009A t63 2 -0. 7567 164 I -0. 6537 +MP2008B 
GRID 2194' 12. 7 • 14.6 0.0 2000 12356 +MP20088 164 2 o. 7567 
GRID 2 194 3.55 -2 t.9 0.0 2000 t2356 MPC 2000 2194 4 10.9 183 I 0.6537 +MP2009A 
$ GRID POJNTS FOR REAR SPA.A CENTERLINE +MP2009A 183 2 -0. 7567 Ul-4 I -0.6537 +MP2009B 
GRID 3001 232.9 ·30.4 0.0 t2356 +MP20098 184 2 o. 7567 
GRID 3013 209.0 -32.5 o.o 12356 MPC 4000 2 t94 4 10.0 193 I 0.6537 +MP2010A 
GRID 3033 184. t ·34. 7 o.o t2356 +MP2010A 193 2 -o. 7567 194 I -o. 6537 +MP20t08 
GRID 3053 159.' -36. 85 o.o 123~6 +MP2010B 194 2 0. 7567 
GRID 3073 t34.4 -39.0 o.o t2:JS6 s REAR SPAR MUL Tl POINT CONSTRAINT CA.ROS FOR TORS JON 
GRID 3095 9t. 9 -42. 7 o.o t2356 MPC 3000 3013 4 5.30 13 2 - t.O +MP3001 
GRIO 3123 54.0 ·46.3 o.o 12356 +MP3001 14 2 +t .0 
GRID 3t5t 43.9 -47 .2 0.0 12356 MPC 3000 3033 4 5. 70 33 2 - t.O +MP3002 
GRID 3152 43.8 -47 .2 o.o 3000 12356 04P3002 34 2 +t .0 
GRID 3172 4 t. t ·49.0 o.o 3000 12356 MPC 3000 3053 4 6.10 53 2 - t.0 +MP3003 
GRID 3192 32. 1 -56.' 0.0 3000 t2356 +MP3003 54 2 + t.O 
$ CROOS FOR TORSION MPC 3000 3073 4 6.60 73 2 -1.0 +MP3004 
CROD 2355 2001 2025 2045 3343 300t 3013 3033 +MP3004 74 2 +t.O 
CROO 2393 2002 2045 2065 339 t 300t 3033 3053 MPC 3000 3095 4 7 .20 95 2 - f. 0 +MP3005 
CAOO 243 I 2002 2065 2085 3419 300t 3053 3073 +MP3005 96 2 + t.O 
CROD 2475 2003 2085 2115 3457 3002 3073 3095 MPC 3000 3123 4 e.oo 123 2 -1.0 +MP3006 
CROD 2529 2004 2115 2143 3509 3003 3095 3t23 +MP30Ge t2".t 2 +t .o 
CROO 2575 2005 2143 2183 3583 3004 3t23 3151 MPC 3000 3151 4 e.oo 151 2 - t.0 +MP3007 
CROO 2613 2006 2164 2114 3801 3005 3152 3172 +MP3007 152 2 + t.O 
CROO 264 t 2007 2114 2194 3839 3006 3172 3192 MPC 3000 3152 4 e.oo 151 I 0.5547 +MPJOOBA 
CROO 3313 3001 300t 3013 +MP3008A 151 2 -0.11321 152 I -0.5547 +MP30088 
s PROO CARDS FOR TORSION RODS AWAY FROM DAMAGE +MP3008B 152 2 0.8321 
PROO 2001 
" 
0.0 0.007 0.055 MPC 3000 3172 4 e.oo 17 I I o. 5~.n +MP3009A 
PROO 2002 11 o.o 0.014 o. 143 +MP3009A 171 2 -o. 8321 172 I -0 5547 +MP3009B 
PROO 2003 13 o.o 0.212 0.370 +MP3009B 172 2 0.9321 
PROO 2004 14 0.0 0.347 0.248 MPC 4000 3192 4 7.90 191 I o. 5547 +MP3010A 
PROO 2005 15 0.0 3.1127 0.371 +MP3010A 191 2 -0.832' 192 I -0.5547 +MP3010B 
PROO 2006 t6 0.0 12. 443 0.320 +MP3010B 192 2 0.8321 
PROO 2007 II 0.0 t 1.597 0.150 MPC 3000 3001 4 5.00 I 2 - 1.0 +MP3011 
PROO 3001 
" 
0.0 0.006 0.080 +MP3011 2 2 + 1.0 
PROO 3002 13 0.0 0.035 0. 125 s 
PROO 3003 14 o.o 0.813 0.200 s ........................................................................... 
PROO 3004 t5 o.o 9. 710 0.400 s SPECIAL CARDS NEEDED FOR INITIAL DAMAGE 
PROO 3005 18 0.0 2.247 0.400 s ..................................................................... 
PROD 3006 18 o.o 2. 272 0.500 $ 
s PROO CARDS FOR TORSION ROOS BORDERING DAMA.GE $ CARDS FOR INITIAL DAMAGE FOR TEST 38: 
PROO 118882001 2 t 0.0 0.007 0.055 SCROD 2529 9002 2115 2143 3509 88889001 3095 3123 
PROO 88882002 21 0.0 0.014 o. 143 PROO 900t 14 o.o 0.308 0.400 
PROO 888112003 23 0.0 o. 212 0.370 PROO 9002 14 o.o 3.044 0.450 
PROO 88892004 24 0.0 0. 347 0.246 PROO 89889001 24 0.0 0.308 0.400 
PROO 119882005 25 0.0 3. 827 0.371 PROO 88889002 24 o.o 3.0-44 0.450 
PROO 88892006 26 o.o 12.4-43 0.320 s 
PROO 1111882007 28 0.0 11.587 o. 150 s CARDS FOR INITIAL DAMAGE FOR TEST 2C: 
PROO 1!189113001 2t 0.0 0.006 0.080 SCROD 2529 2004 211!5 2143 3509 9003 3095 3t23 
PROO 88893002 23 o.o 0.035 0.125 PROO 9003 99 0.0 0.00001 0.00001 
PROO 811883003 24 0.0 0.813 0.200 s 
PROD 88883004 25 o.o 8. 710 0.400 s CA.ROS FOR INITIAL DAMAGE FOR TEST I: 
PROO 88883005 29 0.0 2. 247 0.400 SCROD 2529 88889004 2 I 15 2 t43 3509 3003 3095 3123 
PROO 98893006 28 0.0 2. 272 0.500 PROO 118889004 24 0.0 1.9567 1.000 
s SINGLE POINT CONSTRAINT COMBINATION CARO FOR TORSION 
SPCA.DO 300 100 200 
s SINGLE POINT CONSTRAINT CARD FOR TORSION 
SPC 200 2194 4 o.o 3192 4 0.0 
s MULTI POINT CONSTRAINT COMBINATION CA.ROS FOR TORSION 
MPCAOO 1000 2000 3000 4000 100 



































































BULK DATA DECK FOR TEST I (SIMPLE DAMAGE) 
F-14f WING PROJECT - DAMAGED VING 
MODEL A • SUTIC CASE 
SPARS ANO AIBS: CROD AND CSHEAR 
STIFFENERS: CRDD 
SKIN PANELS: CSHEAR 
ND TORSIONAL STIFFNESS IN SPARS 
.............................. ···················· ............... . 
.................................................................. 
SHEAR PANELS - TOP OF WING 
.................................................................. 
CHANGE CSHEAR 73 NEW PIO• t1112 OLD PID•2 
CHANGE CSHEAA 75 NEW PID•333352 OLD PID•222252 
CHANGE CSHEAA 77 NEW P ID• 333352 DLD PID•222252 
CHANGE CSHEAA 79 NEV P ID• f t t I 2 OLD PID•2 
CHANGE CSHEAR 97 NEV PID•lttt2 OLD PJ0•2 
CHANGE CSHEAA 101 NEW PID•9999 OLD PID•222252 
CHANGE CSHEAR t03 NEW PID•9999 OLD PID•222252 
CHANGE CSHEAR t05 NEW PIO• II I 12 OLD PI0•2 
CHANGE CSHEAR t t 7 NEW PIO•tltt2 OLD PID•2 
CHANGE CSHEAR t t9 NEV PID•333352 OLD PID•222252 
CHANGE CSHEAR t2t NEW PID•333352 OLD PID•222252 
CHANGE CSHEAA t23 NEW PID• 11 I t4 OLD PIO•• 
....... ······ ················ .................................... . 
VERTICAL SHEAR PANELS 
......................... ,., ................. ··············· ....... . 
CHANGE CSHEAR 247 NEW PI0•3333302. OLD PJD•2222302 
CHANGE CSHUR 241 NEW PID•3333901 OLD PID•2222402 




CHANGE CROO 4 7 5 
CHANGE CROO 493 
CHANGE CROO 415' 
CHANGE CRDD 527 
CHANGE CRDD 529 
CHANGE CRDD 530 
CHANGE CRDD 531 
CHANGE CRDD 555 
CHANGE CAOO !557 
CHANGE CRDD 575 
NEW PID•llll313 
NEW Pl0•1111•24 





NEW PID•81185 t t 
NEW PIO•ll18!5 19 











SPECIAL PROPERTY ANO MATERIAL CARDS FOR INITIAL DAMAGE 
........ ······················· .................................. . 
99 ID.D 5.D 3. t•-3 
99.9+9 99.1+9 19.1+9 
3333901 2• D.123 
1111901 24 D.109 
902 .. '. 2•1 



























































BULK DATA DECK fOR TIST t (SIMPLE DAMAGE) 
f-l•F WlNQ PROJECT - DAMAGED WINQ 
llDDEL D • STATIC CASE 
SPARS AND RIIS: CRDD AND CSHEAR 
STlffEN!RS: CADD 
SKIN PANELS: CODMEM 
NO TORSIONAL STlffNESS IN SPARS 
.................................................................. 
.................................................................. 
QDMEM PANELS • TOP Df WINO 
.................................................................. 
CHANGE CODMEN 73 
CHANGE CODMEM 75 
CHANGE CQDMEM 77 
CHANGE CODNEN 79 
CHANGE CQDNEM 97 
CHANGE CODMEM tO t 
CHANGE CQDMEN 103 
CHANGE CQDNEM 105 
CHANGE CQDMEN I 17 
CHANGE CODNEM 119 
CHANGE CODMEN 12 I 












NEW PIO• II 114 
OLD PID•2 











................... ··············································· VERTICAL SHUR PANELS 
........ ·························································· 
CHANGE CSHUR 247 NEii PID•33333D2 OLD PID•2222302 
CHANGE CSHEAR 241 NEW PID•33339DI OLD PID•2222402 




CHANGE CRDD 475 
CHANGE CRDD 493 
CHANGE CROD 495 
CHANGE CRDD 527 
CHANGE CRDD 529 
CHANGE CRDD 530 
CHANGE CRDD 53 I 
CHANGE CRDD HS 
CHANGE CRDD 557 





















·································································· • SPECIAL PROPERTY AND MATERIAL CARDS FDR INITIAL DAMAGE • 
...... ···························································· 
99 10.0 5.D 3. 14-3 
99. 9+9 II. l+I 91.l+I 
PSHEAR 3333901 24 0.123 
PROD 8111901 24 D.109 
PROD 902 .. 0.890 






























































..................................................... '"'' ......... . 
BULK DATA OECK FOR TEST 1 (DETAILED OAMAQE) 
F ·84F WING PROJECT - OAMAQED WING 
MODEL D - SUTIC CASE 
SPARS AND RIBS: CROD AND CSHEAR 
STIFFENERS: CROO 
SKIN .. NELS: CQDMEM 
NO TORSIONAL STIFFNESS IN SPARS 
.................................................................. 
.................................................................. 
ODMEM PANELS - TOP OF WING 
....................................................... ······ ..... 
CHANGE COOMEM 73 NEW Pl0•11112 OLO PI0•2 
CHANGE CODMEM 75 NEW PI0•333352 OLO PID•222252 
CHANGE COOMEM 77 NEW PID•333352 OLD PID•222252 
CHANGE COOMEM 71 NEW PIO•tttt2 OLD Pl0•2 
CHANGE COOMEM 97 NEV PID•11112 OLD PID•2 
CHANGE COOMEM t01 NEW PIO•\l919 OLO PID•222252 
CHANGE COOMEM 103 NEV PID•llllH CLO PID•222252 
CHANGE COOMEM 105 NEW PIO•tttt2 OLD PID•2 
CHANGE COOMEM t 17 NEV PID•11112 OLD PID•2 
CHANGE COOMEM 119 NEW PJ0•333352 OLD PID•222252 
CHANGE COOMEM t 2 1 NEW PJ0•333352 OLD PID•222212 
CHANGE COOMEM t23 NEW PIO•tttt.t OLD PID•-4 
......................................... ··········-······ ........ . 
VERTICAL SHEAR PANELS 
.................. ,.. .............................................. . 
THE CAAOS FOR CSHEARS 2·47. 248. ANO 2.CSil ARE BEING REPLACED ev 
CA.ROS IN A SPECIAL SECTION TO MODEL THIS OAMAQE CASE 
.................................................................. 
HORIZDNT AL ADOS 
................................................ ········· ........ . 
CHANGE CROO 475 
CHANGE CROO 403 
CHANGE CROO <495 
CHANGE CROO 527 
THE CARO FOR CROOS 
CHANGE CROD 53 t 
CHANGE CROO 555 
CHANGE CROO 557 
CHANGE CROO 575 
NEW PIO•llll.C3t OLD ~10•.C3t 
NEW PID•llH127 OLD PID•127 
.:ew PID•lll1108 OLD PIO•tOI 
NEW PIO•ll185tO OLD PID•5t0 
529 ANO 130 IS REPLACED IN THE DAMAGE SECTION 
NEW PIO•lll0502 OLD PID•S02 
NEW PID•8BBl12t OLD PIO•t2t 
NEV PID•OOH134 DLO PIO• 13~ 
NEW PIO•lll8d33 OLD PID•833 
.................................................................... 
SPECIAL PROPERTY AND MATERIAL CARDS fOA INITIAL DAMAGE 
............... ············ ······· ............................... . 
99 tO.O !LO 3. t4~3 
99.9+9 99.9•9 99.9•9 
.................................................................. 
SPECIAL CARDS fOR TEST t Df:TAILED OAMlQE 
................................................................... 
BE SURE TO ELIMINATE CARO FOR CROOS 529 ' 530 IN MAIN DECK 
ANO CARDS FOR CSHEARS 247. 241, & 241 
























7475 et 15 
88887529 • t43 
2222302 8 t 15 
2222302 115 
3333"402 8 t43 















9575 757S 0183 1143 
530 8530 144 118 
88 1015 
8085 85 





































































































•2.0 184 1 • 1.0 +M8163A 
• 1.0 
+2.0 184 2 • 1.0 •M81839 
-1.0 
+2 .o ta• 3 -1.0 +Me 163C 
- t.O 
•2.0 144 t - 1.0 +Ml t43A 
- t.O 
+2.0 144 2 -1.0 +Mlt.C38 
-1.0 
+2.0 144 3 - t.0 +M8t43C 
-1.0 
+2.0 118 1 -1.0 +Ml1t5A 
-1.0 
+2.0 118 2 • 1.0 +Mat 158 
-1.0 
+.2.0 1ta 3 • 1.0 HUltt5C 
-1.0 
+2.0 .. 1 -1.0 +MB085A 
-1.0 
+2.0 ea 2 -1.0 +M10&!5B 
-1.0 








































BULK DATA DECK FOR TEST 2C 
f-8"f WING PROJECT - DAMAGED WING 
MODEL A - STATIC CASE 
SPARS ANO RIBS CROO ANO CSHEAR 
STIFFENERS CROO 
SKIN PANELS CSHEAR 
NO TORSIONAL S IFfNESS IN SPARS 
SHEAR PANELS - TOP OF WING 
CHANGE CSHEAR 83 NEW PI0•9999 OLD PIDs222252 
CHANGE CSHEAR 84 NEW Pl0•1tlt2 OLD PJ0•2 
VERTICAL SHEAR PANELS 
CHANGE CSHEAR 237 NEW PID•9999 OLD PI0•222240t 
HORIZONTAL ROOS 
CHANGE CROO 509 NEW PI0•9999 
CHANGE CROO StO NEW PI0•9999 




SPECIAL PROPERTY ANO MATERIAL CARDS FOR INITIAL DAMAGE 
99 10.0 5.0 3. 1-4-3 








































BULK DATA DECK FOR TEST 2C 
F-84F WING PROJECT - DAMAGED WING 
MODEL C - STAT IC CASE 
SPARS ANO RIBS: CAOO ANO CSHEAA 
STIFFENERS: CROO 
SKIN PANELS: CQOMEM 
NO TORSIONAL ST I FF NESS IN SPARS 
OOMEM PANELS - TOP OF WING 
CHANGE CQOMEM 83 NEW P10•9999 OLD Pl0•222252 
CHANGE COOMEM 84 NEW PIO•tttt2 OLD PJO:a2 
VERTICAL SHEAR PANELS 
CHANGE CSHEAR 237 NEW Pl0•9999 OLD PI0•222240t 
HORIZONTAL ROOS 
CHANGE CROO 509 NEW PJ0•9999 
CHANGE CROO 510 NEW PID•9999 
CHANGE CAOO 51 t NEW P 10•888890 t 
OLD Pl0•525 
OLD PIO•S IB 
OLD PJ0•506 
SPECIAL PROPERTY ANO MATERIAL CARDS FOR INlTlAL DAMAGE 
99 10.0 5.0 3. 1 .. ·3 
99.9•9 99.9+9 99.9+9 































































BULK DATA DECK FDR TEST 3B 
F-84F WING PROJECT • DAMAGED WING 
NODEL A - STA.TIC CASE 
SPARS ANO RIBS: CROO AND CSHEAR 
STIFFENERS: CROD 
SKIN PA.NELS: CSHEA.A 
NO TORSIONAL STIFFNESS IN SPA.RS 
................................................................... 
SHEAR PANELS • BOTTOM Of WING 
.................................................................... 
CHANGE CSHEA.RS 102 ANO 104 NEW PI0•9999 OLD PJ0•222252 
CHANGE CSHEA.AS t06 ANO 108 NEW Pl0•9999 OLD P10•2 
CHANGE CSHE AR 237 
CHANGE CSHEA.R 2.C3 
CHANGE CSHEAR 2 .. 1!!1 
CHANGE CSHEAR 256 
VERTICAL SHEA.A PANELS 
NEW -PI0• 111190 I 
NEW PID• 111t1!5 
NEW PID•3333902 
NEW PI0• 1tt12 
OLD PID•2222401 

























OLD' PI0• .. 08 
OLD P10•405 
OLD P!D•420 
OLO PIO••U 1 
.................................................................. 
• SPECIAL PROPERTY ANO MATERIAL CARDS FOR INITIAL DAMAGE • 
.................................................................. 
99 10.0 5.0 3. 14-3 
9.99•9 9.99+9 9.99•9 
901 .. 0.849 
888890' 2 .. 0.849 
8888902 2-i 0.228 
903 14 0.866 
8888903 2-i 0.866 
8888904 24 0.489 
905 .. -i.06-i 
8888905 24 4.06<4 
8888906 24 1.868 
11 tl90t 94 0.200 
3333901 95 0 •. 200 
3333902 2 .. 0.246 
94 to.3+e 3.9+6 3. U-3 
3 .08+.C 5. 39•• 3. 83•• 
95 7. 79+6 3.9+6 3. 14-3 
































































BULK Ol TA DECK FOR TEST 36 
F-84F WING PROJECT - DAMA.GED WING 
MODEL C - ST A.TIC CASE 
SPARS ANO RIBS CROO ANO CSHEAA 
STIFFENERS CROD 
SKIN PA.NELS COOMEM 
• NO TORSIONAL S IFFNESS IN SPARS 
.................................................................. 
OOMEM PANELS • BOTTOM OF WING 
..... ' ........................................................... . 
CHANGE CODMEMS 102 AND 104 NEW PID•9999 OLD PI0•222252 
CHANGE COOMEMS 106 A.ND 108 NEW P10•9999 OLD Pl0•2 
CHANGE CSHEA.R 237 
CHANGE COOMEM 243 
CHANGE CSHEA.R 248 
CHANGE CODMEM 256 
CHANGE CROD 509 
CHANGE CROD 510 
CHANGE CROD 527 
CHANGE CROD· !28 
CHANGE CRDO 529 
CHANGE CROD 530 
VERTICAL SHEAR PANELS 
NEW PJO•ll11901 















,QLO PI0• .. 17 
OLD PID•5 IO 




• SPECIAL PROPERTY AND MATERIAL CARDS FOR INITIAL DAMAGE • 
.................................................................. 
99 10.0 5.0 3. 14-3 
99.9+9 99.9•9 99. 9+9 
901 14 0.849 
8888901 24 0.849 
8888902 24 o. 228 
903 14 0.866 
8B88903 24 0.866 
8888904 24 0.489 
905 14 •.064 
8899905 24 4.064 
8888906 24 1.868 
1111901 9 .. 0.200 
3333901 95 0.200 
3333902 24 0.2.46 
94 10.3+6 3. 9+6 3. t-4-3 
3.08•4 5. 39+4 3. 83+"4 
95 7. 79+6 3.9+6 3. U-3 






PROGRESSIVE STRUCTURAL COLLAPSE ANALYSIS LISTING 
122 
START 
Read limiting stresses for membrane and 
plate elements. Read case control and 




Establish file containing NASTRAN 
sorted bulk data deck 
Establish file containing NASTRAN 
displacement output 
Establish files for NASTRAN element 
stress output, one file for each 





Begin checking stresses in 










Read data in file for 
overstressed elements 
Panels 
Divide overstressed elements into groups 
of continuously linked elements 
Check margins of safety for 
elements in the first group 
Select element with the most 
negative margin of safety as 
the failed element 




Check the first element in the model 









Change the property 
ID to show that it 
now borders damage 
Check the next element in the model 
to see if it borders the failed element 






Check margins of safety for 
elements in the next group 
Read cards from the 
case control deck file 
Yes 
No 
Figure 25. (Continued) 
126 
Make no changes to the 
case control deck 
Decrease load. Change case control 
deck cards for LOAD, SPC, 
MPC, and LABEL 
Increase load. Change case control 
deck cards for LOAD, SPC, 
MPC, and LABEL 
Li st fa i 1 ed 
elements 
List elements added to 
the damage borders 
List case control deck cards 
for LOAD, SPC, MPC, LABEL for 
next NASTRAN analysis 
STOP 





Check the margin of safety for 
the first element of the file 
No 
Write the data 
Yes for the element 
in to a f i 1 e of 
overstressed elements 
Check the margin of safety for 
the next element in the file 
Yes 
No 
Figure 25. (Continued) 
Begin checking 





Check the margin of safety for the 
first element in the file 
No 
Check the margin of 
safety for the next 
element in the file 
Yes 
Write the data for the 
element into a file of 
overstressed elements 
Change the property ID to show 
that the element has buckled 
Begin checking 












Calculate three margins of safety, one for each 
of 0 1, 0 3, T , for each element in the file max 
Select the smallest margin of safety for each 
element to be its element margin of ~afety 
No Yes 
Check the margin of 
safety for the next 
element in the file 
Write the data for the 
element into a file of 
overstressed elements 
Change the property ID to show 
that the element has buckled 
Yes 
Begin checking 
the next element 
stress file 







c .................................................................. •00000020 
C • PROSCAN (PROGRESSIVE STRUCTURAL COLLAPSE ANALYSIS) ·WAS •00000030 
C • DEVELOPED IN t982 FOR THE JOINT TECHNICAL COORDINATING •0000004'0 
C • GROUP (SUBGROUP FOR MUNITIONS EFFECTIVENESS ANO AERIAL •00000050 
C • TARGET VULNERABlllTV) BY G.E. RIGGS FOR THE PROGRESSIVE •00000060 
C • COLLAPSE ANALYSIS OF DAMAGED AIRCRAFT WING STRUCTURES. •00000070 
C • THIS VERSION OF THE PROGRAM WAS COMPLETED 3 t AUGUST 1982 •00000080 
c ................................................................... •00000090 
c OOOOOtOO 
COMMON I BULKDK / CARDt.CARD2.CARD3,CARO•.PIDF.PIDO.PIOt.PID2.PID300000tt0 
COMMON I CSCTL 1 I LOADS, ISPC, IMPC, JLBL 00000120 
COMMON I CSCTL2 I XLOAOl•Ol.XSPC(•O).XMPC(•O).XLBL(20. t8) 00000t30 
COMMON I CTLOTA / LTYPE( tl!I), NUM( 18) 00000140 
COMMON I CTLRDI / ICNTF2, ICNTGF, ICNTSF, NBULK, NOJSPN, NGON 00000150 
COMMON/ CTLR02 / lfLAG.NFS.NSUB.NUMBR(20).STRMEM(J.•).STRPLT(3.•)00000t60 
COMMON I OT ANAS I STRE. suec 1. SUBC2 00000170 
COMMON I MATIOS / XMIOO, XMIOF OOOOOtBO 
COMMON / TEMPRT / tPSW 00000190 
COMMON I TITLE / RUN(72) 00000200 
COMMON I UNtTSt / LU1. LU2, LU3, LU4, LUNAS, tR 00000210 
COMMON/ UNITS2 / LUB1, LUB2, LUF1, LUF2, LUGP, LU(18) 00000220 
COMMON / UNtTS3 / LUC 1, LUC2, LUO t, LU02 00000230 
C ARRAYS STRMEM(3,.C) & STRPLT(3 • .C) 000002.CO 
C PIDT PIDtT PI02T PID3T 00000250 
C PIOC PIOIC Pt02C Pl03C 00000260 
C PlOS PID1S Pt02S Pl03S 00000270 
C PIO IS UNSUCKLED AWAY FROM DAMAGE 00000280 
C PIDt IS UNBUCKLED BORDERING DAMAGE 00000290 
Pl02 IS BUCKLED AWAY FROM DAMAGE 00000300 
Pt03 tS BUCKLED BORDERING DAMAGE 00000310 
REWIND IR 00000320 
PRINT t095 00000330 
READ 1010, RUN 00000340 
PR INT I 100, RUN 00000350 
READ 1000, NBULK, NSUB, NOISPN, NGON, IPSW 00000360 
READ 1000, NFS, tFLAG, ICNTF2, ICNTSF, ICNTGF 00000370 
READ 1000, !BOTH, IMEM, IPLT, JFCON 00000380 
If ( ICNTSF .EO. t ) READ 1005. (NUMBR(I). l•t.8) 00000390 
IF ( IBOTH . EO. 0 ) GO TO 96 00000400 
DO 90 I • t, 4 00000410 
90 READ ::ZOOO, (STRMEM(J,I). J • t, 3 ) 00000.C20 
00 92 l • 1. 3 00000•30 
00 92 J • I . .e 000004.eO 
92 STRPLT(l,J) • STRMEM(l,J) 00000450 
GO T 0 99 00000.C 60 
96 IF ( IMEM . EO. 0 ) GO TO 94 00000-470 
00 93 I • 1, 4 00000480 
93 READ 2000. ( STRMEM(J. l), J • 1. 3 ) 00000490 
94 If ( IPLT .EO. 0 ) GO TO 99 00000500 
oo 95 1 .. 1, 4 oooOo5tO 
95 READ 2000. l STRPLT(J.I). J • t. 3 ) 00000520 
99 READ 1000, LOADS, ISPC, IMPC, ILBL 00000530 
NLOAOS • 2 • LO.A.OS 000005•0 
READ t007. ( XLOAO( I). 1 • 1. NLOAOS ) 00000550 
IF ( I SPC • EO. 0 ) GO TO tOO 00000560 
READ t007. ( XSPC( I). I • t. NLOADS ) 00000570 
100 CONTINUE 00000580 
If ( IMPC .EO. 0 ) GO TO 110 00000590 
READ 1007, ( XMPC( I), I • 1, NLOAOS ) 00000600 
ttO CONTINUE 000006 tO 
1 F ( ILBL • EO. 0 ) GO TO t.eO 00000620 
DO 120 I • 1 , LOADS 00000630 
120 READ 1003, ( XLBL(l,J). J • 1. US) 000006.CO 
UO CONTINUE 00000650 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 0 ) PRINT 9003, lPSW 00000660 
9003 FORM.A.T (///, 'O<<<<< INTERMEDIATE PRINT LEVEL IS' .12,' >>>>>') 00000670 
PRINT 101 I 00000680 
PRINT 1015 00000690 
IF ( JCNTF2 .EO. t ) GD TO t60 00000700 
PRINT 1020 00000710 
GO TO 180 00000720 
160 PRINT 1025 00000730 
180 PRINT 1030 000007•0 
If ( ICNTSF .EO. t ) GO TO 200 00000750 
PRINT 1020 00000760 
GO TO 220 
200 PR I NT t025 
220 PRINT t035 
IF ( JCNTGF .EO. t ) GO TO 2•0 
PRINT tO::ZO 
GO TO 260 
2•0 PRINT t035 
260 PRINT tO•O 
IF ( NGDN .EO. 0 ) GD TO 280 
PRINT t0•5 
GO TO 300 
2BO PAINT 1050 
300 IF ( NFS . EO. 0 ) GO TO 3•0 
PRINT 1055 
PRINT 1065 
IF ( !FLAG .EO. 1 ) GO TO 320 
PRINT 1070 
GO TO 360 
320 PR INT 1075 
GO TO 360 
340 PRINT 1060 
360 PRINT t080 
PRINT 1085, NSUB. NDISPN, NGON 
If ( !BOTH .EO. 0 .ANO. IMEM .EO. 0 ) GO TO 365 
365 
PRINT tt90 
PRINT t 192 
PRINT tt93. I STRME .. (J.t), J • 
PRINT tt9•. ( STRMEM(J.2). J • 
PRINT tt95. ( STRMEM(J 0 3). J • 
PRINT tt96. ( STRMEM(J.•). J • 
IF ( IBOTH .EO. 0 .ANO. IPLT 
PAINT 1191 
t. 3 I 
t. 3 l 
t. 3 ) 





PRINT t 195, 
PRINT t 19&, 
STRPLT(J,t), J • t, 3 
STRPLT(J.2). J • 1. 3 
STRPLT(J.3). J • t. 3 
STRPLT(J.•), J • t. 3 
370 CONT 1 NUE 
PRINT 1095 
PAINT 1096 
) GO TO 370 
PRINT 1097, ( XLOAO( 1), I • t, NLO.A.OS ) 
If ( JSPC .NE. 0 ) PRINT t098. ( XSPC(I). I • t. NLOAOS 
IF ( IMPC .NE. 0) PRINT t093. ( XMPC(I). I • t. NLOAOS 
IF ( ILBL .EO. 0 ) GO TO •OO 
PR INT 109•, ( XLBL( 1. K). K 
00 380 I • 2. LOADS 
t. 18 
380 PRINT 1099, ( XLBL( J,K), K .. I, 18 
.{0Q CONTINUE 
READ 1004, CARDI, CAR02. CARD3. CAR0-4 
READ 1006, PIOF, PIOO 
READ 1006. PIDI, PID2. PJ03 
PRINT ttOt. PIDF. PIDO. PIDt. PID2. PID3 
IF ( IFCON .EO. 0 ) GD TO 420 
READ 1006, XMIOF, XMIDD 
PRINT 1197, XMIOF, XMJOO 
420 CONTlNUE 
PRINT 1102. CAROt, CAR02 
PRINT t 103, CAAD3, CAR04 
IF ( tPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9001 
9001 FORMAT( 'O<<< CALL SUBROUTINE MAINO FROM MAIN >>>') 
CALL MAINO 
tF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9002 




1001 FORMAT( IH0,515) 
1002 FORMAT ( 7( 2A4, 2X 
1003 FORMAT ( 18A4 ) 
1004 FORMAT C 5A4,.eX, U-4 
1005 f0RMAT(815) 
t006 FORMAT ( •I tu .•x) ) 
1007 FORMAT ( t8A4, /, t8A"4 
2000 FORMAT (SE tO. 3) 
2001 FORMAT( tHO, l!IF t0.4) 















































































10ttFORMAT(///,•o••••• PROGRAM CONTROL ECHO', 
. . ...... ) 
1015 FORMAT( IHO, t2X, 'OJSPLACEMENT FILE STATUS: ') 
1020 FORMAT(1H+,40X,'TO BE CREATED OURJNG.THJS RUN') 
1025 FORMAT( IH+,40X, 'CREATED JN A PREVIOUS RUN OR PROGRAM') 
1030 FORMAT( 1H0, 12X, 'STRESS FILE STATUS:•) 
1035 FORMAT( IHO. 12X, 'GRID POINT FILE STATUS:•) 
1040 FORMAT( 1HO, 12X, 'PROGRAM FUNCTIONS: PAINTER PLOTS PROCESSED-·', 
+5X,':',5X.'STRESS CHECKS MADE·-') 
1045 FORMAT( tH+.58X, 'YES') 
1050 FORMAT( tH•, 511X, 'NO') 
1055 FORMAT( IH+,90X, 'YES') 
1065 FORMAT( IH0.12X. 'STRESS CHECK DISPOSITION: ') 
1060 FORMAT(1H+,90X,'NO') 
1070 FORMAT( IH+,39X,'CHECKEO UNTIL A SUBCASE WITHOUT ELEMH.tT ', 
+'FAILURE IS FOUNO') 
1075 FORMAT( IH+, 39X. 'CHECKED IN ALL SUBCASES') 
1080 FORMAT(///. 'O• •••• p Ra GRAM 0 AT A E c Ho• 
. . . . . . . ) 
1085 FORMAT(1H0,12X,'NUMBER OF SUBCASES: ',15, 
+//,t3Jt.'NUMBER OF NODES IN DISPLACEMENT FILE:',17. 
+/I, 13X, 'NUMBER OF NODES JN GRID POINT FILE:', 19) 
1090 FORMAT(tH0,12X,'LJMlTING NORMAL STRESSES:'.'4X,6(2PE1S.3) ) 
1093 FORMAT ( 13X, 'MPC CARO SEQUENCE:' ,9(2X,2A4)./,33X,9(2X.2A•)./) 
1094 FORMAT ( 13X. 'LABEL CARO SEQUENCE: ',UU4 ) 



























1096 FORMAT ( 5(2H •),' NAST A AN CASE CONTROL, 00001790 
'ANO BULK DATA 0 ECK INPUT '.5(2H •)./)00001800 
1097 FORMAT ( t3X., 'LOAD CARO SEQUENCE:', 
1098 FORMAT ( 13X. 'SPC CARO SEQUENCE:'. 
1099 FORMAT ( 35X. t8A4 ) 
9(2X .2A4) ./ .33X.9(2X.2A4) ./) 00001810 
9(2X. 2A4). I. 33X,9(2X, 2A4) ./) 000011120 
1100 FORMAT( 12X.' P R 0 8 L E M I 0 E N T I F I C A T I O N 
• 72A I ) 
tt01 FORMAT (/,13X,'PROPERTV IDENTIFICATION PREFIXES:'./,35X,'FOR 
+'FAILED ELEMENTS:', 16X, U4,/.35X, 'FOR 1-0 ELEMENTS BORDERING 
•'DAMAGE: ', U4 ,/. 35X. 'FOR 2-0 ELEMENTS:'./ ,42X, 'UNBUCKLED ', 
+'BORDERING DAMAGE: ',1A4./.42X,'BUCklED A.WAY FROM DAMAGE: 
+ U4 ./, 42X .'BUCKLED BORDERING DAMAGE: '. U.C) 
t 102 FORMAT (/. 13X. 'FIRST CONNECTIVITY CARO IN SORTED BULK DATA DECK', 
+ ' JS ' , 2A4 ) 






I 194 FORMAT 
1195 FORMAT 
' IS ', 2A4 ) 
( tHt.///////, tOX.'ENO OF RSCAN PROGRAM EXECUTION.') 
( tHO. 12X. 'LIMITING STRESSES FOR MEMBRANE ELEMENTS:') 
( tHO, t2X. 'LIMITING STRESSES FOR PLATE ELEMENTS:•) 
( tH+. 55X. 'TENS .• ,ex. 'COMP •• ,ex. 'SHEAR.) 
( tSX, 'UNBUCKLED ELEMENTS AWAY FROM DAMAGE:•, 3(2PE 13, 3) 
(tSX,'UNBUCKLEO ELEMENTS BORDERING DAMAGE:', ~(2PEt3.3) 
( 15X, • BUCKLED ELEMENTS AWAY FROM DAMAGE:', 3(2PEt3.3) 
tt96 FORMAT (15X,' BUCKLED ELEMENTS BORDERING DAMAGE:', 3(2PE13.3) 
1t97 FORMAT (/,t3X.'CONROO MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS:',/, 
ENO 












































SUBROUTINE MAINO 00002100 
- - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - ••••• - - ••• - - 00002110 
TABLE OF VAR !ABLES: 
CARD(20) TITLE CA.ROS INPUT ARRAY 
X( 16) ARRAY USED TO READ JN REAL QA.TA FOR EACH ELEMENT TYPE 
NUMSUB SUBCASE NO. TO BE PROCESSED 
ITYPE ELEMENT TYPE IDENTIFICATION: READ FROM TlTLE DATA 
LTYPE( 18) ~ ARRAY AGAINST WHICH ITVPE IS CHECKED 










NUM(8) ARRAY CONTAINING NO. OF X VALUES TO BE READ FOR EACH 00002210 
ELEMENT TYPE 
NUMBR(8) ARRAY CONTAINING NO. OF ELEMENTS JN EACH GROUP 
STRESS FAILURE STRESS VALUE USED IN FAILURE SEARCHES 
TYPE ALPHANUMERIC ARRAY CONTAINING TYPE PF ELEMENT WHICH 
LID 
IS TO BE DISPLAYED AS PART Of A GROUP OF ELEMENTS 








c - - - - • • . • - - • - - • • • - - - - - • • - • • - • • . • - 00002290 
c 00002300 
COMMON I CTLDTA / LTVPE(t8), NUM(t8) 00002310 
COMMON / CTLROI / ICNTF2, ICNTGF, ICNTSF, NBULK, NOISPN, NGON 00002320 
COMMON/ CTLR02 / IFLAG,NFS,NSUB,NUMBR(20),STRMEM(3.4).STRPLT(3,•)00002330 
COMMON I DTANAS / STRE, SUBC t. SU8C2 00002340 
COMMON / GRIDPT I KODE, 10(8) 00002350 
COMMON/ INOUT / CAR0(20), ELTYPE(2), GP(8), X( t6). PROPID(2) 00002360 
COMMON / TEMPRT / IPSW 00002370 
COMMON/ UNITSt / LUt. LU2, LU3, LU4. LUNAS. IR 00002380 
COMMON/ UNITS2 / LUBt, LUB2. LUFt, LUF2, LUGP. LU( t8) 00002390 
COMNON / UNITS3 / LUC t, LUC2, LUO t, LUD2 00002400 
DIMENSION TYPE( tOO), LIO( tOO) 000024 tO 
DIMENSION FIELO( t ) 00002420 
INTEGER OK I 0 I 00002430 
DATA BLANK, Till, ENOO, A.TA I 4H • 4HSTIT. 4HENOO. 4HATA I 000024"10 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 0 ) PRINT 900t 00002'50 
9001 FORMAT ( 1H1, '<<<<< ENTRY SUBROUTINE MAINO >>>>>') 00002460 
IBULK • LUBt 00002470 
I CSDK • LUC 1 00002480 
c - - .•• - • - ••• - . - . - - - - - - • • • • • - •• - - - 00002490 
C SEPARATE BULK DATA DECK FROM NASTAAN DISPLACEMENT & STRESS OUTPUT 00002500 
N • NBULK • !I 000025 tO 
00 3 I • 1, N 00002520 
READ (LUNAS. tOOO) CARO 00002530 
WRITE (LU8t, tOOO) CARO 00002540 
3 CONTINUE 00002550 
4 REAO (LUNAS, tOOO) CARO 00002560 
IF ( CARO( t) • EO. TITL ) GO TO 5 00002570 
WRITE (LUBt. tOOO) CARO 00002580 
GO TO 4 00002590 
5 WRITE (LUBt, 1000) ENOD.ATA 00002600 
BACKSPACE LUNAS 00002610 
READ (LUNAS, 1000,EN0•7) CARO 00002620 
WRITE (LUt, tOOO) CARO 00002630 
GO TO 6 00002640 
7 CONTINUE 00002650 
REWINO LUNAS 00002660 
RE WINO LUB t 00002670 
REW I NO LU t 00002680 
c • • ••••• - • • • - •• - • . • • • • • . - - • - . . . • • - 00002690 
C REAO 6 TRANSLATE NASTRAN DISPLACEMENT OUTPUT 00002700 
JF ( NGON .NE. 0) GO TO 1 00002710 
IF ( ICNTSF .EO. t ) GO TO 95 00002720 
IF ( NOISPN .EO. 0 ) GO TO 39 00002730 
N • NSUB • ( 2 • NOISPN + 6 ) 00002740 
IF ( JPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9000t 00002750 
90001 FORMAT ( '0< < < READ ANO TRANSLATE NASTRAN DISPLACEMENT OUTPUT') 00002760 
90002 FORMAT ('0< < < CARO• '.20A4 ) 00002770 
DO 2 I • 1 ,N 00002790 
RE AO( LUI, 1000) CARO 00002791) 
2 CONTINUE 00002800 
GO TO 39 000028 tO 
t IF ( ICNTF2 .£0. I ) GO TO 38 00002820 
DO 30 N • t • NSUB 00002830 
10 READ (LU t, tOOO. EN0•900) CARO 00002840 
IF ( CARO(t) .NE. S.UBCt ) GO TO tO 00002850 
IF ( CARD(2) .NE. SU8C2 ) GO TO tO 00002860 
WRITE (LU2) CARO 00002870 
NX • 6 00002880 
00 20 NO • t. NOi SPN 00002890 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9007 00002900 
9007 FORMAT( '0<<< CALL SUBROUTINE INPUT FROM SUBROUTINE MAINO >>>') 00002910 
CALL INPUT ( NX ) 00002920 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9008 00002930 
9008 FORMAT( '0<<< RETURN TO SUBROUTINE MAINO FROM SUBROUTINE INPUT >>' )00002940 
IF ( KOOE .NE. 0 ) GO TO 9t0 00002950 
WRITE (LU2) ID, ( X(I), I • t, NX) 00002960 
20 CONTINUE 00002970 
30 CONT lNUE 00002980 
C PROCESS 01 SPLACEMENT PRINTER PLOTS 00002990 
38 IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9004 00003000 
9004 FORMAT( 'O<<< CALL SUBROUTINE SEARCH FROM SUBROUTINE MAINO >>>') 00003010 
CALL SEARCH 00003020 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9006 00003030 
9006 FORMAT( '0<<< RETURN TO SUBROUTINE MAINO FROM SUBROUTINE SEARCH >' )000030'40 l..N N 
IF ( KOOE . NE. 0 I RETURN 
READ & TRANSLATE STRESS FILES 
39 CONTINUE 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 I PRINT 90003, NFS, ICNTSF 
90003 FORMAT ('O< <<READ A.NO TRANSLATE STRESS FILES>>>'./, 
'O< < < NFS •',12,SX,'lCNTSF •',12) 
NROWS • 0 
IF ( NFS .E(). 0 I GO TO 130 
IF ( ICNTSF . EO. 1 I GO TO 95 
PRINT 1004 
00 48 I • 1, ts 
NUMBR( 11 • 0 
48 CONTINUE 
MORE • 0 
LSKIP • t 
40 If ( LSKIP .LT. 6) GO.TO 42 
PRINT 1004 
LSKIP • 1 
42 READ (LU1, 1000,EN0•95) CA.RO 
IF ( CA.R0(3) .NE. BLANK ) PRINT 10000, CA.RO 
IF ( CAR0(31 .E(). STRE I OK • t 
IF ( CARO( ti .NE. SUBC t I GO TO 42 
IF ( CAR0(21 .E(). SUBC2 .ANO. OK .ED. t I GO TO 45 
GO TO 42 
45 BACKSPACE LU I 
READ (LUI, 1020) NOSUB 
READ (LUl,1030) ITVPE 
PRINT 10010, NOSUB, ITVPE 
PRINT ELEMENT NAME SA.SEO UPON NASTRAN ELEMENT TYPE NUMBER 
IF ( ITYPE • E(). t ) PRINT 7001 
IF ( ITYPE • EO. 3 ) PRINT 7003 
IF ( ITYPE • EO. 4 ) PRINT 7004 
IF ( ITYPE . EO. 5 ) PRINT 7005 
IF ( ITYPE • E(). 6 ) PRINT 7006 
IF ( ITYPE • E(). 7 ) PRINT 7007 
IF ( ITVPE . EO. 8 ) PRINT 7008 
IF ( ITYPE . EO. 9 ) PRINT 7009 
IF ( ITYPE • E(). 10 ) PRINT 7010 
IF ( ITYPE . EO. 12 ) PRINT 7012 
IF ( ITYPE . EO. t! ) PRINT 701! 
IF ( ITYPE • EO. 16 I PRINT 7016 
IF ( ITVPE . EO. 17 ) PRINT 7017 
IF ( ITYPE .EO. 18 ) PRINT 7018 
IF ( ITVPE . EO. 19 ) PRINT 7019 
IF ( ITVPE . EO. 34 ) PRINT 7034 
IF ( ITYPE .EO. 62 I PRINT 7062 
IF ( ITVPE . EO. 63 ) PRINT 7063 
7001 FORMA. T ( 1H+, 4 tx, ' ( CROD ) ' ) 
7003 FORMAT ( 1H+, 4 IX, ' ( CTUBE ) ' ) 
7004 FORMAT ( 1H+, ·UX, • ( CSHEAR ) ' ) 
7005 FORMAT ( tH+, 4 IX, ' ( CTWI ST ) ' I 
7006 FORMAT ( IH+, 41X, '( CTRJA1 )' ) 
1001 FORMAT ( 1H+, 41X, ' ( CTRBSC ) ' ) 
7008 FORMAT ( 1H+, 4tX, '( CTRPLT )' ) 
7009 FORMAT ( IH+, 4 1X, ' ( CTRMEM ) ' ) 
70t0 FORMAT ( 1H+, 41X, '(CONROD)' ) 
7012 FORMAT ( 1H+, 41X, '( CELAS2 )• ) 
7015 FORMAT ( tH+, 41X, '( COOPLT )• ) 
7016 FORMAT ( tH+, 41X, '( COOMEM )' ) 
7017 FORMAT ( tH+, 41X, '( CTRIA2 I' ) 
7018 FORMAT ( tH+, 41X, '( COUA02 )• ) 
7019 FORMAT ( tH+, 4tX, '( COUAOt I' I 
7034 FORMAT ( IH+, 41X, '( CBAA )' ) 
7062 FORMAT ( 1H+, 41X, '( COOMEMI )' ) 
7063 FORMAT ( IH+, 41X, '( CQOMEM2 )• ) 
IF ( ITYPE .NE. 12 .ANO. ITYPE .NE. 34 ) GO TO 47 
PRINT 201 t 
46 READ ( LUI, 1000, EN0•95 ) CARO 
47 
IF ( CARO(tl .NE. TITL ) GO TO 46 
BACKSPACE LU I 
LSKIP • LSKIP + 1 
GO TO •O 













































































NTYPE • 0 00003810 
DO !50 NTYPE • t, ts 00003820 
IF ( ITYPE .EO. LTYPE(NTYPE) ) GO TO 60 00003B30 
50 CONTINUE 00003840 
GO TO 920 00003850 
60 LUI • LU(NTYPE) 00003860 
WRITE (LUI) NDSUB, ITYPE 00003870 
NUMBER • 0 00003880 
NX • NUM(NTYPE I 00003890 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 2 ) PRINT 9003, NOSUB, ITYPE 00003900 
70 IF ( IPSW .OT. 3 I PRINT 9012 00003910 
9012 FORMAT( "0<<< CALL SUBROUTfNE JNPUT FROM SUBROUTINE MAINO >>>') 00003920 
CALL INPUT ( NX ) 00003930 
IF ( I PSW • GT. 3 ) PR I NT 9008 00003940 
NUMBER • NUMBER + t 00003950 
WRITE ELEMENT STRESSES INTO INDIVIDUAL SCRATCH FILES 00003960 
WRITE (LUI) 10. ( X( I), I • t, NX ) 00003970 
READ (LUI, 1000,ENO•BO) FIELD 00003980 






IF ( FIELD( t) .EO. TITL ) GO TO 90 00004000 
BACKSPACE LUt 00004010 
GO TO 70 00004020 
THE USE OF BACKSPACE FOR EVERY LINE OF DAU IS VERY INEFFICIENT. 00004030 
PUTTING THE DECISION STEP FDR FIELD( t I • TITL INTO SUBROUTINE 00004040 
INPUT WOULD ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR ALL OF THESE BACKSPACES. 00004050 
MORE • t 00004060 
NUMBR(NTYPE) • NUMBER 00004070 
PRINT 10020, NUMBER 00004080 
LSKIP • LSKIP • 1 00004090 
IF ( MORE .EO. 0 I GO TO 40 00004100 
c - - - - - - .. - - .. - - - ...... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00004 t 10 
C ALL FILES READ - BEGIN PROCESSING 00004120 
c 
95 DO 100 N • t, t! 00004130 
LUI • LU(N) 00004 140 
IF ( NUMBR(N) .EO. 0 ) GO TO 100 00004150 
REWIND INDIVIDUAL ELEMENT STRESS SCRATCH FILES 00004 160 
REWIND LUI 00004 170 
If ( IPSW .GT. 3 I PRINT 9013 00004180 













' MAINO >>>' ) 00004200 
(LTYPE(N).EO. t .OR. LTYPE(N).EO. 31 CALL ROOS (N,NRDWS) 00004210 
(LTYPE(N).EO. 10) CALL ROOS (N,NROWS) 00004220 
(LTYPE(N).EO. 16 .OR, LTYPE(Nl.E0.621 CALL MEMBRN (N,NROWSI 00004230 
(LTYPE(N).E0.63 .OR. LTYPE(N).EO. 9) CALL MEMBRN (N,NROWS) 00004240 
(LTYPE(N).EO. 4 .OR. LTYPE(N).EO. 5) CALL PANELS (N,NROWS) 00004250 
(LTYPE(Nl.E0.15 .OR. LTYPE(Nl.E0.19) CALL PLATES (N,NROWS) 00004260 
(LTYPE(N).E0.18 .OR. LTYPE(Nl.EO. 7) CALL PLATES (N,NROWSI 00004270 
(LTYPE(Nl.EO. 5 .OR. LTYPE(Nl.EO. 17) CALL PLATES (N,NROWSI 00004280 
(LTYPE(N).EO. Bl CALL PLATES (N,NROWSI 00004290 
( IPSW .GT, 3 ) PRINT 9014 00004300 
( '0<<< RETURN TO SUBROUTINE MAINO FROM SPECIFIC', 00004310 
• ELEMENT SUBROUTINE >>>' ) 00004320 
100 CONTINUE 00004330 
IF ( NROWS .E(). 0 ) GO TO 105 00004340 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9015 00004350 
9015 FORMAT ( '0<<< CALL SUBROUTINE GROUP FROM SUBROUTINE MAINO >>>') 00004360 
CALL GROUP ( NROWS I 00004370 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PAINT 9016 00004380 
9016 FORMAT ( '0<<< RETURN TO SUBROUTINE MAINO FROM SUBROUTINE GROUP >' )00004390 
105 CONTINUE 00004400 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 I PRINT 9019 00004410 
9019 FORMAT ( '0<<< CALL SUBROUTINE CASEDK FROM SUBROUTINE MAINO >>>') 00004420 
CALL CASEDK ( NROWS ) 00004430 
IF ( IPSW ,GT. 3 ) PRINT 9020 00004440 
9020 FORMAT ( '0<<< RETURN TO SUBROUTINE MAINO FROM SUBROUTINE CASEDK') 00004450 
9017 FORMAT ('0< < < LUBI •',13.5X,'LUB2 •',J3,5X.'RETAIN'.13) 00004460 
9018 FORMAT ('O< < <LUCI •',l3,5X,•LUC2 •',J3,5X.'RETAJN• ,13) 00004470 
IF ( LUBt .EO. IBULK ) GO TO 500 00004480 
REWIND LUB I 00004490 
REWIND LUB2 00004500 
490 READ (LUBt,t000,EN0•500) CARO 00004510 
WRITE (LUB2, 1000) CARO 00004520 
GO TO 490 00004530 
500 CONTINUE 00004540 
GO TO 130 00004550 





GO TO 130 
PRINT ao10 
GO TO 130 
PAINT !1020 
GO TO 130 
130 RETURN 
1000 FORMAT ( 20U ) 
9003 FORMAT(tH1,•< < < ELEMENT STRESS INPUT: 
+ 5X, 'ELEMENT TYPE', 15, ' > > >') 
1004 FORMAT( IHI, ////////////) 
1005 FORMAT ( 2U ) 
SUBCASE NO.'. J 10, 
9005 FORMAT(1H1, '< < < 
tOtO FORMAT ( J 10, ex. 3 
1020 FORMAT ( I 5', 110 ) 
1030 FORMAT ( 17X, 110 ) 
GRID DISPLACEMENT INPUT > > >' ) 
2000 FORMAT ( 15 ) 
2010 FORMAT ( A8, 2X. 15 
2060 FORMAT ( IA1 ) 
l 5X, E13.0 I. ( / 1•x. 3 I 5X, E13.0 > I I 




















BOtO FORMAT ( '-•••ERROR••• INPUT FILE ENDED IN MIDOLE OF 0 I SPLACEMENT00004760 
+ PROCESSING' ) 
8020 FORMAT ( tHO, '0• • • E R R 0 R • • •',I.' ELEMENT ID NUMBER', 
+ 'INDICATES AN ELEMENT TYPE NOT ACCEPTED BY THIS PROGRAM') 





00004810 2011 FORMAT( 'O ••• ELEMENT IS EITHER A CELAS2 OR A CBAR', 
+' - - - - - STRESSES NOT CHECKED • • •' .I I) 











c < > < > < > < > < > < ><> < > < > <><>< >< > < ><><><>< > <> <> <> <><>< > < > < >< > <><> < ><>< > < > < > < >00004880 
SUBROUTINE ROOS ( NTYPE, NROWS ) 00004890 
SEARCH ROD TYPE ELEMENTS FOR OVER-STRESSING OOOO.ot900 
NAME(TYPE): CR00(1). CTUBE(3). CONR00(10) 00004910 
COMMON/ CTLOTA I LTYPE(U!I). NUM(18) 00004920 
COMMON/ CTLR02 / IFLAG,NFS,NSUB,NU"8R(20),STRMEM(3,4l.STRPLT(3,4)00004930 
CO"™ON I TEMPRT I IPSW 0000.C9.CO 
COMMON I GR I OPT I KODE, IOI e) 0000•950 
COM~N I INOUT I CAAD(20), £LTVPE(2). GP(S). X(16), PROPID(2) 00004960 
COMMON I UNITS2 I lUB1, LUB2, LUFt. LUF2, lUGP, LU(t8) 0000•970 
DATA CON,ROO,CROO,BLAM<l4HCONR,4HJO .•HCR00,4H I 00004910 
DATA CTUB, TUBE I ... HCTUB • .tHE I OOOO.C990 
PRINT 1000 00005000 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 0 ) PRINT 9002 00005010 
9002 FORMAT ( '0<<<<< ENTRY SUBROUTINE ROOS >>>>>' ) 00005020 
LUI • LU(NTYPE) 00005030 
NX • NUMfNTYPE) 00005040 
NA • NUMBR(NTVPE) 0000'5050 
MM • 2 00005060 
I IF LAG • I 00005070 
NF LAG • 100 00005080 
NCH< • 0 00005090 
IF ( LTYPE(NTVPE) .EO. 1 ) GO TO 2 00005100 
IF ( LTYPE(NTYPE) .EO. 3 ) GO TO 3 00005110 
PRINT 2003 00005120 
El TYPE ( 1) • CON 00005130 
ELTYPE(2) •ROD 00005140 










GO TO ... 
3 CONTINUE 
PRINT 200 ... 
"4 CONTINUE 









IF ( !FLAG .EO. 1 ) GO TO 9 
IF ( llFLAG .EO. t ) GO TO 9 
GO TO 31 














PRINT 1004, N 00005330 
11 F LAO • 0 00005340 
DO 30 11 • I , NII 00005350 
READ (LUI) 10, ( X(I), I • I, NX ) 00005380 
C TO INCLUDE POTENTIAL FAILURES, CHANGE "29" TO •10• JN NEXT LINE 00005370 
IF ( X(2) .GE. 0.0 .ANO. X(4) .GE. 0.0 ) GO TO 29 00005380 
IF I X( I) .Eo. 0.0 .AM>. X(3) .Eo. o.o ' GO TO 29 00005390 
IF ( X(4) .LT. X(21 ) GO TO 50 00005400 
IF I X( ti .Eo. 0.0 ' GO TO •o 00005410 
If • t 00005420 
ESTR • X( t) 00005430 
ENOS • X( 2) 00005440 
GO TO 20 00005 ... 50 
40 IF ( X(4) .GE. 0.0 ) GO TO 29 00005460 
IF • 2 00005470 
ESTA • X(3) OOOOS•BO 
EMOS • X( .. ) 00005490 
GO TO 20 00005 500 
50 IF ( x(3) .EQ. 0.0 ) GO TO 60 00005510 
IF • 2 00005520 
ESTA • X(3) 00005530 
EMOS • X( 4) 00005540 
GO TO 20 00005550 
60 IF ( X(2) .GE. 0.0 I GO TO 29 00005560 
IF • t 00005570 
ESTA • X( 1) 00005580 
EMOS • x ( 2 I 00005590 
GO TO 20 00005600 
10 IF • 0 00005610 
IF ( X(2) .GT. 1.0 .ANO. X(4) .GT. 1.0 ) GO TO 29 00005620 
IF ( X(4) .LT. X(2) I GO TO 70 00005630 
ESTR • X( 1) 00005640 
EMOS • X(2) 00005650 
GO TO 20 00005660 
70 ESTR • X(3) 00005670 
EMOS • X(4) 00005680 
20 CONTINUE 00005690 
PRINT 2010, ELTYPE, ID, ESTA. EMOS 00005700. 
IF ( IF . EO. 0 I PRINT 2040 00005710 
IF ( IF • EO. 0 ) GO TO 24 00005720 
IF ( IF .EO. I ) PRINT 2030 00005730 
IF ( IF • EO. 2 I PRINT 2020 000057<0 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9003 00005750 
CALL GRDPTS l MM I 00005760 
IF ( IPSW .CT. 3 I PRINT 9004 00005770 
WAITE ( LUF t, 20!50) El TYPE. JO, GP .NCH<, NF LAG. X(2) 00005780 
NROWS • NROWS + 1 00005790 
2 ... CONTINUE 00005800 
llFLAG • t 000058 tO 
29 IF ( IPSW .GT. 2 ) PRINT 9001, ID, X(2) 00005820 
30 CONTINUE 00005830 
PRINT 1001, NSUB 00005840 
RETURN 00005850 
31 INSUB • N - 1 00005860 
PRINT 1001, INSUB 00005870 
RETURN 00005880 
1000 FORMAT ( 1H1, //////////// ) 00005890 
1001 FORMAT( '0 ..., • ..., STRESSES CHECKED IN THE FIRST '. 1'5, 00005900 
+' SUBClSES •••••') 00005910 
1004 FORMAT(///,• SUBCASE • ',15, / ) 00005920 
2001 FORMAT( IH0,4X, 'FAILURE CRITERIA: MARGIN OF SAFETY <• ZERO') 00005930 
2002 FORMAT( 'O• • • C R 0 D S T R E S S E S • • •' .///) 000059•0 
2003 FORMAT('O• • • C 0 N R 0 O STRESSES•• •'.I/I) 00005950 
2004 FORMAT ( '0• • • C T U 8 E S T R E S S E S • • •' .111) 00005960 
2010 FORMAT( 5X, 2A•, 8A1 ,• AXIAL STRESS: ',1PE10.3, 00005970 
+' MARGIN Of SAFETY: ', 1PE8. t) 00005980 
2020 FORMAT ( tH+, 80X, '•••TORSION FAILURE•••' ) 00005990 
2030 FORMAT ( 1H+. •ox .•••• AXIAL FAILURE •••• ) 00006000 
20.CO FORMAT ( 1H+, eox. • POTENTIAL FAILURE • ) 00006010 
2050 FORMAT ( 2l .... 8At,IA ... 214, 1PE11.6 ) 00006020 
9001 FORMlT(tH ,'< < < ELEMENT'.2X,ll1, SX,'VALUE CHECKE:J',5X,EI0.4) 00006030 
9003 FORMAT ( 'O< < < CALL SUBROUTINE GADPTS FROM SUBROUTINE ROOS >') 00006040 
9004 FORMAT ( '0< < < RETURN TO SUBRbUTINE ROOS FROM SUBROUTINE GROPTS' )00006050 
ENO 00006060 
c 00006070 
c 00008080 '-" 
.j::"-
c < > < >< >< >< > < ><> < > <> <> < > < >< > < > < >< > <> < > < > < ><> <> <> < > <> <> < > < > < > <> < > < > < > < >< >00006090 
SUBROUT lNE MEMBRN ( NTYPE. NROWS ) 00006100 
SEARCH MEMBRANE TYPE ELEMENTS FOR OVER-STRESSING 00006110 
NAME (TYPE): COOMEM( 16), CQOMEM I ( 62). CQOMEM2( 63), CTRMEM(9) 00006 120 
COMMON/ BULKOK / CAR01,CARD2,CAR03,CAR04,PIOF,PIOO,P101,PI02,PI0300006130 
COMMON / CTLOTA / LTVPE( 18). NUM( 18) 000061•0 
COMMON/ CTLR02 / IFLAG.NFS,NSUB,NUMBR(20).STRMEM(3,4),STRPLT(3,4)00006150 
COMMON / TEMPRT / lPSW 00006160 
COMMON / GRlOPT / KOOE. IO(B) 00006170 
COMMON/ INOUT / CAR0(20), ELTYPE(2), GP(8), X(161. PROPl0(2) 00006180 
COMMON / UNITS2 / LUB 1, LU82, LUF I, LUF2. LUGP, LU( 18) 00006 190 
OAT A COD. XMEM, XMEM I ,XMEM2 ,CTR/4HCODM, 4HEM , 4HEM I , 4HEM2 , 4HCTRM/ 00006200 
DIMENSION XLINE(2), LINE(a), YLINE( 16), FAIL(3) 00006210 
PRINT 1005 00006220 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 0 ) PRINT 9002 00006230 
9002 FORMAT( '0<<<<< ENTRY SUBROUTINE MEMBRN >>>>>') 00006240 
11 FLAG • I 00006250 
NFLAG • 100 00006260 
NCHK • 0 00006270 
LUI • LU(NTYPE) 00006280 
NX • NUM(NTVPE) 00006290 
NM • MJMBR(NTYPE) 00006300 
REWIND LUI 00006310 
REWIND LUB I 00006320 
REWIND LU82 00006330 
00 I I • I , 3 00006340 
FAIL( I) • 100.0 00006350 
IF ( LTYPE(NTYPE) .EQ. 9 ) GO TO 2 00006360 
ALPHA • COO 00006370 
EL TYPE ( 1) • COO 00006380 
IF ( LTYPE(NTYPE) .EO. 63 ) GO TO 16 00006390 
IF ( LTYPE(NTYPE) .EO. 62 ) GO TO 1• 00006•00 
PRINT 1003 000064 10 
ELTYPE(2) • XMEM 00006•20 
GO TO 18 00006430 
14 PRINT 1007 00006440 
ELTYPE(2) • XMEM1 00006•50 
GO TO I B 00006460 
16 PRINT 1001 0000fi470 
El TYPE ( 2) • XMEM2 00006480 
tll GO TO 4 00006490 
2 PR I NT 1002 00006500 
ALPHA • CTR 00006510 
ELTYPE( 1) • CTR 00006520 
ELTYPE( 2) • XMEM 00006530 
PR INT 1000 00006540 
PRINT 10 IQ 00006550 
PRINT 1001, STRMEM 00006560 
00 80 N • I , NSUB 00006570 
IF ( IF LAG • EO. I ) GO TO 20 00006580 
IF (IIFLAG .EO. 1 ) GO TO 20 00006590 
GO TO 99 00006600 
20 llfLAG • 0 00006610 
READ( LUI) 00006620 
PRINT 1004 ,N 00006630 
DO 10 M • t , NM 00006640 
REAO(LUI) ID, ( X(I). 1•1,NX I 00006650 
!COL • 0 00006660 
100 READ (LUBl,1006) XLINE,LINE,YLINE 00006670 
IF ( IPSW .GT. • ) PRINT 9006, XLINE( 1), ALPHA 00006680 
IF ( XLINE(t) - ALPHA J 999, 200, 150 00006690 
150 WRITE (LU82, 1006) XLINE,LINE,YLINE 00006700 
GO TO 100 00006710 
200 CONTINUE 00006720 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9007. LlNE, ID 00006730 
oo 2so J • t. 1 00006740 
IF ( LINE(J) .NE. IO(J) ) GO TO 150 00006750 
250 CONTINUE 00006760 
c -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - --- -------- - - - -- --- -00006110 
C DETERMINE THE CURRENT PROPERTY ID OF THE ELEMENT 00006780 
300 IF ( YLINE( 1) .EO. PIOI ) !COL • 2 00006790 
IF ( YLINE(1) .EO. PID2) !COL• 3 00006800 
IF ( YLINE( I) .EO. PI03 ) !COL • • 00006810 
IF ( !COL . EO. 0 l !COL • I 00006820 
DO 400 I ROW • I. 3 00006830 
I P4 • I ROW + 4 00006140 
XSTR • ABS( X( IP•) ) 00006850 
IF ( X(IP•) .NE. 0.0 ) 00006860 
FAIL(IROW) • STRMEM(IROW, ICOL) / XSTR - t.O 00006870 
IF ( IPSW .GT. • ) PRINT 9008, STRMEM(IROW,ICOL), XSTR, 00006880 
!ROW, FAIL(IROW). !COL 00006890 
c - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -00006900 
C DETERMINE THE CRITICAL STRESS ANO MARGIN OF SAFETY 00006910 
•OO CONTINUE 00006920 
EMOS • FAIL( 1) 00006930 
IF ( FAIL(2) .LT. EMOS ) EMOS • FAIL(2) 000069•0 
IF ( FAIL(3) .LT. EMOS) EMOS • FAIL(3) 00006950 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9009, EMOS 00006960 
IF ( EMOS .GT. 0.0 ) GO TO 700 00006970 
11 FLAG • 1 00006980 
IF ( !COL .EO. 1 .OR. !COL .EO. 2 ) GO TO 600 00006990 
c -- -- -- - -- - - -- - - - -- -- - - - -- -- -- - -- - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -00007000 
C RECORD PREVIOUSLY BUCKLED PANELS WHICH ARE NOW OVER-STRESSED 00007010 
WRITE (LUB2, 1006) XLINE,LINE,YLINE 00007020 
WRITE ( LUFI, 2050) XLINE, LINE, ( YLINE( JI. J•3, 10) ,NCH< ,NF LAG, EMOS00007030 
NROWS • NROWS + I 00007040 
PRINT 2010, ELTYPE, ID 00007050 
DO 500 ICOL • 3. 4 00007060 
IF ( ENOS .EO. FAIL( 1) I PRINT 3000, X(5), ENOS 00007070 
IF ( EMOS .EQ. FAIL(2) ) PRINT •OOO. X(I), EMOS 00007080 
IF ( EMOS .EQ. FAIL(3) ) PRINT 5000, X(7), EMOS 00007090 
500 CONTJNUE 00007100 
GO TO 80 00007 110 
c - ·- - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - -- - - - .. -· -- - - - • - - -- - -- - - --· - - - - - --- ---- - - - - - - - - - -00001120 
C CHANGE THE PROPERTY 10 OF PANELS WHICH JUST NOW BUCKLED 00007130 
600 CONTINUE 000071•0 
IF ( YLINE( 1) .EQ. PIOF ) WRITE (LU82, 1006) XLINE,LINE,YLINE 00007150 
IF ( YLINE( I) .EO. PIOF ) GO TO 80 00007160 
IF ( !COL .EO. I ) YLINE(2) • YLINE(1) 00007170 
IF ( !COL • EO. I ) YLINE( 1) • PID2 00007180 
IF ( !COL • EO. 2 ) YLINE( 1) • PI03 00007190 
WRITE (LU82, 1006) XLINE,LINE,YLINE 00007200 
PRINT 8060, XLINE, LINE, EMOS 00007210 
GO TO 80 00007220 
700 CONTINUE 00007230 
WRITE (LUB2, 1006) XLINE,LINE,YLINE 000072•0 
TO INCLUOE POTENTIAL FAILURES. CHANGE •o.o· TO "1.0" IN NEXT LINE 00007250 
IF ( EMOS .GE. 0.0 ) GO TO 80 00007260 
PRINT 2010, XLINE, LINE 00007270 
00 750 I COL • I , 2 00007280 
IF ( EMOS .EQ. FAIL( I) ) PRINT 8070, X(5), ENOS 00007290 
IF ( EMOS .EO. FAIL(2) ) PRINT 8070, X(6), ENOS 00007300 
IF ( EMOS .EO. FAIL(3) ) PRINT 8070, X(7), EMOS 00007310 
750 CONTINUE 00007320 
GO TO 80 00007 330 
80 CONT I NUE 00007340 
999 RUD (LU81,1006,EN0•998) XLINE,LINE,YLINE 00007350 
WRITE (LU82, 1006) XLINE ,LINE, YLINE 00007360 
GO TO 999 00007370 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00007380 
COPY THE REMAINDER OF THE BULK DATA DECK 00007390 
998 REWIND LUB1 00007400 
RE WINO LUB2 00007410 
!HOLD • LU81 OOOOH20 
LUBI • LU82 00007430 
LUB2 • IHOLD 00007440 
PRINT 2000. NSUB 00007450 
RETURN OOOOH6:> 
99 INSUB • N - 1 00007470 
PRINT 2000. INSUB 00007480 
GO TO 999 00007•90 
1000 FORMAT ( '+• • •'. 18X, 'S T R E S S E S • • •'. II/ ) 00007500 
1001 FORMAT (// ,5X, 'LIMITING STRESSES:', ISX.'TENSION COMPRESSION', 00007510 
+5X.'SHEAR'.l.IX,'UNBUCKLEO AWAY FROM OAMAGE:',3(2PE13,3),/.8X, 00007520 
+'UNBUCKLED BORDERING OAMAGE:',3(2PE13.3),/.tOX,'BUCKLEO AWAY', 00007530 
+'FROM 0AMAGE:',3(2PE13.3),1.tOX,'BUCKLED BORDERING DAMAGE:'. 00007540 
+3(2PEl3.3)./,5X,'(A VALUE OF ZERO INDICATES NO LIMITING STRESS)' )00007550 
1002 FORMAT (7X, •c T R M E M') 00007560 
1003 FORMAT (7X, 'C 0 0 ME M') 00007570 
1007 FORMAT (7X,'C 0 0 M E M 1') 00007580 
1008 FORMAT (7X, 'C 0 0 M E M 2') 00007590 
100• FORMAT(///,' SUllCASE: '.15, / ) 00007600 Vol V1 
c 
c 
1005 FORMAT ( 1H1, //////////// I 00007810 
1006 FORMAT ( 2A4, BA1, 16A4 ) 00007620 
1010 FORMAT (SX, 'FAILURE CRITERIA: MARGIN OF SAFETY <• ZERO') 00007630 
2000 FORMAT( '0 ••••• STRESSES CHECKED IN THE FIRST ',I!', 000076.CO 
+' SUBCASES • •• • •') 00007650 
2010 FORMAT (3X,2A4.8A1.'CRJTICAL STRESS:',15X,'MAAGIN OF SAFETY:') 00007660 
2050 FORMAT ( 2A4,8At,8A4,214, 1PEt8.6 ) 00007670 
3000 FORMAT( IH+,37X. tPE10.3,23X, 1PE8. l 0 3X. '•••• FAILS IN TENSION ••••' )00007680 
4000 FORMAT( 1H+, 37X. tPE 10. 3, 23X, 1PE8. 1, 3X, '• hFA lLS (N COMPRESSION•••' )00007690 
5000 FORMAT( IH+.37X. tPE10.3,23X, 1PE8. t.JX. '••••• FAILS IN SHEAR •••••' )00007700 
6000 FOAMAT( '+ ••• COOMEM:') 00007710 
7000 FORMAT('+ ••• CTRMEM:') 00007720 
8000 FORMAT(1H0,18X,'ELEMENT STRESS IS ',Et5.7,' LARGEST LIMITING', 00007730 
+• STRESS EXCEEDED IS • ,E10.4) 00007740 
8050 FORMAT (/, 10X, 'LIMITING STRESSES NOT EXCEEDEDo ', /, 15X,8( 1PE10.41l00007750 
8060 FORMAT (3X. 2A4. 8A1, 31X, 'MARGIN OF SAFETY:'. 1PEt2.1. ex. 00007760 
+ •ELEMENT BUCKLES') 00007770 
8070 FORMAT (1H+,37X,1PE10.3,23X.1PE8.1.7X.'POTENTIAL FAILURE') 00007790 
9001 FORMAT(1H ,'O< < < ELEMENT',2X,8At, 5X,'VALUE CHECKE0',5X,E10.4) 00007790 
9003 FORMAT ( '0< < < CALL SUBROUTINE GROPTS FROM SUBROUTINE MEMBAN >') 00007800 
9004 FORMAT ( 'O< < < RETURN TO SUBROUTINE MEMBRN FROM', 00007810 
+ ' SUBROUTINE GROPTS > > >') 00007820 
9006 FORMAT ( 'O< < < COMPARE BULK DATA ', U.C,4X. 'TO ', U4,4X, 00007830 
+ 'FAILED ELEMENT TYPE > > >' ) 00007840 
9007 FORMAT ( '0< < < COMPARE BULK DATA ',BA 1. 'TO ', 8A 1, 00007850 
+ 'FAILED ELEMENT ID NUMBER > > >' ) 00007860 
9008 FORMAT ('O< <<COMPARE LIMITING STRESS:'.tPEU.5,' TO STRESS:', 00007870 
+ 1PE14.5./,7X,'FAIL('.11.') •',1PE10.2,5X,'USING COLUMN'.12)00007880 




c < >< > < > < > < > < > < > < > <> < > < > <> <>< > < >< >< > <>< > < > < > < > <> <><> <><> <> <> <> <> < > <> < > < >00007 930 
SUBROUTINE PANELS ( NTYPE. NROWS ) 00007940 
SEARCH PANEL TVPE ELEMENTS FOR OVEA·STRESSING 00007950 
NAME( TYPE)' CSHEAR(4), CTWIST(5l 00007980 
COMMON I BULKDK I CAAOt ,CAAD2.CAA03,CAAD4.PIDF .PlDD.PID1 .PI02.Pl0300007970 
COMMON/ CTLOTA I LTYPE( UI). NUM( UI) 000079·80 
COMMON/ CTLR02 / IFLAG,NFS,NSIJB,MJM8R(20),STRMEM(3,4),STRPLT(3,4)00007990 
COMMON / TEMPRT / IPSW 00008000 
COMMON / GAIOPT / KOOE, ID(I) 00008010 
COMMON/ INOUT / CAR0(20), ELTYPE(2), GP(8), X(18), PROPID(21 00008020 
COMMON/ UNITS2 / LU61, LU62, LUF1, LUF2, LUGP, LU(18) 00008030 
DATA CSH.EAA.CTWI,TWIST /4HCSHE,4HAR .•HCTW1,4HST / 00008040 
DIMENSION XLINE(2), LINE(8), VLINE(16l 00008050 
PRINT 1000 00008060 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 0 ) PRINT 9002 00008070 
9002 FORMAT ( '0<<<<< ENTRY SUBAOUTJNE PANELS >>>>>' ) 00008080 
LUI • LU(NTVPE) 00008090 
NX • NUM(NTYPE) 00008100 
NS• NUMBR(NTYPE) 0000811'> 
IF ( LTVPE(NTVPE) .EQ. 4 ) GO TO 6 00008120 
PR I NT 2002 00008130 
EL TYPE( t) • CTWI 00008140 
ELTYPE(2) • TWIST 00008150 
GO TO 7 
PRINT 2000 
EL TYPE( t) • CSH 





JlFLAG • 1 
NFLAG • tOO 
NCHt< • 0 
0030N•1.NSUB 
IF ( IFLAG .EQ. 1 
IF ( llFLAG .EQ. 
GO TO 31 
READ( LUI I 
PRINT 1004. N 
JJFLAG • 0 
DO 30 M • 1, NS 
GO TO 9 
) GO TO 9 
REAO (LUI) ID, ( 
TO INCLUDE POTENTIAL 
X(I). I • I, NX l 






















If ( X(3) .OE. 0.0 ) GO TO 29 00008370 
If ( X(1) .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 29 00008380 
If • 1 00008390 
GO TO 20 00008400 
10 IF ( X(3 I .GT. t.0 ) GO TO 29 00008410 
If • 0 00008420 
20 PRINT 2010, ELTVPE, ID, ( X(I), I • I, NX I 0000 .. 30 
If ( IF .EQ. I ) GO TO 22 00008UO 
PRINT 2020 00008450 
GO TO 2.C 00008460 
22 CONTINUE 00008470 
200 READ (LU81,10071 XLINE, LINE, YLINE 00008480 
If ( IPSW .• GT. 4 ) PAINT 9006, XLINE, ELTYPE 0000 .. 90 
If ( XLINE( I) .EQ. ELTVPE( 1) .ANO. XLINE(21 .EO. ELTVPE(2) )00008500 
+GO TO 220 00008510 
WRITE (LU82, 1007 I XLINE, LINE, YLINE 00008520 
GO TO 200 00008530 
220 CONT tNUE 00008540 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9007, (LINE(J),J•l,8), ID 00000550 
00 240 J • 1. • 00008560 
If ( LINE(Jl .NE. IO(J) ) GO TO 250 00008570 
240 CONTINUE 00008580 
GO TO 260 00008590 
250 CONTINUE 00006600 
WAITE (LUB2. 1007) XL(NE. LINE, YL(NE 00008610 
READ (LU81, 1007l XLINE, LINE, YLINE 00008620 
GO TO 220 00008630 
260 CONTINUE 00008640 
IF ( VLINE( 1) .NE. PID2 .ANO. VLINE( 1) .NE. PID3 I 00008650 
+GO TO 100 00008660 
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - -00008670 
C RECORD PREVIOUSLY BUCKLED ELEMENTS WHICH ARE NOW' OVER-STRESSED 00008680 
PAINT 2030 00008690 
WAITE ( LUF I, 2050) El TYPE, 10, ( VLINE( J),J•3, 10), NCH< ,NFL AG, X( 3) 00008700 
NROWS • NROWS + I 00008710 
WRITE (LU82, 1007l XLINE, LINE, VLINE 00008720 
24 CONTINUE 00008730 
l IFLAG • 1 00008740 
29 If ( IPSW .GT. 2 ) PRINT 9001, 10, X(3l 00008750 
GO TO 30 00008760 
c - - - - - - -- -- - -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - .. - - - - .. - - ... - - - --- - - - - .. - - -- - - - ·00008770 
C CHANGE THE PROPERTY ID OF ELEMENTS WHICH JUST NOW' BUCKLED 0000871!10 
too CONTINUE 00008790 
If ( VLINE( 1) • EQ. PIOF ) PRINT 2060 00008800 
IF ( VLINE(1) .EO. PIOF I 00008810 
WRITE (LUB2.1007) XLINE, LINE, VLINE 00008820 
IF ( VLINE(1) .EQ. PIOF l GO TO 30 00008830 
PAINT 2040 00008840 
If ( VLINE( I I .EQ. P101 l GO TO 120 00006850 
VLINE(21 • VLINE( 1) 00008860 
VLINE( I) • PID2 00008870 
GO TO 270 00008880 
120 VLINE( 1) • PID3 00008890 
270 IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9008, XLINE, LINE. YLINE 00008900 
WRITE (LU82, 1007) XLINE, LINE, YllNE 00008910 
30 CONT ( NUE 00008920 
PRINT 1001 0 NSUB 00008930 
GO TO 35 00008940 
31 (NSUB • N • 1 00001!1950 
PAINT 1001, (NSUB 00008960 
c - -- - -- - - -- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - --- -- -- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - -00008970 
C COPY THE REMA(NOER OF THE BULK DATA DECK 00008980 
35 READ (LU61,1007,EN0•38) XLINE, LINE, VLINE 00008990 
WRITE (LU82, 1007) XLINE, LINE, YLINE 00009000 
GO TO 35 00009010 
38 REWIND LUB 1 00009020 
REWIND LUB2 00009030 
(HOLD • LUB 1 00009040 
LUB 1 • LUB2 00009050 
LUB2 • I HOLD 00009060 
RETURN 00009070 
50 PAINT 1050. ELT't'PE, IO 00009080 
RETURN 00009090 
1000 FORMAT ( IHI, //////////// l 00009100 
1001 FORMAT('O ••••• STRESSES CHECKED IN THE FIRST '.IS, 00009110 






FORMAT(///,' SUBCASE: ',15, I ) 
FORMAT (20.A4) 
FORMAT (2A4,8A1,t6A4) 
FORMAT (//,'O••••• ER A 0 A •••••',/,6X,'ENO OF BULK DATA DECK 





























2002 FORMAT ( 'O• • • C T W J S T S T A E S S E S • • •'. /// ) 
200f FORMAT( 1HO,•U, 'FAILURE CRITERIA: MARGIN OF SAFETY <• ZERO' ) 
2010 FORMAT(!iX, 2A"4, BAI,' MAX: ',1PE10.3,' AVG: ',fPEf0.3 
+,• MARGIN OF SAFETY: ',tPEl.1) 
2020 FORMAT ( tH+. 90X. 'POTENTIAL FAILURE' 
2030 FORMAT ( tH+, 90X, '•••• FAILURE ••••" 
20•0 FORMAT ( IH+, 92X, 'PANEL BUCKLES' ) 
2050FORMAT ( 2A•,IAl,IA.t,2J.t,1PEll.&) 
2060 FORMAT ( tH+, 92X, 'ALREADY FAILED' ) 
9001 FORMAT(IH ,'< < < ELEMENT'.2X,8At, SX,'VALUE CHECKE0',5X,Et0.4') 
9003 FORMAT ('0< <<CALL SUBROUTINE GROPTS FROM SUBROUTINE SHEAR>') 
9004 FORMAT ( '0< < < RETURN TO SUBROUTINE SHEAR FROM', 
+ ' SUBROUTINE GRDPTS > > >') 
9005 FORMAT ('O< <<SUBROUTINE GADPTS ASSIGNED ',2A4.8Af.'A PIO• 
+ 2A4. 'ANO NODES: •, 8A4 ) 
9006 FORMAT ( '0< < < COMPARE BULK DATA '.2A4. 'TO ',2A4, 'FAILED 
+ 'ELEMENT TYPE > > >') 
9007 FORMAT ('0< <<COMPARE BULK DATA ',8At.•To '.BA1,'FAILEO 
+ 'EL£MENT JD NUMBER > > >') 




c < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > <> < > < > < > < > < ><> < >< >< >< > < > < > < > <> < > < > < > < >< >< > < > < >000094 20 
SUBROUTINE PLATES ( NTYPE, NROWS ) 00009 .. 30 
SEARCH PlATE TYPE ELEMENTS FOR OVER-STRESSING 00009·UO 
NAME(TYPE): CODPLT(l5), CQUADtlt9). CDUA02(t8) 00009450 
CTRBSC(7), CTRU1(6), CTRU2(17), cl~RPLT(8) 00009460 
COMMON/ BULKOK / CAR01,CAR02,CAR03,CARD-4,PIOF,PIOO,PJ0t,PI02,PI0300009470 
COMMON / CT LDT A / L TYPE( 18). NUM( 111) 00009480 
COMMON/ CTLR02 / IFLAG,NFS,NSUB,NUMBR(20),STRMEM(3,4).STRPLT(3,4)00009490 
COMMON I TEMPRT / 1 PSW 00009500 
COMMON / GR IOPT / KOOE, 10( I) 00009510 
COMMON I INOUT / CARD(20), ELTYPE(2). GP(8). X( 16). PROPID(2) 00009520 
COMMON / UNITS2 / LUB t, LU82, LUF I, LUF2. LUGP, LU( t8 I 00009530 
DATA CQOP.CTRP,PlT ,CTRB,BSC / .. HCOOP,-4HCTRP,-4HLT ,4HCTAB, .. HSC /00009540 
DAT A COUA. QUAD t. QUA02 I 4HCOUA. ..HO 1 • 4H02 I 00009550 
DATA CTRI. TRIAt. TRU2 / 4HCTRI. .. HAt , •HA.2 / 00009560 
DIMENSION XLINE(2). LINE(B), YLINE(16), FAIL(3), XX(3) 00009570 
PR INT 1000 00009580 
KK • 0 00009590 
If ( IPSW .GT. 0 ) PAINT 9001 00009600 
LUI • LU( NT'l'PE ) 00009610 
NX • NUM( NTYPE ) 00009620 
NM • NUMBR(NTYPE) 00009630 
NF l AG • 100 0000964'0 
NCHK • 0 00009650 
11 FlAG • 1 00009660 
REWIND LUI 00009670 
REWINO LUB1 00009680 
REWIND LUB2 00009690 
DO 10 I • 1, 3 00009700 
tO FAIL( I) • tOO.O 000097 10 
IF ( LTYPE(NTYPE) .EO. t8 ) GD TO 7 00009720 
IF ( LTYPE(NTVPE) .EQ. 17 ) GO TO 6 00009730 
IF ( LTYPE(NTYPE) .Ea. 19 ) GO TD 5 00009740 
IF ( LTYPE(NTVPE) . EQ. 15 ) GO TO 4 00009750 
IF ( LTYPE(NTYPE) .EO. 6 ) GO TO 3 00009760 
IF ( LTVPE(NTYPE) .EO. 8 ) GO TO 2 00009770 
PAINT tOOt 00009780 
EL TYPE ( t ) • CTRB 00009790 
EL TYPE( 2) • BSC 00009800 










GO TO 9 
EL TYPE( I) • CTRP 
ELTYPE(2) • PLT 
PAINT 1003 
EL TYPE( I) • CTRI 





GD TO 9 
PRINT t004 
GD TD 9 
EL TYPE( ti • COOP 
ELTVPE(2) • PLT 
5 PRINT 1005 
6 
9 
GO TO 9 
ELTYPE(I) • COUA 
ELTYPE(2) • 0UA01 
PAINT 1006 
GO TO 9 
ELTYPE(I) • CTRI 
ELTYPE(2) • TRIA2 
PRINT 1007 
ELTYPE( ti • COUA 
ELTYPE(2) • DUAD2 
PRINT 1010 
PRINT 1020. STRPL T 
DO ao N • t ,NSUB 
IF ( !FLAG .EQ. t ) GD TD 20 
IF (llFLAG .EQ. t ) GD TO 20 
GO TO 99 






DO 80M • 1,NM 
READ(LUI) ID, ( X(I), l•t,NX ) 
ICDL • 0 
READ (LUB1,70t0) XLINE,LINE.YLINE 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9004, XLINE( I), ELTYPE( t) 
IF ( XLINE(t) - ELTYPE(1)) 999, 200, ISO 
WRITE ( LUB2, 70 tO) XLINE, LINE, YLINE 
GO TO 100 
CONTINUE 
IF ( IPSW .GT • .C ) PRINT 9006, LINE, IO 
DD 250 J • I, 8 






































250 CONTIMJE 00010260 
- - - - • - • - - - - - - - - - - • - • • • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·ODO 10270 
DETERMINE THE CURRENT PROPERTY ID OF THE ELEMENT 000t0280 
300 IF ( YLINE( ti .EO. PIDt ) ICDL • 2 00010290 
IF ( YLINE( I) .EO. PID2 ) ICDL • 3 OOOt0300 
IF ( YLINE( I) .EQ. PI03 ) ICDL • 4 000103t0 
IF ( ICDL • EO. D ) ICOL • t 00010320 
DETERMINE THE CRITICAL STRESS ANO MARGIN OF SAFETY 
00 400 IROW • t. 3 
IPS • IROW + 5 
JPt3 • IROW + 13 
XSTR • ABS( X(IPS) 
XX(IRDW) • ABS( X( IPl3) I 
IF ( XX( IROW) ,GT, XSTR ) GO TD 320 
XX(IROW) • X(IP5) 
GO TO 340 
320 XSTR • XX( IROW) 










00010 .. 30 
00010 .. •tO 
00010 .. so 
00010 .. 60 
00010-470 












XX(IROW) • X(IP13) 
IF ( XSTR .NE. 0.0 ) 
If 
FAJL(IROW) • STRPLT(IROW, ICDL) / XSTR - t.O 
IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9008, STRPLT(IROW,ICOL). XSTR, 







EMDS • FAIL( t) 
FAIL(2) .LT. EMOS ) EMDS • FAIL(2) 
FAIL(3) .LT. EMDS ) EMOS • FAIL(3) 
JPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 90t0, EMDS 
EMOS .GT. 0.0 ) GO TO 700 
llFLAG • 1 
ICOL .EO. 1 .OR. ICOL .EQ. 2 ) GO TD 600 
RECORD PREVIOUSLY BUCKLED PANELS WHICH ARE NOW OVER·STRESSEO 00010580 
WRITE (LUB2,70t0) XLINE,LINE,VLINE 00010590 
WRITE ( LUF t, 5Dt0) XLINE, LINE, ( YLINE(J). J•3, ID) ,NCHK ,NFLAG, EMOSOOOt0600 
NROWS • NRO'tilS + t 00010610 
PRINT t040, El TYPE, ID 00010620 
00 500 ICOL • 3, 4 00010630 
IF ( £MOS .ED. FAIL( t) ) PRINT 1042, XX( t), EMDS OOOtOfS40 I.Al 
-.....J 
c 
IF ( EMOS .EO. Flll(2) 
IF ( EMOS .EO. FAIL(3) 
500 CONTINUE 
PRINT t0 .. -4, XX(2). EMOS 




00010680 GO TO 80 
- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - ---- -- -- - -- --- -- - - - - ----- -- -00010690 
CHANGE THE PROPERTY IO OF PANELS WHICH JUST NOW BUCKLED 00010700 
600 CONTINUE 000107 tO 
IF ( YLINE(t) .EQ. PIDF ) WRITE (LlJB2.7010) XLINE,LINE.VLINE 00010720 
IF ( YLINE( I) .EO. PIDF ) GO TO' 80 00010730 
IF ( ICOL .EO. 1 ) VLINE(2) • VLINE(1) 00010740 
IF ( !COL .EQ. I ) YLINE(I) • Pl02 00010750 
IF ( !COL .EO. 2 ) YLINE(I) • PID3 00010760 
WAITE (LU82,7010) XLINE.LINE.YLINE 00010770 
PRINT 1050, XLINE, LINE, EMOS 00010780 
®IOW 000~~ 
100 CONTINUE 00010800 
WRITE (LUB2.7010) XllNE,LINE,VLINE 00010810 
TO INCLUDE POTENTIAL FAILURES. CHANGE ·o.o· TO •t.o• IN NEXT LINE 00010820 
IF ( EMOS .GE. 0.0 ) GO TO 80 00010830 
PRJN·T 10•W. XLINE, LINE 00010840 
DO 750 JCOL • 1, 2 00010850 
IF ( EMOS .EO. FAIL(!)) PRINT 1060, XX(t). EMOS 00010860 
IF ( EMOS .EO. FAIL(2) ) PAINT 1060, XX(2). EMOS 00010870 
IF ( EMOS .EO. FAIL(3) ) PRINT 1060, XJ<(3). EMOS 00010880 
750 CONT I NUE 000 10890 
GO TO eo 00010900 
80 CONTINUE 00010910 
999 READ (LUB1,7010.EN0•998) XLINE,LINE,YLINE 00010920 
998 
99 
WRITE (LUB2.7010) XLINE,LINE,YLINE 00010930 
GO TO 999 00010940 
COPY THE REMAINDER OF 
REWIND LUB 1 
REWIND LU82 
IHOLO • LU81 
LUB 1 • LUB2 
LU82 • IHOLO 
PRINT 1070. NSUB 
RETURN 
INSUB • N - 1 
PAINT 1070. INSUB 
GO TO 999 
THE BULK DAT A DECK 























OOOt t 170 






1000 FORMAT ( IH1, /////If/I/// 
1001 FORMAT ( 7X, ·c T RB s c· 
1002 FORMAT ( 7X. 'C T R P L T' 
1003 FORMAT ( 7X, 'C T A I A 1' 
1004 FORMAT ( 7X. 'C 0 0 P L T' 
1005 FORMAT ( 7X. 'C 0 U A 0 1' 
1006 FORMAT ( 7X, 'C T R I A 2' 
1007 FORMAT ( 7X, 'C 0 U A D 2' 
1010 FORMAT ( '•• • *', t5X, 'STRESSES •••',/II J 
1015 FORMAl ( 5X, 'FAILURE CRITERIA: .MARGIN OF SAFETY <• ZERO' 
1020 FORMAT (I/ ,5X, 'LIMITING STRESSES:•, 16X, 'TENSION COMPRESSION', 
+5X,'SHEAR'.l.8X.'UN8UCKLEO AWAY FROM DAMAGE:',3(2PEt3.3),/,8X, 
+'UNBUCKLED BORDERING DAMAGE: •• 3( 2PE 13. 3). I. tox. 'BUCKLED AWAY •• 
+'FROM DAMAGE: ' , 3( 2PE t 3. 3), I, 10X. 'BUCKLED BORDERING DAMAGE:'. 
+3(2PEt3.3),/.SX.'(A VALUE OF ZERO INDICATES NO LIMITING STRESS)' 
1030 FORMAT(///.' SUBCASE' '.15, / ) 
10"0 FORMAT ( 3X,2l4,8ll,'CRITICAL STAESS:'.t5X.'MARGJN OF SAFETY;' ) 000112-40 
1042 FORMAT(tH+.37X,1PE10_.3.23X,tPEft.1.3Jl,'•••• FAILS IN TENSION ••••')00011250 
104 .. FORMAT( 1H+,37X, tPE10.3,23X, 1PEB. l.3X.'•••FAILS IN COMPRESSJONU•')0001t260 
10•6 FORMAT(IH+,37X.1'PEI0.3,23X,1PE8.t,3X,'••••* FAILS IN SHEAR e-•••• 0 )00011270 
1050 FORMAT (3X, 2A4. 8At, 31X, 'MARGIN OF SAFETY:', IPE12.1, BX, 00011280 
+ 'ELEMENT BUCKLES') 00011290 
1060 FORMAT (1H•.37X.1PE10.3,23X,IPE8.1,7X,'POTENTIAL FAILURE') 00011300 
1070 FORMAT ( SX, '••••• STRESSES CHECKED IN THE FIRST', 15, 00011310 
+ SUBCASE S • • • • • • ) 000 I 1320 
C WRITE ONLY FORMATS: 00011330 
5010 FORMAT (2A'4, &At. a.u, 21'4, 1PE18.6 ) 000113•0 
C READ ANO WRITE FORMATS: 00011350 
7010 FORMAT ( 21U, 8At. 161.'4 ) 00011360 
C TEMPORARY PRINT FORMATS: 00011370 
9001 FORMAT ( 0 0<<<<< ENTRY SUBROUTINE PLATES >>>>>' ) 00011380 
9004 FORMAT ( '0< <<COMPARE BULK DATA ', U.C,4X,'TO ', tA-4 ... X, 00011390 
'FAILED ELEMENT TYPE > > >' ) 0001 I.COO 
9006 FORMAT ('0< <<COMPARE BULK DATA '.8A1.'TO ',8At. 00011410 
+ 'FAILED ELEMENT IO NUMBER > > >' ) 00011"420 
9008 FORMAT ('O< <<COMPARE LIMITING STRESS:',1PE1"4.5.' TO STRESS:', 0001U30 
+ IPEU.!5./,7X.'FAIL('.lt,') •',tPEt0.2,5X,'USING COLU ...... ',12)00011•UO 
9010 FORMAT ('0< <<CRITICAL MARGIN OF SAFETY •',1PE1t.2 ) 00011-450 
ENO 00011460 
C 0001 U70 
C OOOtUBO 
c <> <><><><><> <>< > < > <><><><><><><><><><><>< ><><> <><><><><><><><><><><><>000 1 1'490 
SUBAOUT !NE INPUT ( NX ) 
COMMON / TEMPAT / IPSW 
COMMON / GRJDPT / KODE, ID(B) 
COMMON/ INOUT / CARD(20), ELTYPE(2). GP(!). X(16). PADPID(2) 
COMMON / UNITS I / LU I, LU2, LU3, LU•, LUNAS, IA 
INTEGER BLANK / 1H I 
DIMENSION IN( 16) 
IF ( lPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9002 
9002 FORMAT ( '0<<<<< ENTRY SUBROUTINE INPUT >>>>>• ) 
KODE • 0 
c 
c 
READ (LUl,100•,END•JO,ERR••O) ID, ( X(I), JN(I), I • I, 3 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 9) PAINT 900•, ID, ( X(I). IN(I), 1•1,3 ) 
OD 350 IJK • t. 8 
IF ( JO( I) .EO. BLANK ) GO TD 200 
GO TO -400 
200 DO 300 I • 1, 7 
300 
IP1 • I + 1 
ID(!) • JD(IPI) 





IF ( NX • EO. 3 ) GD TO 8 
00 5 K • .4 0 NX.3 
KSTP • K + 2 
IF ( K .EO. NX ) KSTP • NX 
AEAD(LUl.IOOl,EN0•30,EAR••O) (X(I), IN(I), I• K,KSTP) 
CONTINUE 
00201•1,NX 
IF ( !ABS ( JN(I) ) .GE. 78 ) GD TD 10 
·If ( IN(I) - 0 ) ll,20, 7 
GO TO 20 
GO TO 20 
EXPO • 10. •• ( • t. • IN(l) 
J<(I) • X(I) / EXPO 
EXPO .• 10. •• lN(I) 
X(l) • X(I) • EXPO 
IF ( IN(I) .LT. 0) X(I) • 0.0 
IF ( IN(!) .GT. 0) X(I) • l.OE+60 
20 CONTINUE 
IF ( tPSW .GT. !5 ) PAINT 9001. IO, ( X(l).1•1.NX ) 
RETURN 
30 KODE • t 
RETURN 
40 BACKSPACE LUt 
STOP 
READ (LUI, 1010) CARD 
PRINT 2000, CARD 
1000 FOAMAT(8AI, ax, 3 ( 5X, F9.0, IX, 13 ) ) 
1001 FORMAT( 18X, 3 ( 5X, F9.0, IX, 13 ) ) 
9001 FORMAT (•O< <<CONVERT', 2X, 8A1, 6( 5X, 1PE13.6 ). 
+ 2( /, 16X, 6( 5X, IPE13.6, ' > > >' I ) ) 
1010 FORMAT ( 20A• ) 
2000 FORMAT ( ' 4 .. •ERROR•.. SUBROUTINE INPUT - RECORD IS:' 11 
+ 1X. 20A4 ) 
1004 FORMAT ( 2X. lilt. ax. 3( 5X, F9.6, tX, 13 ) ) 





























































c < > < > < > < > <> <> <><> <> <> < > < > < > <>< > < > <> <> <> < >< ><><><> < > <> < > < ><> < >< > < > < > <> < >000 t 2090 
SUBROUTINE GRDPTS ( N ) 00012100 
MATCH APPROPRIATE GRID POINT NUMBERS TO EACH OVER-STRESSED ELEMENT00012110 
COMMON I TEMPRT / IPSW 00012120 
COMMON I GRIOPT / KODE, IO(S) 00012130 
COMMON/ INOUT / CAA0(20), ELTYPE(2). GP(S), X(l6). PROPI0(2) 00012140 
COMMON/ UNITS2 / LUBI, LUB2, LUFI, LUF2, LUGP, LU( 18) 00012150 
DIMENSION XLINE1(2). XLINE2( tO), XLINE3(6), XLINE•(B), XLINES(•) 00012160 VJ 
00 
OIMENSION LINEt(I), LINE2(1) 
DATA. CROO. CONR, BLANK. crue I 4HCROO. 4HCONR, .eH 
IF ( IPSW ,GT. 3 ) PRINT 9001 
00012170 
9001 FORMAT ( '0<<<<< ENTRY SUBROUTINE GAOPTS >>>>>') 









BACKSPACE LUB 1 
NTRIP • 0 
PROP ID( t) • BLANK 
PROPI0(2) • BLANK 
READ (LUBt,1000,END•l70) CARO 
IF ( CARO( I) .NE. EL TYPE( t) ) GO TO 10 
IF ( CARD(2) .EQ. ELTYPE(2) ) GO TO 20 
GO TO 10 









IF ( ELTYPE(I) .EQ. CROO 
IF ( ELTYPE( I) .EQ. CONR 
.OR. ELTYPE(t) .EQ. CTUB) GO TO 70000t2300 
) GO TO 140 000123t0 
ELEMENTS WITH. THREE OR FOUR CORNERS 
30 READ (LU8t,2000,EN0•170) XLINEI, LINEI, 
DD 40 I • I, I 
IF ( IO(I) .NE. LINEt(I) ) GD TO 30 
40 CONTINUE 
PRDPID( t) • XLINE2( I) 
PRDPI0(2) • XLINE2(2) 
DO 55 I• t .8 
J • I + 2 
GP(I) • XLINE2(J) 
55 CONTINUE 
IF ( N . NE. 3 ) GO TD 60 
GP(7) • BLANK 
GP(I) • BLANK 
60 CONTINUE 
BACKSPACE LUB 1 
RETURN 




















- - - - - - - 00012500 
00012510 
70 READ (LUBl,3000,END•t70) XLINE t, LINE t. XLINE3, LINE2, XLINE4 00012520 
DO 80 I • 1, 8 
IF ( IO(I) .NE. LINEt(I) ) GO TO 90 
80 CONTINUE 
GO TO 110 
90 00 100 I • t. a 
IF ( 10(1) .NE. LINE2( I) I GO TO 70 
100 CONTINUE 
GO TO 120 








GO TO 130 
120 GP( t) • XLINE4(3) 
GP(2) • XLINE4(4) 
GP(3) • XLINE4(5) 
t30 
GP(O • XLINE4(&) 
GP( 5) • BLANK 
GP(6) • BLANK 
GP(7) • BLANK 
GP(8) • BLANK 
BACKSPACE LUB 1 
RETURN 
CONROD ELEMENTS 
t40 READ (LUBt.4000,END•t70) 
DD t50 I • I, O 
IF ( ID(!} .NE. LINEt(I) 











XLINEt. LINE1. XLINE5 
I GO TD 140 
IF ( NTRJP .EO. 
IF ( NTRIP .EO. 
PRINT 5000. EL TYPE. 10 
RETURN 
NTRJP • 1 
REWIND LUB1 











































1000 fORllA T ( 20A4) 
2000 FORMAT ( 2U. IA I, IOU) 
3000 FORMAT (2u.u1.eu.u1.au1 
4000 FORMAT (2A4,8Al,4U) 
5000 FORMAT ( 1HO. '••••• P 0 T E N T l A l E R R 0 R 
+ 'SUBROUTINE GRDPTS FOUND NO GRID POINTS FDR CARO: 
END 















SUBROUTINE GROUP ( NROWS ) 00013030 
REMOVE APPROPRIATE ELEMENTS FRON NASTRAN BULK DATA DECK 00013040 
COMMON / BULKDK / CARDI ,CARD2,CARD3 ,CARD4 ,PIOF, PIDD ,PIDI, PI02 ,PID3000t3050 
COMMON/ INOUT / CARD(20), ELTYPE(2). GP(I), X(ll), PROPID(2) 00013060 
COMMON / MATIDS / XlllDD, XMIDF 00013070 
COMMON / TEllPRT I I PSW 00013080 
COMMON/ UNITS2 / LUBI, LUB2, LUFI, LUF2, LUGP, LU(ll) 00013090 
DATA CROO, ClUB, CON, ROD / 4HCROO, 4HCTU8, 4HCONR, 4HOD / 000t3t00 
OA TA BLANK I 4H I 00013 t tO 
DIMENSION ELTYPl(2).ELNUMt(2).GPt(2,4) 00013120 
DIMENSION ELTYP2(2),ELNUM2(2),GP2(2,4), ELNUM(2) 000t3t30 
PRINT 2000 00013 UO 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 0 ) PRINT 9001 00013150 
REWIND LUFI 000t3t60 
REWIND LUF2 00013170 
REVINO LU81 00013teO 
REWIND LU82 00013190 
NUMPAS • t 00013200 
IF 1 • t 00013210 
IF2 • 2 OOOt3220 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 5 ) PRINT 9805, LUFI, LUF2, !Ft, IF2 00013230 
100 CONTINUE 00013240 
105 
NFAlL • 0 
ISWTCH • O 
JSWTCH • 0 
GROUP FAILED ELEMENTS THAT ARE CONNECTED TO EACH OTHER 
IF ( IPSW ,GT. 2 ) PRINT 9002 
110 DO 300 I • I. NRDWS 
READ ( LUF I, 4000, EN0•800) ELTYPI, ELNUMt ,GPI ,NCH< ,NFLAQI, ENOS I 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 11003, !Ft, ELTYPI, ELNUMI, 
GPI, NCH<, NFLAGt, EMOSI 
IF ( ISWTCH .EO. t ) GO TO 120 
IF ( NFLAGt .LT. NUMPAS ) GO TO 300 
ISWTCH • 1 
NFLAG1 • NUMPAS 
WRITE (LUGP,4000) ELTYP1, ELNUMl,GP t ,NCH<,NFLAGt ,EMOSt 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 2 ) PRINT 9007, ELTYPI, ELNUMI, GPt, 
NCHK, NFLAG1, EMOS1 
NF.AIL • NFAIL + 1 
120 CONTINUE 
If ( NFLAGt .NE. NUMPAS ) GO TO 300 



















00013 .. 30 
00013.C.CO 
000t3450 
00013460 If ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9011 
CALL ELNODE I ELTYPt(l),ELTYPt(2). 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9012 
REWIND LUF t 
ELNUM(t),ELNUM(2). N, KK,IPSW)000t3470 
00013-480 
00013490 
DD 280 K • t , NROWS 
RUD (LUFl,4000,EN0•600) 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 
EL TYP2, ELNUM2, GP2 ,NCH<, NFUG2. EMOS2 
9004, !Ft, ELTYP2, ELNUM2. 
IF ( K • EO. I ) NCHK • I 
IF ( K • EO. I ) GO TO t70 
GO TO 180 
GP2, NCH<, NFLAG2. EMOS2 
170 CONTINUE 
+ 
WRITE (LUF2. 4000) ELTYP 1, ELNUM1 ,GP1 ,NCHt<.NFLAGt. ENOS 1 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9005, IF2, ELTYPI, ELNUMt, 
GP 1. NCH< , NF LAG 1 • £MOS 1 
GO TO 280 
180 CONTI NIJE 
IF ( NFUG2 .GT. NUMPAS ) GO TO 190 
WRITE ( LUF2,4000) ELTYP2, ElNUM2 ,GP2 .NCH<, NFLAG2, EMOS2 
IF ( IPSll .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9006, IF2. ELTYP2, ELNUM2, 
GO TO 280 
190 CONTINUE 


























000t3HO IF ( IPSW .OT. 3 I PRINT 9011 
CALL ELNODE ( EL TVP2( I I. EL TVP2 ( 2 l. 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PAINT 9012 
00 260 L • I. N 
00 2<410 M • t. NN 




IF ( GPt(l.L) .EO. GP2(t.N) .ANO. 
+GO TO 200 
GO TO 240 
200 CONT I NUE 
GP1(2,L) .EO. GP2(2.Ml l 00013740 
00013750 
000137&0 
NFLAG2 • NUMPAS 
NFAIL • NFAIL + 1 
JSWTCH • t 
WAITE ( LUGP, 4000) ELTYP2. ELNUM2.GP2.NCH< .NFLAG2, EMOS2 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 2 ) PRINT 9008, ELTVP2, ELNUM2 0 GP2, 
NCH<. NFUG2, EMOS2 
WRITE (LUF2, 4000) ELTVP2. ELNUN2 ,GP2 0 NCHK,NFUG2. EMOS2 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 I PRINT 9006. IF2. ELTVP2, ELNUM2, 
GO TO 280 
240 CONTINUE 
GP2. NCH<, NFLAG2. EMOS2 
260 CONT JNUE 
+ 
WRITE ( LUF2, 4000) EL TVP2, ELNUN2 ,GP2 .NCH< .NFLAG2. EMOS2 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9006, JF2, ELTYP2, ELNUM2, 
:Z80 CONTINUE 
GP2. NCHK, NFLAG2, EMOS2 
IHOLD • LUF t 
LUF t • LUF2 
LUF2 • IHOLD 
IHOLD • IF I 
IF t • IF2 
IF2 • IHOLD 
IF ( IPSW .GT. !i ) PAINT 91105, LUft 0 LUF:Z, lfl, IF2 
REW I NO LUF I 
REWIND LUF2 
DO 290 MM • t , I 
AEAO ( LUF I, 1000. EN0•600) CARO 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 2 ) PRINT 90to. IF I. CARO 
290 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 
IF ( ISWTCH .EO. 0 ) GO TO 480 
If ( JSWTCH .EO. 0 ) GO TO 310 
REW I NJ LUF t 






































- - .. - - - - - - - - - .... - - - - - -
- - - - - 00014130 
SELECT MOST SEVERELY STRESSED OF THE GROUPED ELEMENTS 
REWIND LUF t 
REWIND LUF2 
REWIND LUGP 
El TYPE( I) • BLANK 
ELTYPE(2) • BLANK 
ELNUM( t) • BLANK 
ELNUM(2) • BLANK 
FAIL • 0.0 
DO 320 I • I, NFAIL 
REAO ( LUGP. 4000) 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 
El TYP 1, ELMJM I, GP t ,NCH<.NFLAGI. EMOS t 
) PRINT 9009, ELTVPI, ELNUMt. GPt, 
NCHIC, NF LA.Gt. EMOS t 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 5 ) PRINT 9808. ENOSI. FAIL 
IF ( EMOSI .LT. FAIL ) GO TO 340 
EMOS IS THE •ELEMENT MARGIN OF SAFETv• 
320 CONTINUE 
GO TO 360 
3-40 CONT IMJE 
GO TO 320 
ELNUM( t) • ELNUNt( t) 
ELNUM(2) • ELNUl<t(2) 
ELTVPE( I) • ELTYPt(t) 
ELTYPE(2) • ELTYP1(2) 
FAIL • EMOSt 



























CHANGE APPROPRIATE ELEMENT PROPERTY IO 
360 CONTINUE 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - 000t4400 
ITT • t 





If ( IPSW .GT. 4 I PRINT 9020, ELTVPE.EL-,ITT.CAAO 00014450 
IF ( CARO( t) .EO. ELTVPE( ti .ANO. CAA0(2) .EQ. ELTVPEC2l l 00014460 
+GO TO 380 0001 .. 470 
WRITE (LUB2. tOOO) CARD 000t448D 
GO TO 360 00014490 
380 CONTINUE 00014500 
BACKSPACE LUBt 00014510 
IF ( ELTVPE( t) .EQ. CROO .OR. ELTVPE( t) .EQ. CTUB) GO TO 46000014520 
IF ( ELTVPE(t) .EO. CON .ANO. ELTVPE(2) .EO. AOO ) GO TO 52500014530 
c - ..... - - - - - . - ... - - - - - - - .... - - - - - - - .. - - .. - 00014540 
C CHECK ELEMENTS WITH THREE OR FOUR NODES 00014550 
"'00 CONT I NUE 000 t 4 560 
READ (LUBI, t000.EN0•850l CARD 00014570 
ITT • 2 00014580 
If ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PAINT 9020, ELTVPE.ELNUM,ITT .CARD 000t4590 
IF ( CAR0(3) .EO. ELNUM( 1) .ANO. CAR0(4) .ED. ELNUM(2) ) 000t4600 
+GO TO 420 00014610 
WRITE (LUB2. tOOO) CARO 00014620 
GO TO 400 00014830 
420 PAINT 990t, ( CARO(L),L•l.4 ). CAR0(5) 0 CAR0(8) 0 PIOF 000t4&40 
CARO(!) • PIDF 00014650 
CARO( 8) • BUNK 00014660 
WRITE (LUB2, tOOO) CARO 00014670 
GO TO !540 00014680 
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00014690 
C CHECK CROO ANO CTUBE ELEMENTS 000t4700 
4&0 CONTINUE 00014710 
REAO (LUBt,t000.EN0•650) CARO 00014720 
ITT • 3 00014730 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 l PRINT 9020, ELTVPE,ELNUN,ITT,CARD 00014740 
If ( CAR0(3) .EO. ELNUM( ti .ANO. CAR0(4) .EO. ELNUM(2) I 00014750 
+GO TO 500 00014760 
IF ( CARO(l1) .EO. ELNUN(1) .ANO. CARO(t2) .EO. ELNUM(2) ) 00014770 
+GO TO !520 000 t.4 780 
WRITE (LUB2, tOOO) CARO 00014790 
GO TO •80 00014BOO 
500 PRINT 9901, ( CARO(L),L•1,4 ). CAR0(5).CAR0(8), PIDF 000148t0 
CAROl51 • PIOF 00014820 
CARD( 8 l • BLANK 00014830 
WAITE (LUB2, toOO) CARO 00014840 
GO TO 540 00014990 
520 PRINT 91101, CARO( t),CAR0(2). (CARO(L).L•tt, t4). PIOF 00014860 
CARO( 13) • PIDF 00014870 
CARO( 14) • BLANK 00014880 
WRITE (LUB2, tOOO) CARO 00014890 
JFLAG • 2 00014900 
GO TD 540 00014910 
c - ..... - - - - - - - - - - - - - ...... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00014920 
C CHECK CONROD ELEMENTS 00014930 
525 CONTINUE 00014940 
REAO (LUBt, IOOO,EN0•650) CARO 00014950 
IF ( CAA0(3) .EO. ELNUN(t) .ANO. CAR0(4) .EQ. ELNUM(2) I 00014960 
+GO TO 530 000 14970 
WRITE (LUB2. t000) CARD 00014980 
GO TO 525 000 14 990 
530 CONTINUE 000t5000 
PRINT 9902, ( CARO(L), L • I, 4 ). CAR0(9). CARO(tO). XMIOF 000150t0 
CARD(9) • XMIOF 00015020 
CARD( tO) • BLANK 000t5030 
WRITE ( LUB2, tOOO) CARD QDOt5040 
540 CONTINUE 000t5050 
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00015060 
C CALL SUBROUTINE GPFAIL TO AOO THE NODES OF THE fAILEO ELEMENT 000t5070 
C TO THE FILE OF GRIO POINTS BOROERING DAMAGE 00015080 
If ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9013 000t5090 
CALL GPfAIL ( JFLAG ) 00015100 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 90t4 00015110 
550 REAO (LU8t, IOOO,EN0•560) CARO 00015120 
WRITE (LUB2, 1000) CARO 00015130 
GO TO 550 00015140 
560 CONTINUE 000t5150 
REWINO LUGP 00015160 
REWINO LUBt 000t5170 
REWINO LUd2 00015180 
IHOLO • LUBt 00015190 
LUBI • LU82 00015200 -""" 0 
c 
c 
LU82 • IHOLO 00015210 
NUMPAS • NUMPA.S + t 00015220 
GO TO 100 00015230 
600 PRINT 4020 00015240 
GO TO 480 00015250 
480 CONTINUE 00015260 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9015 00015270 
CALL PIODAM 00015280 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9016 00015290 
RETURN 00015300 
650 CONTINUE 00015310 
PRINT 4040. ELTYPE.ELNUM,NUMPAS,NFAIL,CA.RO 00015320 
RETURN 00015330 
1000 FORMAT ( 20U ) 00015340 
2000 FORMAT (IHI.//////////) 00015350 
4000 FORMAT ( t2A.4,214,E18.6 ) 00015360 
.. 010 FORMAT (8X,2A .. ,24X,2A4) 00015370 
4020 FORMAT( 'DENI) OF DATA SET OF FAILED ELEMENTS REACHED UNEXPECTEDLY' )00015380 
4040 FORMAT ( tH 1 , / / /. '• • • • • P 0 T E N T I A L E A A 0 A • • • •' , 000 t 5390 
+• •'.//.t2X.'ENO OF BULK DATA FILE REACHED UNEXPECTEOLY.',/,t2X, 00015400 
+'PROGRAM WAS $EA.ACHING FOR ',4A ... ' ON PA.SS NUMBER',14,' WITH' ,13, 00015410 
+" GROUPED ELEMENTS.'.//, t2X. 'THE LAST LINE READ FROM THE BULK OAT A00015420 
+ DECK WAS:',/, 12X,20A4, 1Ht) 00015430 
9001 FORMAT ( '0<<<<< ENTRY SUBROUTINE GROUP >>>>>') 00015440 
9002 FORMAT ( '0< < < ACTION FILE TYPE NUMBER 00015450 
+ 4('GRO PT '),' CHI< FLAG E.M.D.S. './/) 00015460 
9003.FORMAT ('O< < < READ(I) FAIL',ll,2X, 6(2A4,tX),214,tPEt5.6) 00015470 
9004 FORMAT ('O< < < READ(K) FAIL'.ll.2X, 6(2U,IX),214,tPEt5.fl) 00015480 
9005 FORMAT ('O< <<WRITE(!) FAIL',lt,2X. 6(2U,tX),214,IPEt5.6) 00015490 
9006 FORMAT ('O< < < WRITE(K) FAIL',lt,2X, 6(2A4,tX),214,IPEt5.6) 00015500 
9007 FORMAT ('0< <<WRITE(!) GROUP ', 8(2U,tX).214,tPEt5.8 ) 00015510 
9008 FORMAT ('O< < < WRITE(K) GROUP '. 6(2U,tX).214,IPEt5.6) 00015520 
9009 FORMAT ('0< <<READ GROUP '• 6(2A4.1X).214.tPEt5.6 ) OOO.t5530 
9010 FORMAT ('0< <<READ FAll',lt,2X, 20A4 ) 00015540 
901 t FORMAT ( '0< < < CALL SUBROUTINE ELNOOE FROM SUBROUTINE GROUP >') 00015550 
9012 FORMAT( 'O< < < RETURN TD SUBROUTINE GROUP FROM SUBROUTINE ELNODE' )00015560 
9013 FORMAT ( 'O< < < CALL SUBROUTINE .GPFAIL FROM SUBROUTINE GROUP >') 00015570 
9014 FORM.l T( '0< < < RETURN TO - SUBROUTINE GROUP FROM SUBROUTINE GPF A IL' )00015580 
90t5 FORMAT ( '0< < < CALL SUBROUTINE PIOOAN FROM SUBROUTINE GROUP') 00015590 
901fi FORMAT( 'O< < < RETURN TO SUBROUTINE GROUP FRON SUBROUTINE PIDOAM' )00015800 
9020 FORMAT ('0< <<COMPARE FAILED ELEMENT: ',4A4,'AT LOCATION',13,/,00015610 
+ t2X, 'TO BULK DATA CARO: ',20A .. ) 00015620 
9801 FORMAT( 100X, 'ISWTCH•', 13, /, 100X, 'JSWTCH•' .13) 00015630 
9802 FORMAT( IOOX. 'NFLAGt •', 13, /, IOOX, 'MJMPAS•', 13) 00015640 
9803 FORMAT( 100X, 'I•', 13) 00015650 
9804 FORMAT( IOOX, 'IC•' ,13,3X, 'I•' .13) 00015660 
9805 FORMAT(100X,'LUF1•',J3,3X,'LUF2•',13, 00015670 
+ /,100X,'IF1 •',13,3X,'H2 •',13) 00015680 
9806 FORMAT( 100X, '(•' ,J3,3X, 'M•', 13) 00015690 
9808 FORMAT( tOOX, 'EMOSI•', IPE U .6./. IOOX,'FAIL•', tPE 15.6) 00015700 
9901 FORMAT (//,6X,'••••• THE FAILEO ELEMENT IS', 4A4, '•••••',/,t3X,00015710 
+ 'THE FOAMER PROPERTY ID WAS', .. X,2A .. ,/,13X, 00015720 
+ 'THE NEW PROPERTY ID Will BE ', tA4,/) 00015730 
9902 FORMAT (//,6X,'••••• THE FAILED ELEMENT IS ',4A4,'•••••',/,t3X, 00015740 
+ 
ENO 
'THE FORMER MATERIAL 10 WAS' ,4X,2U./, t3X. 00015750 




c < >< > <> <> < > <>< > < > < >< > <> <> < >< > <> <> < ><> <><><> <><><><> < ><><> <> <><><><><> <>000 t 5800 
SUBROUTINE ELNODE ( PARTt,PART2, G0t,G02, N, KK, IPSW) 00015110 
DATA CSHE .CTWl ,CODM.CODP.CQUA/4HCSHE ,4HCTWl ,4HCODM,4HCODP,4HCOUA/ 00015820 
DATA CTRM. CTRI, CTRB, CTRP / 4HCTRM • 4HCTRI , 4HCTRB , 4HCTAP / 00015830 
DATA CRDO,CONR, CBAR ,CTUB ,CElA/4HCROD. 4HCONR. 4HCBAR ,4HCTUB, 4HCELA/ 00015140 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3) PRINT 9001, PARTl,PART2,GDt,G02 00015850 










N • 0 00015170 
PARTt .Eo. CSHE .OR. PART! .Eo. CTWI ) N • 4 00015880 
PART1 .EO. CODM .OR. PART1 .EO. COUA ) N • 4 00015190 
PARTt .EO. COOP) N • 4 00015900 
PARTI .EO. CTRM .OA. PARTt .EO. CTRI ) N • 3 00015910 
PART t • EO. CTRB .OR. PAR.T t • EO. CTRP ) N • 3 00015920 
PA.All .EO. CAOD .OR. PART1 .EO. CONR ) N • 2 00015930 
PARTt .EO. CBAR .OR. PARTt .EO. CTUB ) N • 2 00015940 
PART I • EO. CELA ) N • 2 00015950 
N.Eo.o .ANO. KK.EO.O ) PRINT 1000, PARTt,PART2,GOl.G02 00015960 
RETURN 00015970 
1000 FORMAT (/ .'0•"' POTENTIAL ERROR: MJllBER OF ELEMENT NODES',/, 00015980 




c <>< ><><> <><>< ><> < ><> <><><><> <> <><>< ><><><><><><><><><><>< > <><><>< > < > < >00016030 
SUBROUTINE GPFAIL ( JFLAG ) 
COMMON / TEMPRT / I PSW 
COMMON/ INOUT / CAR0(20), ELTYPE(2), GP(8), X(.t6). PROPID(2) 
COMMON / UNITS3 / LUC t , LUC2, LUO I, LU02 
DIMENSION TEMP(2) 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 0 ) PRINT 9001 
9001 FORMAT ( 'O<<<<< ENTRY !>USAOUTJNE GPFAIL >>>>>') 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9002, CARO 
9002 FORMAT ('O< < < FAILED ELEMENT IS: '.20U) 
REWINO LUDt 
REWINl LU02 
l • t 
N • 2 
IF ( JFLAG .NE. 2 ) GO TD 100 
NN • 12 
l • 9 
GO TO 140 
too CONTIMJE 
KK • 0 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9003 
CALL ELNODE ( CARO( l),CAR0(2). CAR0(3),CAR0(4), 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9004 
M4•2•N 
140 CONTINUE 
DO 300 I • L. NN, 2 
J • I + 9 
JP1 • J + 1 
110 CONTINUE 
READ (LUOl ,2000,END•220) TEMP 
N, KK, IPSW ) 
IF ( CARO(J) .EO. TEMP(t) .ANO. CARO(JP1) .EO. TEMP(2) ) 
+GO TO 210 
GO TO tao 
220 WRITE (LU02.2000) CARO(J), CARD(JPI) 
If ( IPSW .OT. 4 ) PRINT 9005, CARO(J). CARO( JP I) 
280 REWIND LUOI 
300 CONTIMJE 
340 READ (LU0t,2000,EN0•380) TEMP 
WRITE (LU02,2000) TEMP 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9005, TEMP 








IHOLD • LUOt 
LUD1 • LU02 
LU02 • IHOLO 
( 2A4 ) 
('O< <<CALL SUBROUTINE ELNOOE FROM SUBROUTINE GPFAIL >') 
( '0< < < RETURN TO SUBROUTINE GPFAIL FROM', 
+ ' SUBROUTINE ELNODE > > >') 
9005 FORMAT (•O< <<GRID POINT '.2A4.'WRITTEN INTO DA.MAGE FILE') 
C LUBt IS LOGICAL UNIT OF NASTRAN BULK DATA DECK ( RETAINED 
C LUB2 IS LOGICAL UNIT 'OF UPDATED BULK DATA DECK ( TEMP. ) 
C LUFI ANO LUF2 ARE LOGICAL UNITS OF FAILED ELEMENTS DISKS ( TEMP. 
C LUGP IS LOGICAL UNIT OF GROUPED ELEMENTS DISK ( TEMP. ) 
C LUOI IS LOGICAL UNIT OF GRID POINTS BORDERING DAMAGE ( RETAINED ) 
C LU02 IS LOGICAL UNIT OF UPDATED POINTS BORDERING DAMAGE ( TEMP. ) 
C •t• VARIABLES REFER TO ROW •1• 



































































c < > <> <> < > <> < > <> < ><><><><> <><><>< ><> <><>< ><> <><><><><><> <> <><>.O::> <><><> < >000 166 70 
SUBROUTINE PIOOAM 00016680 
c CHANGE PROPERTY ID MJllBERS OF ELEMENTS BORDERING NEW OAMAGE 00016690 
COMMO,., / BULKOK / CAR01.CAR02,CAR03.CARD4.PIOF,PIOO,VI01,PID2.PI0300016700 
COMMON / MATIOS / XMIOD. XMIDF 000167 tO 
COMMON / TEMPRT / IPSW 00016720 
-lO-
COMMON I UNITS2 / LU81, LUB2. LUF1, LUF2, LUGP, LU(11) 000111730 
COMMON/ UNITS3 / LUCI, LUC2, LUDI, LU02 00016740 
DIMENSION CAR0(20). LINEl23) 00016750 
DA TA BLANK / •H / 000 I 6760 
DA.TA. CBA.R, CONR. XOD, CELA. / 4HCBAR , 4HCONR , 4HOD ,4HCELA. / 00016770 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 0 ) PRINT 9001 OOOl67BO 
9001 FORMAT ( tHt. '<<<<< ENTRY SUBROUTINE PIDDAM >>>>>' ) 00016790 
l<K • I 00016800 
REWIND LUB I 00016810 
REWIND LUB2 OOOIBB20 
PRINT 2000 OOOl6B30 
PRINT 3100 00016840 
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - -OOO I 6B50 
C BEGIN REA.DING THE BULK DA.TA DECK 00016860 
100 READ (LU81,1000) CA.AO 00016870 
IF ( IPSW .GT. • ) ~RINT 9002, CARO 00016880 
9002 FORMAT ( '0< < < READ FROM BULK DATA AT tOO: ',20A4 ) 00016890 
125 IF ( CARO(t) - CAR03) 200, 175, 175 00016900 
150 READ (LUBl,1000) CARO 00016910 
IF ( IPSW .GT. • ) PRINT 9003, CARO 00016920 
9003 FORMAT ( 'O< < < READ FROM BULi< CATA AT 150: ',20U ) 00016930 
175 K2FLAG • 0 00016940 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9004 00016950 
900-4 FORMAT ( '0< < < CA.LL SUBROUTINE ELNOOE FROM SUBROUTINE PIOOAM') OOOUS960 
CALL ELNOOE ( CARO( tl,CAR0(2), CAR0(3) ,CAR0(4). M, l<K, IPSW ) 00016970 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9005 00016980 
9005 FORMAT ( '0< < c RETURN TO SUBROUTINE PIOOAM FROM '. 00016990 
+ 'SUBROUTINE ELNODE > > >' ) ooonooo 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 5) PRINT 900B, M, (CARO(l),1•1,4) 00017010 
9008 FORMAT ( '0< < < SUBROUTINE ELNOOE ASSIGNED', 12,' NODfS FOR ',4A.4) 00017020 
IF ( M .NE. 0 ) GO TO 300 00017030 
WRITE (LUB2. IOOO) CARO 00017040 
IF ( IPSll .GT. • ) PRINT 9007, CARO 00011050 
GO TO 100 00017060 
200 CONTINUE 00017070 
WRITE (LUB2, 1000) CARO 00011080 
GO TD 5000 00017090 
300 CONTINUE 00017100 
REWINJ LU01 ooon·110 
IF ( M .NE. 2 ) GO TO BOO 00011120 
c - - - -- -- • - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -· - • - - - - - - - - ---··-·- -·--- - - -- - - -- - - - - --·--·00017130 
C CHECK ALL ELEMENTS WITH TWO NODES 00017 t40 
IF ( CARD(!) • EO. CELA I GO TO HO 00011150 
IF (CARO(!) .EO. COAR .ANO. CAR0(2) .EO. BLANK ) GO TO 560 00011160 
IF ( CARO( 1) .EO. CONR .ANO. CAR0(2) .EO. XDO) GO TO 560 00011170 
IF ( CARO( 13) .EO. PIOO .OR. CARO( 13) .EO. PIOF ) GO TO 350 OOOIHBO 
GO TO 400 00017 t90 
350 IF ( CAR0(5) .Ea. PIOO .OR. CAR0(5) .EO. PIOF ) GO TD 800 00017200 
400 READ (LU01,3000,EN0•800) GA.~ GB 00017210 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 5 ) PRINT 9006. GA, GB 00017220 
9006 FORMAT ( '0< < < GRID POINT ', 2A4. ' READ FROM DAMAGE FILE') 00017230 
IF ( CAR0(5) .Ea. PICO .OR. CAAD(5) .ED. PIDF ) GO TO 500 0001724D 
IF ( CAR0(7) .Ea. GA .ANO. CAROU) .Eo. GB ) GO TO 450 00017250 
IF ( CARD(9) .EO. GA .ANO. CARO( 10) .EO. GB ) GO TO 450 00017260 
GO TO 500 00017270 
450 CAR0(6) • CAR0(5) 00017280 
CAR0(5) • PIOO 00017290 
K2FLAG • t 00017300 
500 IF ( CAA0(13).EO.PIOO .OR. CARO( 13).EO.PIOF ) GO TO 400 00017310 
IF ( CAA0(15) .Ea. GA .ANO. CARD(l6) .Eo. GB I GO TO 520 00017320 
IF ( CAA0(17) .EO. GA .ANO. CARO(IB) .EO. GB) GO TO 520 00017330 
GO TO 400 000173-40 
520 CARO( 14) • CA.RO( t3) 00017350 
CARO( 13) • PIOO 00017360 
K2FLAG • t 00017370 
GO TD 400 00011380 
560 CONTIMJE 00017390 
C PROGRAM IS NOT EQUIPPED TO CHANGE CBA.R OR CELAS ELEMENTS 00017400 
IF ( CAR0(9) .EQ. XMIOF .ANO. CARO( 1) .EO. CONR ) GO TO 800 00017010 
565 READ (LU01.3000,EN0•800) GA, GB OOOt7420 
DO 570 I I • 1, M 00017430 
MM • 2 • I 1 + J 000t7"440 
MMP t • MM + 1 00017450 
IF ( CARD(MM) .Eo. GA .ANO. CARD(MMPI) .Eo. GB I GO TO 575 00017460 
570 CONTINUE 00017-470 
GO TO 565 OOOt74BO 
575 IF ( CAR0(9) .EO. XMIDD .OR. CARO(!) .£0. COAR ) GO TO 800 00017490 
CARD(9) • XMIDO 00017500 
CARO(IO) •BLANK 00017510 
K2FLAQ • 1 00017520 
GO TO BOO 00011530 
500 CONTINUE 000175•0 
READ (LUOl ,3000,END•BOO) GA, Gii 00017550 
IF ( CAR0(7) .EO. GA .AND. CARD(B) .£Q. Gii ) GO TO 505 00017560 
IF ( CAAO(ll) .EO. GA .AND. CARD(12) .EO. Gii) GO TD 5B5 00017570 
GO TD HO 00017580 
585 K2FLAG • t 00017590 
GO TO BOO 00017600 
600 CONTINUE 00017610 
c - - - - - - ••• - •••• - - - - - - - - ••• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •• - - - - - • - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - -00017620 
C CHECK ALL ELEMENTS WITH THREE OR FOUR NODES 00017630 
IF ( CAR0(5) .EO. PIOF ) GO TO 800 00017640 
620 READ (LUDl.3000,ENO•BOO) GA, GB 00017650 
IF ( IPSW .OT, 5 ) PRINT 9006, GA, GB 00011660 
DO 700 11 • t. M 00017670 
MM • 2 • II + 5 00017680 
MMPt • """' + t 00017690 
IF ( CARO(MN) .£0. GA .AND. CARD(MMPI) .EO. GB ) GO TO 720 00017700 
100 CONTINUE 00017710 
GO TO 620 00017120 
720 IF ( CARD(5) .EQ. PIOI .DA, CARD(5) .EO. PID3 ) to TO BOO 00017730 
IF ( CARD(5) .EO. PI02 ) CAR0(5) • PID3 000177•0 
K2FLAG • t 000t7750 
IF ( CARD(5) .EO. P103 ) GO TO BOO 00017160 
CARD(B) • CAR0(5) 00017770 
CAR0(5) • PIOI 00017780 
GO TD 800 00017790 
BOO CONTINUE 00011800 
IF ( K2FLAO • EO. I ) PRINT 3200, CARO 000118 h) 
WRITE (LUB2. 1000) CARD 00017820 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9007, CARO 00017830 
9007 FORMAT ( '0< < < VRITE TO BULK DATA FILE: 20A4 ) 00017B40 
GO TO 150 00017B50 
5000 CON11NUE 00017860 
c - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -000 I 7810 
C COPY REMA.·INOER Of THE BULK DA.TA DECK 000t7180 
RUD (LUll1,IOOO,END•5100) CARO 00017800 
IF ( IPSW .OT. 5 ) PRINT 9007, CARO 00017900 
VRITE (LUB2, IOOO) CARO 00017910 
00 TO 5000 00017920 
5100 LUHOLD • LUBt 000t7930 
LU8 1 • LU82 00017940 
LUB2 • LUHOLO 00017950 
REWIND LUB t 00017960 
5200 RETURN 00017970 
1000 FORMAT ( 20U ) 00017980 
2000 FORMAT ( IHI, //////////// ) 00011990 
3 100 FORMAT ( 6X, '• • • • • ELEMENTS ADDED TO THE DAMAGE BORDERS • • • • • • 000 t 8000 
+ /) 00018010 
3200 FORMAT ( l3X, 20U ) 00018020 




c <>< > <> < >< ><> < ><>< ><> <><> < > <><>< ><><><>< ><>< ><><><><><><> <:><><><><><> <>000 18070 
SUBROUTINE CASEOK ( NROWS ) 00018080 
C PUT APPROPRIATE LOAD, SPC, NPC, LABEL CARDS INTO CASE CON1ROL DECK00018090 
COMMON/ CSCTLI / LOADS, ISPC, IMPC, ILBL 00018100 
COMMON/ CSCTl2 / XLDA0(40).XSPC(40).XMPC(40),XLBL(20, IB) OOOIBllO 
COMMON / TEMPRT / IPSW 00018120 
COMMON/ UNITS2 / LUBI. LUB2, LUFI, LUF2, LUGP, LU(IB) 00018130 
COMMON/ UNITS3 /LUCI, LUC2. LUDI, LU02 OOOllUO 
DIMENSION CAR0(4), XLINE(BO), XROV(20) OOOIBl50 
DATA. CLOA.O, SPC. BLANK, BEGIN / 4HLOAD , 4HSPC• • 1H • 4HBEGI / 00018160 
DATA XLA.Bt, XLAB2, CMPC / 3HLAB • 3HEL• 4HMPC• I 00011170 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 0 ) PRINT 9001 00018180 
900t FORMAT (tHt.~<<<<< ENTRY SUBROUTINE CA.SEOK >>>>>' ) 000tlt90 
IF ( NRDllS .EO. 0 ) PRINT 1500 00018200 
REWIND LUC1 00018210 
REWIND LUC2 00018220 
c - - -- - -- - -·----- -------------------- -- - -- --- --- - -- ---- - - - ---- ---- - -OOOIB230 
C LEFT JUSTIFY THE CASE CONTROL DECK 00018240 
"'"" N 
5 READ (LUCt,4000,END•SO) XLINE 00018250 
10 If ( XLINE( I) .EO. BLANK ) GO TO 20 00018260 
GO TO 40 00018270 
20 00 30 I • t, 79 00011280 
IPt • I + I 00011290 
30 XLINE( I) • XLINE(IPI) 00018300 
XLINE(BO) • BLANK 00018310 
GO TO 10 00018320 
40 CONTIOOE 00018330 
WR[TE (LUC2,4000) XLINE 00011340 
GO TO 5 00018350 
50 CONTINUE 00018360 
REWIND LUC 1 00011370 
REWIND LUC2 00018380 
IHOLD • LUC I 00018390 
LUC t • LUC2 000 Ul400 
LUC2 • IHOLO 00018410 
c . - .. -- --- . - - . - - -- ---- - ... - . - - -- . - - - - ..... - ----- --- -----. ----------00018420 
C BEGIN REA.OING THE CA.SE CONTROL DECK OOOU430 
100 REA.0 (LUCl,1000,ENO•tSO) XROW 00011440 
If ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9002, XROW 00018450 
9002 FORMAT ('0< <<READ FROM CASE CONTROL AT tOO: ',20A.4 ) 000111460 
If ( XROW(I) .EO. CLOAO ) GO TO 200 00018470 
WRITE (LUC2, 1000) XROW 00018490 
GO TO 100 00011490 
150 PRINT 4600 00018500 
4600 FORMAT ( '0••• E A A 0 A •••', /, 5X, 'NA.STAA.N CA.SE CONTROL DECK', 00011510 
+ ' CONTAINS NO LOAD CA.ROS.' ) 000111520 
RETURN 00011530 
c . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - -00018540 
C DETERMINE THE CURRENT LOAD CARO VALUE BEING USED 00018550 
200 BACkSPACE LUCI 00018560 
250 READ ( LUCl,2000) CARO 00018570 
lF ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9003. CA.RO 00018580 
9003 FORMAT ( 'O< < < REA.0 FROM CA.SE CONTROL AT 250: U.C, U.1. 2A.4 )00018590 
DO 500 I • I, LOADS 00018600 
!Pl • I + I 000181110 
IM t • I 1 00018920 
J • 2 • I - t 000181530 
JP 1 • 2 • I 00018640 
JP2 • J + 2 00018650 
JP3 • J + 3 00018tHIO 
JMI • J 1 00018670 
JM2 • J 2 000 Ul680 
IF ( CAR0(3) .EO. XLOAO(J) .ANO. CAR0(4) .EO. XLOAD(JPt) ) 00018690 
+GO TO 550 00018700 
500 CONTINUE OOOU710 
PRINT 4500, CARD(3). CAR0(4) 00018720 
4500 FORMAT (1H1.////,'0••• EA A 0 A •••',/,5X,'LO.AD CA.RD ',2.A4.' IS',00018730 
' NOT ONE Of THE POSSIBLE USER SPECIFIED LOAD CARDS.') 00018740 
RETURN 00011750 
550 CONTllAJE 00018760 
If ( NROWS .GT. 0 ) GO TO 700 00018770 
c .. ·-· - .. - ·- ---------- ... -- ·- ----- --- ----- ---------- -- --- .. -- ------00018780 
C CHANGE LOAO, SPC, MPC. LABEL CAROS If NO ELEMENT FAILED 00018790 
IF ( I .EO. LOADS ) GO TO 5250 00018800 
If ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9090 00018810 
9090 FORMAT ( '0< < < CHANGE CA.SE CONTROL DECK FOR NO ELEMENTS FAILED') 000t8920 
CAR0(3) • XLOAD(JP2) 00018830 
CAR0(4) • XLOAD(JP3) 00018840 
555 WRITE (LUC2,2000) CARD 00018850 
If ( NAOWS .GT. 0 ) PRINT 1200 00018860 
PRINT 4800, CARD 00018870 
If ( ISPC .GT. 20 ) GO TO 661 00018880 
SSSS >20 MEANS THERE ARE NO CHANGES TO SPC CA.ROS A.NO THE SPC CA.RO 00018890 
SS.SS WILL NOT BE A.MONG THE LOAD, MPC, OR LABEL CARDS TO BE CHANGEDOOOt.11900 
READ (LUC I, 3500) CARO OOGU9 10 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 900<4, CARO 00018920 
9004 FORMAT ( 'O< < < READ FROM CA.SE CONTROL DECK: ', .CA.4 ) 00011930 
IF ( CARO( I) .EO. SPC ) GO TO 560 00018940 
PRINT 4650 00018950 
WRITE (LUC2.3500) CARD 00018960 
GO TO 5000 000t8970 
560 CONTI IAJE 00018980 
If ( ISPC .EO. 0 ) GO TO 650 OOGl8990 





CAR0(2) • XSPC(JP2) 00019010 
CARD(3) • XSPC(JP3) 00019020 
650 WRITE (LUC2, 3500) CARD 00019030 
PRINT 4900, CARO 00019040 
651 If ( IMPC .GT, 20 ) GO TO 658 00019050 
$$$$ >20 MEANS THERE ARE NO CHANGES TD MPC CARDS ANO THE MPC CARO 00019060 
nu Will NOT BE AMONG THE LOAD, SPC. DR LABEL CARDS TO BE CHANGEDOOGl9070 
READ (LUCl,3500) CARD 00019080 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9004, CARD 00019090 
561 IF ( CARD(I) .EO. CMPC) GD TO 562 00019100 
PRINT 4t15t 00019'10 
WRITE (LUC2,3500) CARO 00019120 
GO TO 5000 000191:30 
552 CONTllAJE 00019140 
If ( IMPC .EQ. 0 ) GD TO 564 00019150 
If ( NROWS .GT. 0 ) GO TO 762 00019160 
CARD(2) • XMPC(JP2) 00019170 
CARD(3) • XMPC(JP3) 00019180 
504 WRITE (LUC2,3500) CARD 00019190 
PRINT 4900, CARD . . 00019200 
656 If ( ILBL .GT. 20 .OR. llBL .EO. 0 ) GO TO 500G 00019210 
SUS >20 OR • 10 MEANS THERE ARE NO CHANGES TO LABEL CARDS AND IT 00019220 
USS Will NOT BE AMONG THE LOAD, SPC, OR MPC CAROS TO BE CHANGED. 00019230 
READ (LUCI ,3600) XROW 00019240 
If ( IPSW .GT, 4 ) PRINT 9011, XROW 00019250 
9011 FORMAT ('O< < < READ FROM CASE CONTROL DECK: ',2A3, 18A4 ) 00019260 
955 If ( XROW(t} .EO. XLABI .ANO. XROW(2) .EO. XLAB2 ) GO TO 96000019270 
c 
c 
PRINT 4660 00019280 
WRITE (LUC2,3800) XROW 00019290 
GO TO 5000 00019300 
660 IF ( NROWS .GT. 0 ) GO TO 780 00019310 
00 065 K • I, 18 00019320 
KP2 • K + 2 000t9330 
665 XROW(KP2) • XLBL(IPI ,K) 00019340 
670 WAITE (LUC2,3600) XROW 00019350 
PRINT 4960, XROW 00019360 
GO TO 5000 , 00019370 
-- - - - - - -- --- - - - -- - - - - - --- - - • - •• --- --- - --- - - - - -- --- - - • - --- -- - - - - -- -00019380 
RESTORE PREVIOUS LOAD, SPC, ANO LABEL CARDS IF ANY ELEMENT FAILED 00019390 
700 CONTINUE 00019400 
If ( IPSW .GT. 4 ) PRINT 9091 00019410 
9091 FORMAT ( '0< < < CHANGE CASE CONTROL OECK FOR FAILED ELEMENTS') 00019420 
If ( J .EO. 1 ) GO TD 710 00019430 
CAR0(3) • XLDAO(JM2) 00019440 
CAR0(4) • XLDAO(JMI) 00019450 
GO TO 720 00019460 
710 CAR0(3) • XLOAD( I) 00019470 
CAR0(4) • Xl0AD(2) 00019480 
720 GO TO 595 00019490 
750 CONTINUE 00019500 
IF ( J .EO. I ) GO TD 760 00019510 
CAR0(2) • XSPC(JM2) 00019520 
CARD(3) • XSPC(JMt) 00019530 
GO TO 650 00019540 
760 CARD(2) • XSPC( I) 00019550 
CARD(3) • XSPC(2) 00019560 
GO TO 650 00019570 
762 CONTINUE 00019580 
IF ( J .EQ. I ) GO TO 766 00019590 
CAR0(2) • XMPC(JM2) 00019600 
CAAD(3) • XMPC(JMI) 00019610 
GO TD 564 00019620 
766 CARD(2) • XMPC( I) 00019630 
CAR0(3) • XMPC(2) 00019640 
GO TO 564 00019650 
780 CONTINUE 00019660 
IF ( J .EO. 1 ) GO TO 790 00019670 
DO 785 K • I, 18 00019680 
KP2 • K + 2 000t9690 
785 XROW(kP2) • XLBL(IMl,k) 00019700 
GO TO 670 00019710 
790 00 795 K • 1, t8 00019720 
KP2 • K + 2 00019730 
795 XAOW(kP2) • XLBL(t,K) 00019740 
GO TO 670 00019750 





- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ---- - - - - -- - -- - - --- -- - -- --- --- - - -00019770 
COPY AEMA.lMlfA OF THE CASE CONTROL DEC~ 00019780 
READ (LUCI, 1000,EN0•5100) XROW 00019790 
IF ( JPSW .GT. 5 ) PRINT 9005, XROW 00019800 
9005 FORMAT ( '0< < < AEA.0 FROM CASE CONTROL AT 5000: '.20A4 ) 00019110 
WRITE (LUC2. 1000) XROW 000t9820 
GO TO 5000 00019830 
5100 LUHOLO • LUCI 00019840 
LUC I • LUC2 000t9850 
LUC2 • LUHOLD 00019860 
REWIND LUC I 00019870 
5200 RETURN 00019880 
5250 CONTINUE 00019890 
PRINT 4952 00019900 
PRINT 4953 00019910 
PRINT 4954 00019920 
REWIND LUCI 00019930 
5255 READ (LUC1, 1000,EN0•5260) XROW 00019940 
PRINT 4955, XROV 00019950 
If ( XRDV( I) . EO. BEGIN ) GO TO 5280 OOOtH60 
WRITE (LUC2, 1000) XROW 00019970 
GO TO 5255 00019980 
5260 CONTINUE 00019990 
LUHOLO • LUC I 00020000 
LUCI • LUC2 00020010 
LUC2 • LUHOLO 00020020 
REWIND LUC 1 00020030 
PRINT 4956 00020040 
READ (IABENO) 00020050 
RETURN 00020060 
1000 FORMAT I 20U ) 00020070 
t 200 FORMAT ( tH t ) 00020080 
1500 FORMAT (1Ht,///,6X,'••••• THERE IS NO FAILED ELEMENT •••••') 00020090 
2000 FORMAT ( IU, UI, 2U ) 00020100 
3500 FORMAT ( 4U ) 00020110 
3600 FORMAT ( 2A3, 18A4 ) 00020120 
4000 FORMAT ( 80AI ) 00020130 
4650 FORMAT (//, '0• • • E RA 0 R • • •' ,/ ,2X,'THE SPC CARD IS NOT'. 00020140 
+ ' IN PROPER SEOUENCE IN THE CASE CONTROL DECK'//) 00020t50 
4651 FORMAT (//,'O• •• EA A 0 A •• •'./.2X,'THE MPC CARO IS NOT". 00020teo 
+ ' IN PROPER SEOUENCE IN THE CASE CONTROL DECK'//) 00020170 
4660 FORMAT (//.·o· •• EAR 0 R •• ··.1.2x.·THE LABEL CARD JS'. 00020HIO 
+ ' NOT IN PROPER SEOUENCE IN THE CASE CONTROL DECK'//) 00020190 
4800 FORMAT (//////////, t2X,'THE CASE CONTROL DECK FOR THE NEXT ', 00020200 
'NASTRAN' ,/, 12X, 'ANALYSIS WILL USE THE FOLLOWING NEV 00020210 
'CARDS:',//, t2X, IU, IAl,2A4) 00020220 
4900 FORMAT ( 12X,4A4) 00020230 
•950 FORMAT ( t2X.2A3, 18A.4) 000202•0 
4952 FORMAT ltHl.///////,IOX,12(2H• ),' N 0 TICE ',12(2H• )./,toX, 00020250 
+'THE PREVIOUS NASTRAN ANALYSIS PRODUCED NO NEV FAILED ELEMENTS',/,00020260 
+ 10X, 'USING THE MOST SEVERE LOADING CONDITION PROVIDED BY THE •, 00020270 
+'USER',/, 10X,'FOR OATA PROCESSING BY THIS PROGRAM.') 00020280 
4953 FORMAT (IH+,47X,'THE CURRENT CASE CONTROL'./,IOX,'DECK WILL BE ', 00020290 
+•LISTED THEN THIS PROGRAM WILL INTENTIONALLY EN0'./.10X. 00020300 
+'ABNORMALLY BY AEli'OVING THE •BEGIN BULK• CARO FROM THE CASE'• /, 00020310 
+ tOX, 'CONTROL DECK TO PREVENT EXECUTION OF SUBSEOUENT COMPUTER ', 00020320 
+'JOBS'. /, 10X, 'IN THIS SERIES.' ) 00020330 
4954 FORMAT (///, IOX, 'THE CASE CONTROL DECK USED IN THE PREVIOUS ', 00020340 
+'NASTRAN ANALYSIS:',/) 00020350 
4955 FORMAT ( IOX, 20A4 ) 00020360 















SUBROUTINE SEARCH 00020420 
PRIMARY PREPARATION FDR PLOTTING GRID POINT DISPLACEMENTS 00020430 





LOGICAL UNIT NO, OF DISPLACEMENT DATA INPUT 
LOGICAL UNIT NO. Of DISPLACEMENT DATA OUTPUT 
LOGICAL UNIT ND. OF GRID POINT DATA INPUT 













































ARRAY OP QlllD POINT ,._E•S ALONG A LINE 
ARRAYS OF X, Y & Z COORDINATES, RESPECTIVELY 
ARRAYS OF X, Y I Z DISPLACEMENTS, RESPECTIVELY 
ARRAY Of LENGTHS BETWEEN GRID POINTS ALOHG A LINE 
• NUMBER OF NOOES WITH DISPLACEMENTS 
NO. Of GRID POINTS IN NASTRAN DATA (USUALLY • ND15PN) 
• SUBCASE TITLE NUMBER ( fRDM DISPLACEMENT DATA ) 
• TITLE FOR PLOYING ANO PAGE HEADING 
NUMBER Of GRID POINTS PER LINE 
SUBCASE NUMBER TO BE SEARCHED FOR DISPLACEMENTS 
X.. Y, Z. 1, 2 OR 3 OR ANY COMBINATION USED TO SPECIFY 
















REAL LEN 00020680 
THE DIMENSION ON llD CONTROLS THE NUMBER Of NODES WHICH CAN BE 00020690 
INPUT FOR PLOTTING PURPOSES: NUMBER Of NODES • ( DIMENSION / 8 ) 00020700 
COMMON / CTLRDt / ICNTF2. ICNTGF, ICNTSF • NSULK, NDISPN, NGON 00020710 
COMMON/ CTLRD2 / IFLAG,NFS.NSUB,NUMBR(20),STRMEM(3,4),STRPLT(3,4)00020720 
COMMON / TEMPRT / IPSW 00020730 
COMMON/ GAIDPT / KOOE, 10(8) 00020740 
COMMON I PLOTS / NPPL, HEADER(40). NPLT(5), HEAOPR( t22),SUBCAS(7)00020750 
COMMON/ PLTDTA / LEN(50). XD(SO), YD(50), ZO(SO), XXX(50) 00020760 
COMMON / UNITSt / LUt, LU2, LU3, LU4, LUNAS, IA 00020770 
DIMENSION llD( t20), IN(8), X(SO). Y(SO). Z(50) 00020780 
INTEGER BLANK / IH / 00020790 
DATA STAR / 1H• I 00020800 
FUNCTION TO DEFINE LINE LENGTH 00020810 
XLN( X 1, Vt. Z t 0 X2, Y2 .Z2) • SORT( (X2-X t )••2+( Y2-Y 1 )••2+( Z2-Z 1) .. 2) 00020820 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 0 ) PRINT 900t 00020830 
FORMAT ( '0<<<<< ENTRY SUBROUTINE SEARCH >>>>>' ) 000208.tO 
IF ( ICNTGF .EO. I ) GO TD tO 00020850 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9005 00020860 
FORMAT( '0<<< CALL SUBROUTINE GPFILE FROM SUBROUTINE SEARCH >>>') 00020870 
CALL GPFILE 00020880 
IF ( IPSV ,QT. 3 ) PRINT 9009 00020890 
FORMAT( '0<<< RETURN TO SUBROUTINE SEARCH FROM SUBROUTINE GPFILE') 00020900 
IF ( KODE .NE. 0 ) RETURN 00020910 
RUD (IA, IOIO,ENO•t50) HEADER 00020920 
IF ( HEADER( t) .EO. STAR .ANO. HEADER(2) .EO. STAR ) RETURN 00020930 
If ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9007 00020940 
9007 FORMAT( '0<<< CALL SUBROUTINE CENTER FROM SUBROUTINE SEARCH >>>•) 00020950 
9008 
CALL CENTER 00020960 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 3 ) PRINT 9008 00020970 
FORMAT( '0<<< RETURN TO SUBROUTINE SEARCH FROM SUBROUTINE CENTER') 0002.0980 
READ 1030, NPPL, NUMSUB, NRIB, LDC, NPLT 00020990 
NGRID • I • NPPL 00021000 





NPLOT • 0 0002 1020 
2030 0002 1030 
2040, HEADPR 0002 1040 
2000 00021050 
I • t, 50 00021060 
X( I) • 0.0 00021070 
Y(I I • 0.0 00021080 
Z(I) • 0.0 00021090 
XO( I) • 0.0 0002 ttOO 
YD( I) • 0.0 0002 t ttO 
ZD(I) • 0.0 0002tt20 





0002 t t50 
0002 t 160 
00021170 NPTS • 0 
SET UP GRID POINT COORDINATES 
30 READ (LU4,EN0•60) ID, XX, YY, ZZ 
DO 40 N • I , NPPL 
IN( 1) • I • N • 7 
DO 42 J • 2. a 
JMI • J • t 
IN(J) • IN(JMt) + I 
42 CONTINUE 
DO .t4 J • t. 8 
- .. - - - .. - - - .. - - .. - 0002 t 180 



























IF ( NPTS 




• NPTS + I 
• LT. NPPL 
.NE. NPPL 
GO TO 30 












NPI • NPPL • 1 
00 70 I • I , NP I 





J • I + 1 
LEN( I) • XLN X(I). Y(I). Z(I). X(J). Y(J). Z(J) I 
IF ( NUMSUB • EO. 1 ) GO TO 90 






POSITION FILE TO BEGINNING OF DESIRED SUBCASE 
NR • ( NUMSUB - I ) • ( NOISPN + I ) 
00 eo I • 1, NA 






90 READ ( LU2, EN0•930) SUBCAS 
100 
NPTS • 0 
NGAIO • 0 
READ (LU2.EN0•930) IO, XX, VV, ZZ, U, V, W 
NGRID • NGAIO + I 
00 110 I • I. NPPL 
IN( I) • 8 • I - 7 
oo 112 J • 2. e 
JMI • J - I 
IN(J) • IN(JMt) + I 
112 CONTINUE 
00 I 14 J • 1, 9 
IF ( 110( IN(J) l .NE. IO(J) ) GO TO ttO 
114 CONTINUE 
GO TO 120 
t 10 CONTINUE 
120 
If ( NGAIO .LT. NOISPN ) GO TO 100 
GO TO 910 
XD(I) • XX 
YD( I) • VY 
ZO(I) • ll 
NPTS • NPTS + 1 


























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00021770 
PAINT OUT RE SUL TS 
DO 130 I • I, NPPL 
IN( I) • 8 • I - 7 
00 132 J • 2. 8 
JMI • J · 1 
IN(J) • IN(JMI) o I 
132 CONTINUE 
PRINT 2010. (110( IN(J) ).J•l,8).X(l).Y(l).Z(l).XO(l).YO(l).ZO(I) 
IF ( I .EQ. NPPL ) GO TO 130 
PRINT 2020. LEN( I) 
130 CONTINUE 
DO 140 I • I. 5 
IF ( NPLT(I) .EQ. BLANK ) GO TO 140 
NPLOT • 1 
140 CONTINUE 
IF ( NPLOT.NE.O .ANO. IPSW.GT.3 ) PAINT 9009 
9009 FORMAT( 'O<<< CALL SUBROUTINE PLOT FROM SUBROUTINE SEARCH >>>') 
IF ( NP LOT • NE. 0 ) CALL PLOT 




















9011 FORMAT( 'O<<< RETURN TO SUBROUTINE SEARCH FROM SUBROUTINE PLOT 
GO TO 10 
>>' )00021970 
150 PRINT 2030 
RETURN 
900 PRINT <4010 
GO TO 10 
910 PRINT <4000 








920 PR INT 4020 00022050 
GO TO I 0 0002 2060 
930 PR INT 4030 00022070 
GO TO 10 00022080 
1000 FORMAT I 1815 I 00022090 
1001 FORMAT ( 72A I ) 00022100 
9002 FORMAT ( 4 ( 2X. 8A I ) ) 00022 ttO 
1010 FORMAT ( 80At ) 00022120 
9003 FORMAT( IHO, '< < < ',BOAi, > > >') 00022130 
1030 FORMAT ( 315. 4X. Al. 5AI ) 00022140 
9004 FORMAT(tHO.'< < < ',315,4X,At,5At,• > > >') 00022150 
2000 FORMAT( 1H .2ox. 'GRID ID., ,3X, 'LENGTH' ,4X, 'X·COORD' ,4X. 'Y-COORO'. 00022160 
+ 4X, 'Z·COORD', !5X, 'X·DISP', !5X, • Y ·OISP', SX. 'Z-DISP •.I I) 00022170 
2010 FORMAT(IH .21x.u1.1ox. 6(4X.f7.3)) 00022180 
2020 FORMAT(IH .29X,f7.2) 00022190 
2030 FORMAT ( IHI, //////////// ) 00022200 
2040 FORMAT I 2X' 122A.' II I 000222 tO 
3000 FORMAT ( 215, 4X, Al, 15 ) 00022220 
3010 FORMAT ( 15, 7X, IPE 13.8, 2X, tPEl3.8, 2X, IPEl3.6, 2X, IPE 13.8 ) 00022230 
4000 FORMAT ( 41H-•••ERROR••• GRID POINT SPECIFIED NOT JN /00022240 
+ 14X, 48HNASTRAN DISPLACEMENT OUTPUT. NEW LINE ATTEMPTED. )00022250 
4010 FORMAT ( 41H-•••ERROA••• GRID POINT SPECIFIED NOT IN 100022260 
+ 14X, 49HNASTRAN GRID POINT DATA DECK. NEW LINE ATTEMPTED. )00022270 
4020 FORMAT ( 70H-•••EAROR•.. SUBCASE SPECIFIED EXCEEDS ND. Of SUBCASE00022280 
+S IN OUTPUT DATA / 14X, 35HREQUEST IGNORED. Will TRY NEW LINE. )00022290 
4030 FORMAT ( 47H·•••ERROR••• ENO OF FILE REACHED UNEXPECTEDLY. I 00022300 









SET UP GRID POINT FILE FOR PLOTS 
COMMON I CTLROI / ICNTF:Z, ICNTGF. ICNTSF. NBULK. NOISPN. NGON 
COMMON / TEMPRT / IPSW 
COMMON/ GRIDPT / KDDE, 10(8) 
COMMON / UNITSI / LUI, LU2, LU3. LU4. LUNAS. IR 
INTEGER BLANK I IH / 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 0 I PRINT 9003 
9003 FORMAT ( '0<<<<< ENTRY SUBROUTINE OPFILE >>>>>' ) 
DO tO N • I , NGON 
READ (LU3, IOOO.END•20) ID, X, Y, l 
100 IF ( ID( I) .EO. BLANK ) GO TO 200 
GO TO 400 
200 DO 300 I • 1. 
300 
IP1 • I + I 
IO(I) • IO(IPI) 
10(1) • BLANK 
GO TO 100 
400 CONTINUE 
WRITE (LU4) ID, x. Y. l 
tO CONTINUE 
RETURN 
20 PRINT 1010 
BACKSPACE LU4 
READ(LU•I ID. X, Y, Z 
PRINT 1020, N, 10, X, Y. Z 
kODE • I 
RETURN 
1000 FORMAT I ax, 8At, ex, 3E8.0 ) 
9001 FDRMAT(IHl,19X.'GRID POINT FILE',//, 
+3X, 'GRID ID •• ' 7X. 'X-COOR., .ex. 'V·COOA.' ,ax. 'Z-COOR.') 
9002 FORMAT(IH ,IX, 8Al,3(5X,FI0.4)) 
1010 FORMAT( 'O••••• ERROR ••••• ENO OF FILE ON GRID POINT 










































SUBROUTINE PLOT 00022740 
EXECUTIVE ROUTINE TO CONTROL SUBROUTINES SCA.XIS A.NO PLT20A. 00022750 
REAL LEN 00022760 
DIMENSION NN( 8 I 00022770 
COMMON / TEMPRT / IPSW 00022780 
COMMON / PLOTS / NPPL, HEADER(40). NPLT(5). HEADPR( 122).SUBCAS(7)00022790 
COMMON/ PLTDTA / LEN(50), XD(50). YD(50), Z0(50). XX(50) 00022800 -1:-\.n 
0.&TA NN I IHX. 'HY, 1H:Z. 1H,, tH2. 1H3 I 
IF ( IPSW .GT. 0) PRINT 9001 














































00 10 N • 2, NPPL 
XX(N) • XX(N-1) + LEN(N-1) 
10 CONTINUE 
NX • 0 
NY • 0 
NZ • 0 
OMA.X • XX(NPPL) 
OMIN • 0.0 
NPP • 0 
00 40 I • I. 5 
0020J•l,6 
IF ( NPLT (I) . EO. NN(J) ) GO TO 30 
20 CONTINUE 
GO TO 40 
30 IF ( J .EQ. 1 .OR. J .EO. 4 ) NX • 
IF ( J .EO. 2 .OR. J .EO. 5 ) NY 
IF ( J .EO. 3 .OR. J .EO. 6 ) NZ 
"O CONTINUE 
NG • 10 
CA.LL SCA.XIS ( XX, OMIN, OMA.X, XMIN. X~A.X. NG 
IF f NX . EO. 0 ) GO TO SO 
CALL SCAX IS ( XO. OMIN, OMAX, YMIN. YMAX, NG 
CALL PLT20A ( xx. x_o. XMA.X. XMJN. YMA.X. YMIN 
PRINT 1000, HEAOPR, SUBCAS 
50 IF ( NY . EO. 0 ) GO TO 60 
60 
CALL SCAXJS ( YO, OMIN, OMA.X, YMlN, YMA.X, NG 
CA.LL PLT20A ( XX, VO, XMA.X, XMIN, YMA.X, YMIN 
PRINT 1010, HEA.OPR, SUBCA.S 
IF ( NZ . EO. 0 ) GO TO 70 
CA.LL SCA.XIS ( ZO, OMIN, OMA.X, YMIN. YMAX. NG 
CA.LL PLT20A. ( XX. ZD, XMAX, XMIN. YMAX, YMIN 




{ 5X, t22A.1. /. 33X, 
'PLOT OF DISPLACEMENT ( sx. t22A.t I /, 33X, 
'PLOT OF OJSPLA.CEMENT 
( 5X, 122A1. /. 33X, 
'PLOT OF DISPLACEMENT 
IN THE X DIRECTION: 
1010 FORMAT 
IN THE Y DIRECTION: 
1020 FORflllA. T 







c < > < > < >< > < > < > < > < >< > < > < > <>< >< > < > < > < > < > < ><> <> <> < > < ><>< > < ><>< ><> < > < > < > < >< >00023 270 
SUBROUTINE CENTER 00023280 
BUILD A.NO CENTER THE HEADING FOR PLOTS 00023290 
COMMON/ TITLE / RUN(72) 00023300 
COMMON/ PLOTS / NPPL. HEAOER(40). NPLTCS), HEADPR(122),SUBCAS(7)00023310 
DIMENSION TEMP( 123) 00023320 
DA.TA. BLANK, COLON / 1H , 1H: / 00023330 
C IF ( IPSW .GT. 0 ) PRINT 9001 00023340 
9001 FORMAT ( 'O<<<<< ENTRY SUBROUTINE CENTER >>>>>' ) 00023350 
Jc • 0 00023360 
ICHL • 0 00023370 
ICHF • 0 00023380 
ICRF • 0 00023390 
ICRL • 0 00023400 
IDlfH • 0 00023410 
IDIFP • 0 00023420 
DO 20 I • I, 40 00023-430 
IF ( HEADER( I) .NE. BLANK ) GO TO 30 00023'140 
20 CONTINUE 00023450 
GO TO 70 00023460 
30 ICHF • I 0002347') 
"40 DO 50 I • I, 40 00023480 
J • 41 - J 00023490 
IF ( HEADER ( J) . NE. BLANK ) GO TO 60 00023500 
50 CONT I NUE 00023510 
GO TO 70 00023520 
60 I CHL . • J 00023530 
IDJFH • ICHL - ICHF 000235•40 
70 DO 80 I • 1, 72 00023550 
IF ( RUN( I) .NE. BLANK ) GO TO 90 00023560 
80 CONTINUE 
GO TO 120 
90 ICRF • J 




J • 73 I 







140 00 150 I 
ICRL • J 
IOJFR • JCRL - JCRF 
J • 0 
IOIFH .EO. 0 .ANO. JOJFR 
IOIFH .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 140 
• ICHF, ICHL 
J • J + 1 
TENPIJ ) • HEADER(!) 
IDIFR • EO. 0 ) GO TO 160 
JC • 2 
J • J + t 
TEMP(J) • COLON 
J • J + 1 
TENP(J) • BLANK 
• JCRF, ICRL 
J • J .. 1 
TEMPI J) • RUN( I) 
.EO. 0 ) GO TO 180 
150 CONTINUE 
160 MJM • IOJFH + IDIFR + IC .. 2 
IF • ( 122 - NUM ) I 2 
oo no 1 • 1. 122 
HEADPR ( I) • BLANK 
170 CONTINUE 











































































SUllROUTINE SCAXIS (V,VNIN,Vl .. X.SMIN,SMAX,NG ) 00023960 
00023970 
.••••...•••• ' •••.••...••..•••...•......•.••••••...•......••••.••... 00023980 
THIS IS A ROUTINE WHICH WILL SELECT A. SCA.LE FOR OAT.& TO BE 
PLOTTED. THE USER MAY EITHER SUPPLY THE DATA TO BE SCALED 
OA THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM OAT.& VALUES. IN ADDITION, THE 
USER SPECIFIES THE NUMBER OF INCREMENTS TO APPEAR ON THE 
AXIS A.ND A. SET OF ALLOWABLE INCREMENT VALUES. 
v 
NPPL 











THE NUMBER OF POINTS IN V TO BE SCALED. IF NPPL IS 
ZERO, THEN THE ROUTINE ASSUMES THAT VMIN ANO VNAX 
CciNTA.·IN THE MINIMUM ANO MAXIMUM OF THE DATA. ANO V 







THE MINIMUM DATA VALUE 
THE MAXIMUM DATA. VA.LUE 
THE SCALED MINIMUM VALUE. SMIN • LE. VMIN 
THE SCALED MAXIMUM VALUE. SMAX .GE. VMA.X 






SCALED AXIS .00024150 





IN ADDITION, AN INTEGER ARRAY CALLED "ALLOW" CONTAINS THE 
ALLOWABLE SCALING VALUES. THESE NAY BE CHANGED TO GIVE A 
DIFFERENT SET OF VALUES BY SPECIFING NEW VALUES ANO PLACING 






COMMON / TEMPRT / IPSW 00024250 
COMMON / PLOTS / NPPL. HEADER(40), NPLT(5), HEADPR( 122).SUBCAS(7)00024260 
DIMENSION V( 1) 00024270 
INTEGER ALLOW(9) / 1, 2, 3, 4, s. 6, 7. 8, 9 /. NA/ 9 I 00024280 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - .. - .. - - - - - - - .. 00024 290 
SEARCH FOR VMIN A.NJ VMAX IF NEEDED 00024300 
IF I IPSW .GT. 0 ) PRINT 9001 00024310 










IF ( NPPL . EO. 0 
VMIN • V( I) 
VMAX • V( t) 
00 10 I • 2 , NPPL 
VMIN • AMJN1 
VMAX • AMAX 1 
10 CONTINUE 
) GO TO 20 
VMIN, V( 11 ) 
VMAX, V(I) ) 
SCALE 
20 
(VMAX·VMIN)/NG TO HAVE SAME NO. DIGITS AS NO. ENTRIES 
NO• IFIX ( t.01 + ALOGIO (FLOAT( ALLOW( I)) ) 
VINC • ( VMAX • VMIN ) / NG 
A • ALOGIO ( VINC ) 
I • A 
IF ( A .LT. 0.0 ) I • I M t 
SCALE • 10.0 • • ( NO I - I ) 
VINC • VINC • SCALE 
















FINO AN ELEMENT IN ALLOW THAT IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO VINC 




A • ALLOW( I) 
If ( A . GE. VINC ) GO TO 50 
JO CONTINUE 
40 I • I 
A • ALLOW( 1) 
SCALE • SCALE / 10.0 
THE SMALLEST ALLOWABLE INCREMENT IS NOW A / SCALE. 
50 
NO~ PICK SMIN ANO SMAX SO ZERO WILL BE AN INCREMENT VALUE. 
VINC • A / SCALE 
A • VMJN / VJNC 
J • A 
IF ( A .LT. o.o ) J :a J M 1 
SMJN • J • VINC 
SMAX • SMIN -+ VINC • NG 
IF ( SMAX • GE. VMAX ) GO TO 60 
VINC IS TOO SMALL TO FIT THE ADJUSTED 
IF ( I . EO. NA ) GO TO <O 
I • I + 1 
A • ALLOW( I) 
GO TO 50 





























<>< > <>< > < > < > < ;.- <>< > <>< ><><> <>< ;.- <> < > < ;.- <><><> <> < > < ><> <><><> <>< >< > < > < >< ><>0002'4 780 
SUBROUTINE PLT20A ( X, V. XMAX, XMIN, VMAX, VMIN ) 00024790 
SUBROUT lNE TO PRODUCE A PAINTER PLOT OF X VS. 
X ANO V ARE ROut~EO ( NOT TRUNCATED ) TO THE NEAREST 
INTEGERS BEFORE PLOTTING. GRJD SIZE IS 10 X tO. 
>.. ARRAY OF X COORDINATES 
v ARRAY OF V COORDINATES 
NPPL NUMBER Of POINTS JN X ANO V 
XMAX MAX 1 MUM X VALUE 
XMIN MINlMUM X VALUE 
IF XMAX • XMIN, X WILL BE SEARCHED TO FINO THE MINIMUM 
ANO MAX1MUM VALUES. 
VMAX MAXIMUM V VALUE 
v MIN MINIMUM V VALUE 
IF VMAX • VMJN, V WILL BE SEARCHED TO FINO THE MINIMUM 
ANO MAXIMUM VALUES. 
0002'4800 



















COMMON / TEMPRT / IPSW 
00025000 
00025010 
COMMON/ PLOTS / NPPL, HEAOER(•O). NPLT(S). 
DIMENSION JfX(t01). ZX(tl), X(1). Y(1) 




DATA IBLNK, ISTAR / 1H • 1H• / 
DATA IYMAX I 50 /, JI I t I 
IF ( lPSW .GT. 0 ) PRINT 9001 
9001 FORMAT ( 'O<<<<< ENTRY SUBROUTINE PLT20A 
LINE • 5 
. 00025060 
FROM SUBROUTINE PLOT >>') 00025070 
00025080 
XL • XMAX 
VL • VMAX 
XS • XMIN 
VS • VMJN 
IF ( XMAX .NE. XMIN ) GO TO 20 
XL • X( t) 
XS • X( 1) 
00 10 N • 2, NPPL 
XL• AMAX1 ( X(N). XL ) 
XS • AMIN1 ( X(N), XS ) 
10 CONTINUE 
20 IF ( VMAX .NE. 'f'MIN ) GO TO 40 
YL • V(I) 
VS• V(1) 
DO 30 N • 2. NPPL 
YL • AMAX1 ( Y(N), YL ) 
VS • .. llN1 ( Y(N), VS ) 
30 CONTINUE 
40 XSCALE • ( XL XS ) • 0.01 
VSCALE • ( YL VS ) / FLOAT ( I VMAX ) 
PRINT 200 
PRINT 210 
LL -. IYMAX 
GO TO 60 
50 LL • LL - t 
60 00 70 I -.. I, 101 
IFX(I) • IBLNK 
70 CONTINUE 
00 90 t -• J 1 , NPPL 
IF ( X(I) .GT. XL .OR. X(I) .LT. XS ) GO TO 90 
IF ( Y(I) .GT. VL .OR. Y(I) .LT. VS ) GO TO 90 
IV. ( V(J) M VS) I VSCALE + 0.5 
IF ( JV - LL ) 90. SO. 90 
80 IX • ( X(I) ·XS ) / XSCALE + 0.5 
I I • IX + I 
IFX(ll) • !STAR 
90 CONTINUE 
ZV • FLOAT ( LL ) • VSCALE + YS 
IF ( LINE .EQ. 5 ) PAINT 220, ZY, ( IFX(I), I • 1. 101 
IF ( LINE .NE. 5 ) PAINT 2•0, ( IFX(I), I • I, 101 ) 
LINE • LINE + t 
IF ( LINE • GT. 5 ) LINE • 1 
IF ( LL . NE. 0 ) GO TO 50 
PRINT 210 
DO 100 K '" 1, 1 1 
ZX(K) • 10. • FLOAT ( K - 1 ) • XSCALE + XS 
100 CONTINUE 
PRlNT 230, ( ZX(K). k • I. 11 ) 
PRINT 220 
RETURN 
200 FORMAT ( IHI, ///// ) 
2t0 FORMAT ( tSX, 20 ( 5Hl.. ). tH' ) 
220 FORMAT ( IH, F8.3, o1X, 2HM:, 10Ut, 1H: ) 
230 FORMAT ( 9X. 11 ( 2X, FB. 3 ) ) 




























































c <> <>< > < ><> < ><><>< ><>< >< ><>< ><>< ><><> <><><><><>< ><><><><><><><>< >< >< >< >00025610 
BLOCK DATA 00025680 
CORRELATES THE ASSIGNMENT OF FILE DESIGNATION NUMBERS. ELEMHIT 00025690 
ID MJMBERS, ANO NUMBER OF ITEMS OF NAST RAN OUTPUT FOR EACH 00025700 
ELEMENT TYPE ACCEPTED BY PROSCAN. ALSO ASSIGNS ALL OTHER FILE 00025710 
DESIGNATION NUMBERS FOR PROGRAM EXECUTION. 00025720 
COMMON/ CTLOTA / LTYPE( 18), NUM(18) 00025730 
COMMON I OTANAS I STRE. suect. SUBC2 00025740 
COMMON/ UNITS1 / LUI, LU2. LU3, LU<, LUNAS, IA 00025750 
COMMON / UNITS2 / LUB I, LUB2, LUF 1, LUF2, LUGP, LU( 18) 00025760 
COMMON / UNITS3 / LUC 1, LUC2, LU01, LU02 00025770 
DATA STRE, SUBC1, SUBC2 / •H STR, •HSSUB, •HCASE I 00025780 
DATA LTVPE/10.16 0 62,63 0 15,19.18, t, o1, 1. 6,17, 9. 8, 3. 5.3o1,t2/ 00025790 
DATA NUM I 4, 7. 7, 7,'6.16,16, o1, 3,16,16.16, 7,16, '4. 3,15, t/ 00025800 
DATA LU /t1,12,13,1o1,t5.16.t7,tl,19,20.2t,22,23.24,25.26,27,28/ 00025810 
DATA LU1, LU2, LU3. LU•, LUNAS, IA/ I, 2.•1. ••••• 5 I 00025!20 
DATA LUB1. LUB2, LUF1, LUF2, LUGP / •2,35,31,32,35 / 00025830 
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(c) Rod Element 564 
Figure 28. (Continued) 
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Figure 28. (Continued) 
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Figure 29. Comparison of Stra i n.s for Test 3B 
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Figure 29. (Continued) 
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Figure 30. Load Point Displacements for Test 
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Figure 30. (Continued) 
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(a) Load Poinl, Model A (without torsional stiffness rods) 
Figure 31. Single-Point Displacements for Test 2C 
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(b) Node 46, Model A (without torsional stiffness rods) 
Figure 31. (Continued) 
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(d) Node 46, Model C (without torsional stiffness rods) 
Figure 31. (Continued) 
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(f) Node 46, Model D (with torsional stiffness rods) 
Figure 31. (Continued) 
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(a) Load Point, Model A (without torsional stiffness rods) 
Figure 32. Single-Point Displacements for Test 3B 
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(b) Node '46. Model A (without torsional stiffness rods) 
Figure 32. (Continued) 
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(c) Load Point, Model C (without torsional stiffness rods} 
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(e) load Point, Model D (with torsional stiffness rods) 
Figure 32. (Continued) 
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(f) Node 46, Model 0 Cwith torsional stiffness rods) 
Figure 32. (Continued) 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR TEST 1, 
MODEL D, SIMPLE DAMAGE 




54 80 106 124 529 
1 35 255 
82 
111 117 132 134 
258 










52 62 89 107 125 75 248 
















TABLE V (Continued) 
Iteration 
No. Load Buckled Elements Overstressed Elements Failed Elements 
29 18 126 107 256 257 581 257 
30 16 581 581 
31 14 126 126 




































SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR TEST 1, 
MODEL D, DETAILED DAMAGE 
Buckled Elements Overstressed Elements 
68 118 
56 112 136 
80 135 
54 106 124 1 32 
116 117 134 254 1 21 
255 258 
117 137 
1 1 1 119 
256 257 577 
123 
82 105 126 123 531 9529 
579 
125 




62 64 89 




















TABLE VI (Continued) 
Iteration 
No. Load Buckled Elements Overstressed Elements Failed Elements 
30 20 
31 22 75 75 
32 20 67 73 55 57 473 473 
33 18 97 57 73 73 
34 16 55 471 55 
35 14 53 427 427 
Iteration 
TABLE VII 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR TEST 2C, 
MODEL A, SIMPLE DAMAGE 
186 
No. Load Buckled Elements Overstressed Elements Failed Elements 
l 0 111 135 
2 12 80 































50 79 107 108 
113 123 125 143 
144 
142 
85 93 97 105 112 
115 116 117 118 








119 129 133 135 139 
573 577 579 
103 121 131 133 135 
139 531 567 577 581 
605 615 
113 121 125 133 135 
139 140 213 223 224 
225 226 227 228 535 
536 567 569 573 580 
582 589 591 607 611 
620 625 
97 108 115 117 121 
123 125 126 135 139 
140 141 223 224 225 
226 227 228 257 528 
534 535 536 569 571 
573 578 580 589 591 
609 611 625 627 629 
631 632 
97 104 108 110 113 
115 117 121 123 125 
126 128 139 140 141 
144 212 213 223 224 
225 226 227 228 257 
530 534 535 536 569 





119 129 579 





TABLE VI I (Continued) 
Iteration 
No. Load Buckled Elements Overstressed Elements Failed Elements 
15 618 625 627 628 629 
(Cont.) 630 631 632 
16 4 97 104 111 115 117 11 l 552 578 
118 121 123 124 125 
126 128 139 140 14 l 
142 212 213 222 223 
224 225 226 227 228 
249 257 532 534 535 
536 552 555 567 569 
578 589 591 593 595 
601 616 623 625 627 













l l 14 
12 16 
l 3 18 
14 16 












TABLE VI 11 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR TEST 2C, 
MODEL D, DETAILED DAMAGE 
Buckled Elements Overstressed Elements 
56 68 80 112 114 
l 18 l 26 
106 132 
62 82 l l l 135 256 
49 50 108 124 
134 255 
l 16 117 1 33 258 68 
66 
79 81 l l 3 129 460 
462 
61 105 107 70 
54 





62 255 434 
254 64 78 81 82 187 434 
64 78 79 82 105 254 
436 















78 79 254 
64 479 
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TABLE V 111 (Continued) 
Iteration 
No. Load Buckled Elements Overstressed Elements Failed Elements 
27 10 85 77 82 105 436 477 481 77 436 481 
28 8 
29 10 131 54 80 428 475 477 54 80 475 477 
30 8 73 126 52 75 82 428 438 52 75 428 438 
31 6 55 473 55 
32 4 


































SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR TEST 3B, 
MODEL A, SIMPLE DAMAGE 
Buckled Elements Overstressed Elements 
510 
49 114 1 34 136 110 
130 1 32 128 
135 
116 133 66 
56 
1 1 1 460 462 
52 55 82 424 432 
80 113 58 
528 
81 254 434 
436 
79 256 
61 129 197 213 52 438 482 
62 
63 107 11 5 257 109 127 437 582 
109 
















127 437 582 
109 





SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR TEST 3B, 
MODEL D, DETAILED DAMAGE 
19 l 








10 56 68 112 114 
118 136 
12 1 32 256 
14 62 134 






l 1 0 














15 14 124 
16 16 258 
17 17 67 117 









528 532 534 574 
17 55 64 73 97 107 118 120 256 552 
113 126 129 143 574 
255 257 
16 115 125 116 117 118 138 257 
536 552 574 592 
14 51 63 85 123 131 56 58 79 81 85 107 
133 141 115 119 137 257 279 









528 532 534 
120 256 
117 118 536 
73 107 115 279 
476 573 574 
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TABLE X (Continued) 
Iteration 
No. Load Buckled Elements Overstressed Elements Failed Elements 
24 12 105 55 56 57 58 69 71 75 71 11 3 119 535 
78 113 119 197 429 571 
430 467 471 473 535 
571 
25 10 55 58 75 78 79 80 105 105 111 467 473 
111 121 197 429 430 569 
467 471 473 478 569 
575 
26 8 58 75 77 78 80 109 58 109 471 533 
197 429 430 471 533 567 
567 
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